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Abstract
T he nature of t he geometric and electronic transitions taking place in sr-conjugated
oligo (thiophene)s, oligo(cyc1opentadiene)s, oligo(fulvene)s and their cyano based
derivatives are invest igated using an ab ini tio approach, including correlation ef-
fects . Theoretical evidence based on excited state electronic st udies of the most sea-
ble foems of thiophene and cyclopentadiene base d oligomers show t ha t the cyeno-
derivatives of these polymers possess smaller intrinsic band gaps than their par-
ents . The geometries of these neutral five-membered ring oligomers have been
optimized using the ab in itio restricted Hartree-Fock method followed by t he single
configuration interaction (CIS) technique with 3-21G" basis set within the frame-
work of Gaussian 94. It has been observed that the 3-210 " basis set describes
the qualitative geometric and elect ronic featu res reliably. Single subs ti tu tion of
electrons in the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (conduction band ) from the
highest occu pied molecular orbitals (valence band) shows good agreements with
t he experimentally observed excited state energies (where available) for the six
molecular systems investigated in this study. Of these, the lowest was for the
tetramer of poly- (dicyanomethylene cyclopeutadithiophene) (1.63 ev} , followed by
poly-(dicyanomethylene cyclop entadifulvene) (2.34 eV) and poly- (dicyano-methylene
cydopentadicyclopentadiene) (2.57 eV). T he molecular geometric modifications in
going from the ground to the lowest exci ted state show particular trends towards
a full aromatic beneold like structure with almost equal bond lengths along the
molecular backb one. The heteroatomic subs titutions and the geome try relaxation
ph enomenon show an efficient approach to band gap con tro L T he geometry relax-
ation phen omena occurring in the singlet and triplet states show more prono unced
and localized bond lengt h al ternations in t he t riplet states , confirming the more
localized character of tri plet states . Maximum planarity, weak interactions of the
chain backbone with t he bridging grou p, enhan ced 1l" character of tb e highest oc-
cupied and t he lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals along wit h charg e t ransfer
phenomenon also contri bute to band gap lowering. For these oligomers, the evolu-
tion of the lowest energy, singlet-triple t transitions with chain length ranging from
one to eight rings, has also been investigated. The lowest t hr ee singlet an d three
tri plet states are characterized with the oscillator st rengths in the cligomers along
with the latt ice distortions taki ng place due to the 1l" - 'If. transitions. The inclu-
sion of electron correlation results in a significant reduct ion in t he band gap and
shows excellent agreement with the experim ent al results . The calculated t ransition
energies are wit hin 0.1-0.4 eV of th e experimental results .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1. 1 Conj ugated P ol ymer s
We Investigate the intrinsic ground and excited state geometric and elect ronic prop-
erties of conjugated oligomers (see Section 1.3 for details ) using configuration in-
teraction (CI), a qunatum mechanical method, to provide insights that can not
be easily obtained from experiments alone . An important aspect of st udying con-
ducting oligomers is that they allow for a rational approach from molecule to bulk
material . That is, the ultimate goal of this work is to understand and control th e
route from molecule t o bulk material . T his thesis focuses most ly on the first step
in this aim , i.e., on studying the excited state properties of oligomers.
By using oligomers with an increasing number of monomer units , it is possible
to evaluate the effect of conjugation length and estimate characteristics for more
complex polymers. Conjugation of small molecules an d their extension leads to
polymeric materials with unique properties. Intensive investigations on conjugated
polymers have been carried out mainly for two reas ons: first ly, t hese ma terials are
stable under nonnal conditions and are very flexib le with respect to modifications
1.1 Conjugated Polymers
of t heir chemical structure; secondly, since they are very p romising candidate for
materials wit h high nonlinear optical properties, t hey can be used in a wide range of
ap plications from optoelectronics to information-storage devices [1]. In Sect ion 1.2
we summarize pre vious studies of small band gap conj ugated polymers. In Sect ion
1.3 we briefly discuss the goals and scopes of this thesis.
1.1 .1 The Characteristics of Conjugated P olymers
T he elec tronic structure of the chain of atoms or chemical groups along th e back-
bone of the uon-coaj ugated polymers consists of only o -bands (likely with localized
sr-electrcnic levels) [2]. T he large electron energy gap in the c -system makes these
pol ymers electrically insul a ting as well as transparent to visible light. On t he ot her
han d , t he unique elect ronic features of the conjugated polymers lie in their inher-
ent e-electrons, the wave functions of which are delocalized along their alternating
single and double bonded backbone. The unique opto-electronic properties of these
delocalized sr-electro n systems with respect to the con ventional c -syste ms are as
follows: (i) Relatively small electronic band gap (......1 to 3.5 eV) , making them
available for low energy electronic excitations and semiconducting beha v-iour ; (ii)
Can be easily oxidized or reduced, usually through charge transfer with molecular
dopants; (iii) Large carrier mobility, so t hat high electr ical conductivities ar e pos-
sible; and (iv) The presence of charge carriers, which are neither free electrons nor
holes , but quasi-particles, such as polarons, so litons etc. (see page 3 for definitions)
may move relati vely freely through the material [2].
Polyacetylene «CH)~) is the simp lest conjugated polymer, consisting of weakly
coupled chains of CH units forming a pseudo-one-dimensio nal lattice. Such a system
1.1 Conjugated Polym ers
/C~ JCH( /CH~ /CH,
CH. CK j CH CK
add 1t eleclll"ms rr skelewn
r - 1.45 A
/CH~ /CK~ /CH~ /CH,
CH2 CH ::: CH CH
Figure 1.1: Schematic illus tr ation ofdimerization ofoctatetraene (CsH10 ) geome t ric
st ru ct ure due to the uneven distribution of the 11"elect rons over the bond s [31.
with a partially filled 11"energy band structur e is unstable with respect to a dimer-
izat ion disto rtion, the Peierls ins tabi lity (4J, in which th e adjacent CH groups move
toward s each other, forming al te rnating short (double) and long (single) bonds,
ther eby lowering the electronic energy of th e system (see Fig . 1.1) by opening up a
gap a t t he Fermi level [5J. The bood lengt h al ternation (Or), a common phenomenon
in one-dimensional syst ems, which, depending up on the orien tat ion of t he bonds
in t he resp ective mesomers may be in phase L or in phase R. Hence after lattice
distortion t he resulting mesomers can be degenera te (e.g., tmns- PA Fig. 1.2) or
non-d egenerate (e.g., PT, PP y, PPP, PAni). Beca use of t his stabilizing deforma-
tion of t he system, which destr oys the degeneracy of orbitals, one ends up wit h a
semico nducto r, whereas the non disto rt ed structure would hav e been a metal.
Th e intrinsic low dimens ionality of linear polymer chains, and the general prop-
ert y of conjugat ed organic molecu les t hat the geometric st ructure is dependent upon
1.1 Conjugated Polymers
;;;;.,~.::> .,.::>~
R~\'VVVVV\fR
- - -
Figure 1.2: Two degene rate ground state structures of trons-PA (CH)",.
the ionic state of th e molecule (strong electron(hole)-Iattice interactions), leads to
t he creation of unusual charge carrying spec ies. These species , associated with
other loc alized electronic states, manifest themselves through electronic processes
(by photo excitation in the neu tral system or charge transfer upon red uction , oxtda-
tion or protonation, t.e., doping, of the polymer chains), with energy levels within
the otherwise forbidden elec tronic energy gap [6, 7, 8]. T his is clarified in Fig . 1.3,
where it is shown how an excess electron on a conj uga ted polyme r chain leads to
the formation of new electronic states within the energy gap. The ide a of solitons
in polyacetylene was first implicitly int roduced by Pople and Walmsley [9] in 1962,
who suggest ed that such defects cou ld be made mobilized and, upon charging, cou ld
be made respons ible for a high electrical conductivity. Generally, depen ding upon
the symmetry of the ground state, the charge car rying species are charged polarons,
spinless charged solitons, or sp inless char ged bipolarons [10, 6, 7, 8]. These spec ies,
solitons, po larons an d bipolaro ns, represent the lowest energy eigenstates of the
coup led electron (hole)-lat ti ce systems [U ], and ar e res ponsible for several unique
electrical, magne tic and optical (even non-linear) properties of the conj ugated po ly-
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Figure 1.3: (a) Neut ral, (b) positively charged, and (c) negatively char ged solitons
in trans-PA. Figure taken from ref. [5}.
mers . The soliton is a loca lized, nonbo nd ing sta te with its energetic locat ion in the
midd le of the Pelerls gap between th e 1r and 1r- bands (see Fig. 1.3). This non-
bonding nature is exposed in its wave function - even in regions of high proba bility
density t here is a likelihood of finding t he electron only on every second carbon
a tom, and zero at the carbon atom in between (121.
Conjugated cyclic poly mers based on cis-polyacetylene (PA) backbone are found
in two possible isomeric forms: aromat ic (e-ce cr tran+cisoid)and quinoid (s-t ransor
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cis-trons oid) l which are non degenerate and exhi bit different elect ronic propert ies .
Heterocyclic po lym ers such as pclythiophene (PT), polyfuran (PF) , an d polypyr-
role (P Py) ar e known to possess aromat ic forms in their ground states [13, 14J.
Simple nonh et erocyclic polymers like polyfulvene (PFV), poly(oxocyclopent adiene)
(POPD), po ly(thiocyclopentadlene) (PTPD) and poly(cyclopentadiene) (PCY) show
strong preference for quinoid structures [15, 16, 17, 18J. In general the more stable
isomer possesses a large r hand gap than it s counterpart.
Three rou tes towards the design and syn t hesis of low-band-gap organic poly-
mers have been exp lored . The first is th e const ruc t ion of fully fused-ring hydro-
carbon structures in order to obtain a system corres ponding more or less to a one-
dimensional graphite, c.g., polyacene-like systems [19, 20, 21, 22, 231 or polyper -
inapht balene [24, 25J. T he second is the modification of the geometric and /o r
electro nic st ructure of known and well-characterized conjugated pol yme rs like poly-
thiop hene and polypyrole that can be easily derivatized . In this context, the present
investigat ion was performed to discover a compound in which the quino id geometric
form (possessing usually a higher total energy hut a smal ler band gap than that of
an arom atic o ne) is favoured in which quinoid elect ronic contribution s are stabilized
in the ground state. Using this concept polyisothianaphthene (band gap ",,1 eV),
a polythiophene chain to which benzene rings are fused along the 3,4 pos it ions of
the thio phene unit s, has been synthes ized [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 341. Th is
synthesis has been followed by stud ies on numerous compounds like poly (are ne me-
thines ) [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. A third and very exciting route was ap proached
by Havinga et aI. [42, 431who intro duced to.regular alternation of conjugated dono r
l The terms aromatic a.od quinoid should not be confused wi th the aromatic benzene structure.
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and acceptor-like moieties wit h a low ioniz ing potential and large electro n affinity
along a. conjugated chain, indu cing a small ban d gap ener gy. T he band gap is
expec ted to be lowest (or a combination in which the electro negativity difference
between don or and acceptor moieties is highest [44]. Th is concept has already led
to t he syn t hesis of po lysquaraines an d polcroconaines (ban d ga p ......0.5-eV) (42, 431
as well as that of po ly(cyclopentadithiophene) derivatives [45, 46].
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Investigat ion of conjug at ed organi c polymers with small ban d ga ps has considerably
increased during the last coup le of decades. A broad ran ge of studies have shown
that conjugat ed molecules and polymers const it ute prototypes of systems whose
chemical, geom etric, and elect ronic structures are strongly interconnected. Any
electronic process, be it a charge transfer upon doping or a char ge excitation upon
illumination , leads t o very fast local geom etry relaxa tions which in turn modify the
original electronic structure significantly [47].
In order t o put our work in proper context, we will review relevan t previous
work. The initial use of polymers for their electro nic conducting properties dates
hack to t he 60's [48]. Naar man and his group [49] synt hesized a doped polyacetylene
with a. cond uctivity of 6 x 10$ S cm-! which is larger t han t hat of copper. The
existence of bond alternation in tmns-polyacety lene was demonst ra ted by Fincher
et al. [50]. The importance of t he int ercon nection betwee n chemical and electronic
st ructure in this simplest conjugated molecule was estab lished by th e relati onshi p of
the magnitude of the bond al tern ation to t he energy gap in its excitation spectrum
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[10, 51, 52J. The interes t reached its heigh t in 1977 when Heeger and MacDiarmid
[53Jdiscovered th at po lyacetylene could unde rgo a 12 fold increase in cond uctivity
upon charge-trans fer oxida t ive doping.
Most of t he previous wor k concerned (i) determina tion of the polymers' intrinsic
electron ic properties via the evalua tion of important parame te rs like ionization po-
tential, electron affinities , bandwi dths, and ban d gaps [54, 55/ and [ii ] description
of the geometric an d electro nic structural modificatio os taking place upon reaction
with reducing or oxidizi ng agents , thereby characterizing th e nature of the charge
storage species formed upon doping, such as, soli tons, polerons, and bipolarons
[56, 10, 57, 58/. In addition, these early qua nt urn-mechanlcal calculat ions were per-
formed most ly at the semiempirical, ab ini tio Hartree-Fock level or at the simp le
Htickel level. T he enhancement in computer power an d the possibili ties of appliea-
tion to larger systems and exploitation of mo re sophisticated quantum-chemic al
techniques including elect ron correlation effects like post- Hartree-Fock meth ods
have enab led one to obtain the excited -s tate properties of larger conjugated poly-
mers or the ir oligomers. This has by now been proven essential in providing 3
deeper unders tanding of, for instance , (i) the linear and nonlinear optical response
of these system s, (ii ) t he charact erist ics of bot h sin glet and t riplet pola ron-exci tons ,
an d (iii ) the interac tions of conjugated systems with metals [59].
The currently studied conjugated polymers for nonlinear optical applications in-
clude polyacetylene, polyarylenes , polyarylene vinyle nes, polyt hiophene and their
derivatives [60]. The elect ronic states of thiophene have been assigned by Palmer
and coworkers [61] using optical absorption, near threshold electron energy-loss
spectroscopy and ab initio multi -reference mult i-roo t CI methods with several basis
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sets. Colditz et al., [621have investiga ted the ground and excited elect ronic sta tes of
thiophene oligomers bo th th eoretically an d exp eriment ally for 2~6 monomer units
stud ying the vertical transition energies from the ground to th e lowest excit ed
singlet sta tes using CI-singles. In their pap er t hey have stressed on t he single ex-
citation configurations discarding th e dou ble excitations since with double excited
configurations the state orde ring was not consistent wit h the experimental results .
In anot her mult i configuration second orde r perturbat ion st udy , Andres and his
coworkers [63] have also ra tionalized the redunda ncy of doubly excit ed configura-
tions for thiophene. Fagerstrom and Stafstrom [64] in their excited sing let-triplet
state study used the semiempirical AMI followed by INDO/CI methods, where
th ey have accounted for electroluminescence in polythlophen e as the phenomenon
ap pears in light-emitting diode devices. They have also shown that t he tri plet
states are very close in energy to the singlet st ates as an ind ication that spin -orb it
coupling can play an important role in this system. Negri an d Zgierski [65] have
analyzed the vibrcnic structure of the lowest two valence excited states of fulvene
by using different ab initio an d semiempirical methods with different basis sets in
order to obtain ground and excited elect ronic state geometries and force fields in-
volved in the transitions. Another detailed ground and excited state study with the
photochemical reactivity of fulvene was carri ed out by Dreyer and Klessinge r [661.
In an earlier experiment al gas phase stu dy of fulvene [67], the aut hors ha ve assigned
several of t he electr onic and vibrational spectra. Harm an et at. [68], in the ir UV
study have shown that the absorp tion spectra of fulvene aro und 200 nm are not
due to valence shell transit ions but rather are Rydberg t ransitions (transitions into
atomic orbi tals of hig her prin cipal quan tu m numbers) . Asmis an d his coworkers
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[69J have also studied the trip let and sing let excited states of fulvene in gas phase
by elect ron-energy-less spectroscopy, supporting th e previous results. Nakano and
his coworke rs [70] have assigned the excitation spectra of cyclo pentadiene in the
ran ge on 5-8 eV using CASSC F method with au accuracy of 0.27 eV with t he
experimental results. In a similar study of electronic structure of pyridine based
po lymers, Blatchford et ai., [711 have accounted for important issues like spatial
symmetry breaking with related consequences.
Large molecules like the nucleic aci d bases: thymine, cytosine, uracil in t he
ground and the lowest two singlet excited states were studied by Shukla and Mishra
[72] using sing le configuration interaction. A better insight into the molecular or-
bital theory of excited sta tes for simple organic molecules like ethylene, formalde-
hyde etc. could be found in a paper by Pople et al. [73]. H. O. Villar and his cowor k-
ers [74] in an ab initio Hartree-Fock calculation have established the need for elec-
tron correla tion in order to correc t the band gap calc ulated for the five-membered
heterocycles: polythiophene, pc lyfurane, po lypyrr ole and po lyselenophene starting
from monomer through pent amer. In the ir study the y have also shown that residual
correc tio ns of t he band gaps cou ld be achieved with the inclus ion of larger basis
sets . SaIzner et ai., in thei r article [75] have presented excitati on energies of 20 small
and medi um-sized a-systems estimated as one-e lectron energy differences at the HF
and OFT levels with various combina tions of exchange and correlation functionals.
T hey have shown that inclusion of t he exact HF exchange via the hybrid B3 LYP,
B3P 86, and B3PW9 1 functio nals leads to the HOMO-LUMO (Highest Occ upied
Molecular Or bital and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orb ital) gap in good agree-
ment wit h experimental excita tion energies. S. Y. Hong and J. M. Song [76, 77, 78J
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in their semiempirical studies on conjugated cyclic polymers have shown that the
band gaps of the polym ers mainly evolved from the bond -length alternations with
a few exceptions. Lee and Kertesz (79] used. semiempirical Hackel assor ted with
MNDO met hod to show the effects of nuclear relaxation and heteroatomic substi-
t u tion 00 polyt hicphe ne and othe r molecules. T hey have demo nstrated that energy
gap is controlled not by aromatic vs. quino id contributions, but by the geometric
and heteroatomic effects on the frontier orbitals of the polymer. Beljoone et 01.,
(80] in their HF coupled with INDO jC I study demonstrated electronic excitation,
relaxation energies and nonlinear optical properties of thiophene oligomers . Jean
Roncali [811 has covered a wide perspective in his review specifically focused on
synt hesis, funct ionalizat ion and applic ation of poly(t hiophenes) . Lambert and Fer-
raris (45, 461 in their experimental study have designed an electroactive polymer
with a lowered band gap from the monomer cyclopenta[2,1-bi3,4-b']dithiophen-4-
one displaying a reduced HOMQ..LUMO separation with E, <1.5 eV.
The recent records on the state-of-the-art of the chemistry of conducting poly-
mers and related ma terials can be obtained in the Proceedings of the 81g Nobel
Symposium 00 Conducting Polymers [471, the book by Bredas and Silbey (821 and
th e book edited by Skot heim [83].
Conducting polymers are quasi crystalline because more than 50% of the total
volume is amorphous. For structural studies crystallinity is essential. Depending
on th e way a polymer synthesized it can he either crystalline or amorphous. For ex-
ample , electrochemically prepared PT is amorphous [84], but chemically prepared
polymer is partly crystalline [85]. Due to the dominance of amorphous nature t he
X-ray determin at ion of these polymers' structures are not available except for a few
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cases [85, 86]. Hence, the amo unt of st ructural informat ion that can be obtained
from X-ray, ne utron or electron diffract ion of CPs is minimal. Scanning elect ron
microscopy and scanning t unnelling microscopy are ma jor sources of infor mat ion reo
garding the morphology of surface regions of these compounds at mesoscopi c scales.
NMR was used to meas ure C-C bond lengths . Resonance Raman Spectroscopy is
useful for measure ment of conjugation lengt hs on the scale of 10 - 100 A [87, 88].
Spectroscopic metho ds provide information about the energy gap. Photo-induced
absorption, emission and luminesce nce spectra are widely used for determining t he
mid-gap states. For example, with soft X-ray photons hoth core and valence elec-
t rons can be st udied. With UV and visible photo electron spectra only the valence
electro ns can be st udied.
Th eoret ical calculations on the polymers and/or oligomers ar e performed at the
all initio or semie mp irlcallevels. In case of conj ugated systems t he lar ge number of
atoms per uni t cell requires an ab initio metho do logy for accurate structure deter -
mination. The most widely used techn iques start from a single con figuration-based
Hertree-Fock self-consistent-field wave function [891 wherein the wave function 'l10
is a product of one-electron wave functions. These wo's are referred to as molecu-
lar spin orbitals, an tisymmetrized with respect to int erchan ge of electron ic coordi-
nates . The molecular sp in orbitals are themse lves expanded as a linear combinat ion
of atom -cent re d basis functions . While the ab ini tio Hartree-Fock approximation
is remarkably successfu l in many cases, its treatment of the correlat ion between
the motions of different electrons within a molecular system , espec ially those aris-
ing between elect rons of opp osite spin is inadeq uate. In most techniques, electron
correlation effects are introduced by allowing the wave function to be a linear com-
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bination of many elect ron configurations. T he ot her configura tions are produced
by the replacements of occupied sp in orbitals in '110 by virtual spin orbit als. T he
conceptually simple, configurat ion interaction (GI) is a straightforward and general
approach for the treatment of elect ron correl ati on in a tom s and molecules. The
ideal CI calculation would be "full CI" (FC I) in which t he full many-electron func-
tions space of the ap pr opriate spin an d symmetry genera ted by th e bas is set is
used in t he wavefunc tion expansion [90, 91]. Such a calculat ion pr ovides the most
complete solu t ion of th e no n-relativistic SchrOdinger equation wi thin th at function
space spanned by a given basi s se t , but is clear ly not pr acti cal . Since the num -
ber of configuration state functions in FCI goes up exponentially with t he size of
the system it is computationally exp ensive. Th erefore in mos t applicat ions , esp e-
cially for many -electron syst ems with large basis sets, it is necessary to truncate
the CI expansion spac e in some way to mak e th e calcul ations practical, leading to
limited CI t echniques. Acc ur at e CI calc ulati ons are possib le for onl y short chain
molecules containing very few valence electr ons. However , th e short chain wave-
funct ions gr ad ually evolve into local ized excitons or delocalized band st ates as the
chain length is increased , hence must have t he same characteristics as their long
chain count erparts. In an experimental st udy on chain lengt h de pendence of th io-
phene oligomers, Horowitz et ai. [92] have found th at short (n :s8) oligomers
are better described in terms of molecular orbitals, whereas one elec tr on model of
conjugated polymers is more a ppropriate for longer chains, i.e., for n = 12 and th e
polymer (n = number of monomer uni ts ).
Th e most widely used t reat ment is CI with all single excitations (CIS) [72, 93, 94)
where all double, triple , q uadruple, and higher order excitations are complet ely
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neglected. Single excitati ons are impo rtant for th eir contri bution for accura te eval-
uat ion of optical , electronic an d nonlin ear opti cal pr operties of t he er-coujugated
systems. CI-Singles is descri bed by its developers as "An adequate zeroth-order
treatme nt for many of t he excit ed states of molecules" {9S]. In fact , t he results pre-
dicted by CIS calc ula t ions have shown close agreement wit h experimental results
[45, 46, 62, 63, 66, 73, 80, 92, 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101J. Therefore, to have deeper
insight into the qualitative features of the cond ucting polymers CIS methodology
appears very important 11021 and hence we have chosen it for our calculations .
Th ere have been a few excited state st udies on thiophene. One such study by
Bendazzoli et aI. (961 used t he CI method wit h a dou ble zeta basis set to obtain
the six lowest excited states (three singlet and three tri plets). Palmer et al. [611
emp loyed high level MRC I wit h several basis sets in their extensive invest igat ion
on the electronic st ates of thiophene. A previo us comp rehensive ab initio st udy of
the excit ed states of thi oph ene used CASSCF wave fun ct ions followed by second
order pert urbation t heory (CASPT 2) [63]. Another semiem pirical (AMI) study on
t hiop hene oligom ers followed by INDO-CI calc ula tio n was report ed [641 dep icting
the interaction between nega tively charged (electron) and positively charge (hole)
polarons. T riplet and sin glet excited states of fu lvene were studied in the gas phase
both experimentally and t heoret ically by Asmis et ai., [69] using elect ron -energy-
loss sp ectroscopy and multiconfiguration second order pert ur bation calc ulations
(CASSCF/CASPT2) - t he reported results for t he first two val ence t ri plet and
singlet transitions were within 0.19 eV of t he experiment. A comp ar ative stu dy
on geometric and electronic structures of polyt hioph ene and pc lycyclope nt adl ene
monomers up to heximers was carri ed out by Salzn er et ai. [103J using density
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functional theory, where they have shown that band gaps increase with increasing
a-donor strengths of the heterca tom . Recently, Subramanian and Lagowsld [18]
carried out an extensive st udy on thiophene- and cyclopencadiene-based polymers
where they used the semi-empirical molecu lar orb ital theory (MNDO, AMI) fol-
lowed by ab init io Hartcee-Fock meth od. They showed that the band-gaps in the
cyano-substltuted polymers, in comparison to their parent polymers were lowered
and accompanied by a decrease in bond alternations in the aro matic forms and by
an increase in bond al ternations in the quino id forms.
Bakhshi and Rat tan [44, 104, 105) in their MNDO-AMI solid-state calculations
followed by HF crystal-orbital method reported two novel donor-acceptor polymers
based on poly(cydopentadiene) , where t he repeat unit was a bicyclopentadleny-
lene bridged by an electron-accepti ng group. They showed that the small band
gap values of these polymers in comparison with polythiophene arise chiefly due
to the strong bonding interaction between the LUCO (Lowest Unoccupied Crys-
tal Orbital) of the bithlophene skeleton and the LUMO of the electron accepting
group. Toussaint and Bre des [106, 107] have investigated the same molecule with
AMI optimized geometry and Valence Effective Hamiltonian (VE H) method. They
concluded that the introduction of the electron-withdrawing group between the two
cyclopent adiene rings of the unit -cell has a weak influence on t he aromatic (trans-
cisoid) form and produces a very small ban d gap of 0.16 eV. Hong et al. [17J in t heir
investigation on t hese a-conjugated systems, ha ve used AMI for geometry optimiza-
tions and modified extended Hiickel method for calculating electronic properties of
t he polymers showing t he variation of the ban d gaps wit h the elec tronic effect of
the bridging groups.
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Th e goal of the present work is to investigate the excited st at e geometric and elec-
troni c properties of low band gap organic conduc ting oligom ers (up to 8 monomer
units ) with t hiophene and cyc lopentad iene blocks as their backbones using the sin-
gle configuration interaction techn ique. The t heoret ical st udy has been perfo rmed
on the following systems: polythiophene (PT), polycyclopentadiene (P CY), poly-
fulvene (PFV), po ly-(dicyanomethylene cyclopent adit hiophene) (PCNTH), poly-
(dicyanomet hylene cyc!op entadicyclopentadiene) (PC NCY) , and po ly- (dicyanomethy-
lene cyclopentadifulveue] (PCNFV) oligomers respectively (refer t o Fi g. 1.5 for the
monomer units ) . Most of t hese systems are extensively stu died d ue to t heir elec-
tronic , mechanical and no n-linear opt ical characteristics [18, 47, 65, 66, 70, 75, 81,
82, 83, 98, 100, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115J.
As a part of this work we have also tried to shed light on the geometric and
electronic modifications d ue to the presenc e of different electron donating and ac-
cepting end-gro ups as well as bridging-gro ups which form charge t rans fer comp lexes
an d hence improve cond uct ivi ty. In this study an effort has been made to design the
narrow band gap materials in their undoped state by decreas ing the bond lengt h
al ternation of a polyacetylene-like backbone by means of heteroatoms and / or side
groups (t.e., variations in the occupancy of front ier molecular orb it als ).
T he two five membered fully conj ugated cyclic systems, thiophene (C4 f4S )
end cyclcpentadiene (CsHg), are prototyp e organic polymers which are stu died
rigorous ly within t he framework of ab initio and different semiempiri cal met hods on
their electro nic spectra and geomet ric properties [63, 77, 103]. Some qualitative and
limited, t hough useful, information on the excit ed state geometries and energeti cs
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of these molecules were reported [61, 65, 66, 69, 96, 116, 117, 1181. However, they
do not contain enough information regarding the excited state geometries to be
able to map t he systems into their most stable conformation .
We have investig ated a new polymer system which has not been investigated
formerl y either by theoret ical or experimental means named PCNFV which has two
fulvene rings bridged by a dlcyan o group as shown in F ig. 1.5. Num erous com-
pounds have been synthesized with the inclus ion of cyano and/or fulvene gro ups
leading to enhanced conduct ivi ty with band gap values as low as 0. 5 eV [46, 119].
Alt hough not all of our proposed polymers have been synthesized , it is of course
wort h exploring their geometric and electronic prop erties prior to a ttempting t heir
syn thesis. Also for t heir successful design, it is necessary to have an overa ll un-
derstanding of t he rela tionship between t heir structural chemist ry and electronic
properties like the excitation energies of differen t single t and triplet excited states,
dipole moments, oscilla tor strength, etc.
In the present st udy, we set our focus on invest igating the geom etric and elec-
t roni c st ruct ures as wen as the conduct ing properties of th e above ment ioned pol y-
meri c syst ems. The geometric and electroni c investigations have been carr ied out
on the bas is of ab ini tio Hartree-Fock method followed by single configuration in-
te rac tio n (CIS) calcul ations [90] for th e descrip tion of the excited st ates , in order
to ensure an adequate treatment of the electron corre lation effects. For every op-
timized geometry, the polymers are treated as infini te pse udo-one-dimensional sys-
tems , i.e. , inter-chain interactions are neglected . In other words , oligom er mod els
were used t o simu late isolat ed single polymer chains. It is wort h men tioning here
that the molecular backbone planari ty is one of t he essent ial features of these 1f-
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conjugated polymers which accounts for their unique electronic fea tur es such as the
delocallzed wevefunctlons over long portions of the polymer chain [2].
A few molecular modelling packages an d graphical viewer interface software
packages ha ..-e been used in order to construct the molecular st r uctures under in-
vestigation. The first generation monomer units were generated using the MOPAC
93 software [120]. The initial input geomet ries Le., the bond length and the bond an-
gles for PT are taken from the gas phase elect ron diffract ion da ta on a-bithiophene
(hereafter denoted oT2 ) [121]. For PCY the inp ut geometries are obtained from
the semiempirical AMI optimize d values {106]. For the remaining polymers r.e.,
PFV, PCNTH, PCNCY, and PCNFV the input geometries are estimated from the
data obtained for PT and PCY with the AM I calc ulations {IS, 106]. Th e second
generation conformers of these compounds are build with the Cerius" molecular
modelling package [1221 using its polymer buil der section.
Gro und state geome tries of the most stable forms of t he oligomers have been
optimi zed using the ab initio restric ted Hartree-Fock procedure using Gaussian 94
[l1BJ. Throughout this study, the 3-21G* bas is set has been used ; except for t he
purpose of determining the basis set effect on the small o -blthiophene molecule ,
we have used several ot her minimal and split -valence basis sets with polarization
and diffuse functions added to heavy atoms . T he 6-31Go basis set has been used
for all the mo nom ers and dimers [73, 123]. We are inte rested in studying what
simple modifications made t o the basis sets can provide an almost adequa te de-
scription of most properties. On the basis of the Hartree-Fock geometry, we have
performed configuration interaction calculations involving sing ly excited configu-
ra tions (CIS) to describe the lowest singlet and triplet states. T he excited states
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of the molecules are gene rated by considering single elect ron promotion from the
occupied (valence) to one of the virtual (conduction) molecular orbitals using the
optimized. ground state molecular geomet ries, an d this has been followed by opti-
mization of the excited state geom et ries. Th e Berny algorithm has been employed.
for geometry optimization [124). In most cases hydrogen atoms beve been used
as end groups in the oligomer calculations and compounds remained planar. An
attempt has also been made to study the effects of app ending push-pull nit ro and
amino groups at the two ends of the thio phene dimer molecule.
A b initio molecular orbital met hods for determining the wavefunctions and ener-
gies of molecu les in thei r ground electronic states are well characterize d. Extensive
tabulati ons of the results of such calcula tions on most of these systems (especial ly
th iophene , cyclopentad iene and fulvene) , performed at a variety of bas is sets and
levels of soph ist icated theories, have allowed predi ctive Quantum chemistry reliab le
for unde rstanding those molecular st ruct ures (17, 65, 66, 78, 79, 106]. In addition,
algorithmic advances designed to take advan tage of newly developed comp ute r tech-
nology have increased bot h the number of atoms and the number of basis functions
which can be practically treated in a standard calculation. However, a comparable
situation does not exist for molecules in their elect ronically excited states. This
is especially true for events where the groun d-sta te met hodology is not directly
t rans ferable (cases for which excited sta tes of the same symmetry as the ground
sta tes are required ). It is worth pointing out here that relatively few ab initio eval-
uations with inclusion of electron correlation effects [117, 125] nave been reported
for compounds of the size considered in t his st udy. Most st udies deal with sma ller
molecular syst ems [65, 66, 106, 114, 126). Our main purpose here is to re-evaluate
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the CIS method in the context of its abili ty to deal wi th larg e systems.
Care should be taken while cons ide ring the size of th e unit cell which is a fu n-
damental part of the cluster size. For the sys tems we have studied, the optimum
cluster size is an oct ame r [18] wh ere the mono meric units are PT, PCY, PFV
respect ively, and tetramer for PC NTH , P CNCY , P C NF V polymers with lar ger re-
peat units (re fer to Fig. 1.5) . It is typical in the molecular calculations that one
mon omer (e.g., one ring in PT) is cons idered to be t he fundam ental unit of t he po ly-
mer. To keep consistent with the solid state computations, calculations are carried
out using two monomers per uni t cell . T he important finding of thes e calculations
is that with two monomers per unit cell a planar st ructure is obtained with the two
rings pointi ng in th e opposite direc tions (Le., anti or ientation ) [127, 128]. Wh ereas
with one monome r per uni t cell one obtains a twis ted out-of-plane structure [129]
beca use of the steric int erac tion (repuls ion) betwe en the rings pointing in the same
direction [i.e., syn orientation) preventing tile form ation of a p lanar structure and
would event ually form a narrow helix in the infinite chain. Hence, it is clear that
these five-memb ered rin g polymers can exis t in two mesomeric forms (see Fig. 1.4)
Aromatic (o r s-cis o r lr3IlS-el soid) Qllin o id (or s-uans or cis-tt':lllSOid)
F igure 1.4: Two monomers pe r repeat unit in anti orientation .
1. ar omatic; a geome tric structure where a longer "singl e" bond app ears betw een
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the rings an d be tween th e 13 car bons; by an alogy wit h the terminology used
for cis-polyacetylene, this stru ct ure is named t rans-cisold;
2. quinoid ; a structu re where a shor ter "dou ble" bond appears betwee n the rings
and t he fJcar bons; termed as cis-t ransoid [831_
In t his th esis , the ab initio Har tr ee-Fock se lf consistent field (SCF) pro cedure
and the pos t· SCF configu ratio n inte raction (CI) methods along wit h a synopsis
of t he CI- background are outli ned in Chapter 2. In Cha pter 3, we d iscuss t he
com putation al ap proach in detaiL We attempt to provi de a full analysis therein to
state t he approximations involved in CI-singles process. The ground an d t he excited
state geometric structures along with the geometry relaxation phenomena of thes e
five membered heterocycles are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is devoted to
the investigations of different electronic prop erties like excitation energies, singlet-
trip let transitions, delocalization of mo lecular orbit als, charge distribution, dip ole
mome nts, oscillator strengths etc., within the microscopic realm of t he polym eric
systems . Ch apter 5 also contains discussions about bond length alternation, and
var iat ion of excitation energy due to cha in lengt h and different end-groups. An
effort has been made to dete rmine t he relationship between the electronic and
geome tric confo rm ations of these systems. Wavefunctions of t he highest occupied
molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital are also discussed in
the same chapter. Th e hulk properties of these pseudo-one-dimensional polyme rs
are th en extrapolated to show the tre nds in band gaps from th eir excitation energies.
Finally, we try to show the relative success of our CI-singles model-calculation as
a functi on of basis set , indicating that a ju dicio us choice of basis set is ind eed
important in order to evaluat e the performance of these basis sets adequately.
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tj R ~~ s-, ~ '>-Co: I Co: Co: 1 ~ Ca I ~S H H
H H
N~C C~N
N~C C&N
Figure 1.5: Monomer units of the 11"conjugated systems studied.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Approach
2. 1 Ab I n itio Hart ree- Fo ck (HF) T heory
A primary objective of molecular quan tum mechani cs is to find a solut ion of the
non rela tivist ic, time-independent Sch rOdinger 's equation
H~(" R ) ~ E(R)~(" R) (2.1)
where R denotes nuclear and r elect ronic coordinates. Due to their relati ve mas-
siveness, t he nuclei move slowly comp ared to t he electrons . Hence , accordi ng to the
Born-Oppenhe imer ap proximati on (or adi abati c approximation ) the electrons in a
molecu le can be thought of as moving in the field affixed nucl ei [901. The electronic
Ham iltonian (in atomic units ) for a molecular system con taining N nuclei and 2n
electrons is given by
23
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where , r ,.'!. = Ir 'AI= lr, - RA.I is th e distance between the ith electron and the Ath
nucleus, and r ,j = Iri - r jl is the distance between th e ith and jt h elect ron. The
Schrddlnger equatio n involvin g t he electronic Hamil tonian is given by
(2 .3)
where ¢dec( r j, R AJ is used to descri be the mo tion of th e electrons . The total energy
E f<>t for a given nuclear geome try (Ro) is given by the sum of the elec t roni c energy
Edee(Ro), and the const ant nucle ar repulsion energy E1':1L~>A.~:
(2.4)
2.1.1 Many-E lectron Wavefu nctio n
In a molecular many -body pr obl em, the complex mo t ion of 2n electro ns in the fieLd
of N nuclei can be approxima ted by a sing le-electron effect ive-field mode l. In this
model, each electro n moves in the (effective) electro stat ic po te ntial cons tructed
from t he average electron density est imat ed from t he mot ions of the remaining
2n-J electrons in th e presence of N fixed nucl ei. Electron s are fermi ons, hence
t he total many-elect ron wavefunct ion must obey t he Pa uli exclusio n pri nciple [i.e.,
¢ (r) is ant isymmetric). Taking the elect ronic spin into account we in trodu ce spin
orbitals, <%Ii , which are given by t he produc t of an orb ital wavefunction and one of
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t he two possible ±~ spin functions
25
(2.5)
where «(m ••) = Q for m•• = +~ an d «(m.i) = /3 for m.i = -~ . The overal l
wavefuncti on is the n written in the form of a Slater determinant [13OJ,
,,,(1)0(1 ) ", (2)0(2) . tPt(2n)o(2n)
,""')P( ') ", (2)P(2) . .. '1h(2n)/3(2n )
tMr, m.) =~ (2.6)
". (1)0(1) ".(2)0(2) .. . tPn(2n)o(2n)
".(l)P(l ) " .(2)P(2) . . . ".(2n)p(2n)
The factorial term is necessary for normalization. In t he HF app roxima tion [901
each Wis an eigenfunc tion of a single-electro n equa tion of the form
j[ ef/(i)W(i) = E. w(i ).
2.1.2 B asis Se t D etails
(2.7)
Typ ically, a complete set of bas is functions can be used to represent molecular
orbitals exactly, t.e., each molecul ar orbital ¢ . can be exp anded as a linear comb i-
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nation of a pre-defined set of functions known as basis functio ns Xp.
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(2.8)
Normally, X,. are atomic like or bit als usually centered on t he nuclei. The molecular
orbital expansion coefficients cpaare det ermined from th e varia tional prin ciple (130].
The use of an infini te numb er of basis funct ions would result in a Hartree-Fock
energy equal to th a t given by t he variational exp ressi on which involves minimising
the Rayleigh. ratio
£ _ J"'O(x; R )H"'(x ;R )dx
- J ",o(x ; R )"' (x ; R )dx · (2.9)
T his limit ing energy is called t he Hartree-Fock limit . T he HF limi t is not the
exact groun d-state ene rgy of the molecule because it still ignores effects of electron
correlation. An infinite bas is set is not computationally feasible. A finite basis set
is always used , and th e error due to the incompleteness of t he basis set is called
the bas is- se t t runcation erro r . The differe nce between the Hartree-Fock limit
and the computed lowest energy in a Harcree- Fock SC F calculation is a measure of
the basis-set truncation error. Hence, a key com putational consideration is to keep
the numbe r of basis functions high enough to minimize the basis-set truncation
error an d low enough to minimize the comp utational effort. In Gau.ssian 94 (131J
an d other all initio programs, Gausst ec -wpe ato mic functions are used (du e to t he
fast er evalua tion of two-e lectron in tegral ) as bas is funct ions which have th e general
[0=
(2.10)
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where a is a positive exponent. The actual basis functions (termed contracted
gaussians ) are formed from a wear comb ination of the prim it ive gaussians giving
where dpp's are contract ion coefficients. Thus we have
'¢i == L CP.iXP == L Cl'oi(L dl'pgp).
" ,
2.1.3 E le c t r onic Energy
(2.11)
(2.12)
The expression for the electronic ene rgy is obtained by evalua t ing th e expectation
value of the Rayleigh rat io, E, (see Eq . (2.9)) with 1/J given by Eq. (2.6) and
H == Hdot:. given by Eq. (2.2). Dividing < Hd ec > into one- an d two-elect ron
cont ribut ions, performing th e integr a tions over space coordinates and summin g over
all t he spin orbitals according to rules explained elsewhere [90], the total electronic
energy is given by
E ~ 2t w ,Nli j + t t (2J'j - K'j),
;=1 ; i
(2.13)
are the one electron integrals obt ain ed from the first and t he secon d term of Eq.
(2.2). h,N is referred to as t he one-electron Ham iltoni an operator. The two elect ron
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cont ribution consists of two parts: t he Co ulomb and the exchange integrals . T he
Coulomb int egral can be represented as
J'i ~ ! VW lI! ¢; (2)-'-- ¢i(2)dV, J¢ ,(1)dV, (2.15)
' n
and th e exchange integrals can be repres ented as
K'i = ! W (l l1! ¢i( 2)-'-- ¢i (2)dv, J# 1)dV, . (2.16)
rn
T he terms within the square br ackets in the above integrals are referred to as
the Coulomb oper ator iij, and the exchange operator Ki j respectively.
2 .1.3.1 Variational Principle
Hart ree-Fock theory is based on a variational principle. A brief summary of obtain-
ing the integro-different ial HF equations and su bsequent formulat ion of HF matrix
equation is given in Ap pendix A.
2.1.4 Popu lation Anal y sis
Once we have obtained a converged value for the density matrix, Fock matrix, etc. ,
(see App endix A) there are a number of ways we mi ght use the wavefunction >Ii'
to an alyze the res ults of our calculat ion. Most of the properties of molecules that
one might evalua te from a molecu lar wavefunction, such as the dipole moment,
quadruple moment, field gradient at a nucleus , diamagnet ic susceptibilities etc. ,
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are desc ribed by sums of one-e lectron operators of t he general fonn
29
(2.17)
where h(i) is not necessarily t he core-Hamiltonian here , but any operator depend.
ing onl y on t he coordinates of a single electron. The expectation values for such
operators will have the form
so that , in addition to the density ma trix , we need on ly evaluate t he set of one-
electron integrals (~ I hl v) to calcu la te one-elect ron expectation values. For example,
in order to calcu la te t he dipole momen t we need in addition to P only the dipole
integrals
(2.19)
The charge de nsity
(2.20)
represents the probability of finding an electron in various regions of space. Though
there is no un ique defini tion of the num ber of electrons to be associated with a given
a tom or nu cleus in a molecule, it is still useful to perform such population analysis.
Since
n ~ 2f;.Jd' I",(' )I' (2.21)
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divi des the total number of electrons into two electro ns per molecular orbital , by
substit uting the basis expansion of VJ; into the above equat ion we have
(2.22)
where, (PS)~~ represents the number of electrons associated with 1/Jpo This is called
the M ullike n populat ion analys is .
2 .2 Electron C or rela t ion Effects in Molecules
The optimum evalua tion of structure and energies of molecules from first principles
has long been a primary goal of both quantum physics an d quantum chemist ry. One
of the ma jor stumbling blocks to achieving this goal has been the lack of an accurate
theory of electron corre la tion which is pra ctical enough for a reason able application
to interest ing problems in physics and chemist ry. The use of mean-field mod els
or orb ital models is one of the first steps towards t he the oret ical det enn inat ion of
the electronic st ructure of molecules. An orb ital model such as Hartree-Fock self-
consistent field theory provides an excellent starting po int which accounts for th e
bulk (...... 99%) of t he tot al energy of t he molecule (891. The remaining component
of the energy results from the neglect of instantaneous interactions (correlat ions)
between electrons, and is crucial for the descriptio n of chemic al bond formation
and for the accurate and quan tita tive evaluat ion of mo lecular energies [1321. The
term "elect ron corre latio n energy" is usually defined as th e difference between the
exact non-re lat ivistic energy of the syst em (£) and t he Hartree-Fock energy (E )
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[133] obtained. in the limit t hat the basis set approaches com pleteness.
Ecorr =E -E.
31
(2.23)
Because the HF energy is an upper bound to the exact energy, th e corre la tion
energy is negative. Further discussion of correlation effects in molecules is given in
App endix B. Currently within t he independent-electron theories , three approaches
can be used. to calculate the correla tion ene rgy as described above. One is per-
turbation th eory, another is density funct ional t heory an d the las t is configuration
interaction t heory. The configurat ion interaction is t he approach that we take in
this work. Th e background for this theory is summarized in Ap pe ndix C.
2.3 C onfiguration Int era ction Theory
Configuration interaction is a straightforward a pp lica tion of t he linear variational
technique to the calc ulation of electronic wavefunctions [1341. T he term config-
ur atio n interaction was introduced in at omic elect ronic structure theory to deal
with electronic st a tes which could not be characterized adequat ely using the single
configuration wave fuactlons . It implied perturbation of an elect ronic configuration
by neighbouring configurations. Correlation of the motion of t he elect rons with
the spin is partly but not comp lete ly, accounted for by vir tue of the determinan-
tal form of t he single determi nant wavefunction. The basic idea is to diagon alize
the n-electron Ham ilt onian in a basis of n-elect ron functions (St aler determinan ts ).
In other words, CI re prese nts the exact wavefun ct ion as a linear combination of
a-electron trial functions. In princip le, CI can p rovide an arbitrarily accurate so-
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lution to t he exact many-elec tron wavefunction prob lem. But in practice, we can
handle only a finite set of n-electron t rial functions . Consequently, CI provides only
an upper bound to the exact energy.
2.3 .1 Configuration State Functions (CSF)
The HF method yields a finite set of spin orbitals when a finite basis set expansion
is used. In general, a system comprising n-elect rcns described by a basis set of
N functions 1>1" results in 2N different spin orbital basis functions of the type 41;.,
which in tum may be linear ly combined into 2N spin orbitals Xi. Now, by order ing
the spin orb itals ene rgetically and taki ng the n lowest in energy (to be occupied
by the n elec trons), we can form the Hartree-Fock wavefunct ion tPo. However,
there remains 2N - n virtual orbitals. Clearly, many Slater determinants can be
formed from the 2N spin orbi tals; ¢Jo is just one of them. By using the single
determinantal wavefunction rPo as a convenient reference, it is possible to classify
all other determinants according to how many electrons have been promoted from
occupied orb itals to virtual orbitals. To simplify the appearance of the Slat er
determinants we omit the normalization factor and hence denote ~o as
(2.24)
where tP, and tPj are among th e n occupied spin orbitals for the HF ground state.
Here we have specified the determinant Eq . (2.6) in abb reviated form. A singly
excited determinant correspo nds to one for which a single elect ron from an occupie d
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spin orbital cPohas been promoted to a virtual spin orbital IA.
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(2 .25)
A doubly excited determin an t is one in which two electrons have been promoted ,
one from ¢,Ii to ¢,Io. and the other from ¢,Ii t o ¢,I~.
(2.26)
In a similar fashion , we ca n form other multip ly excited determinants. Each of
the determinants , or a linear combination of a small number of t hem constructed
so as to have the correct electronic symmetry (e.g., to be an eigenfunct ion of S2), is
called a configurat ion sta te functi on (CSF ). To be precise , a CSF is an eigenfuncti on
of all the ope rators th at commute with the Hamil tonian. These excited CSFs can
be taken to app roxima te excit ed-state wavefunctions or , as we now see, they can
be used in linear combination with cPo to improve the representation of t he ground
and/or excited -state wavefunction.
2.3 .2 Full C I
T he exact ground-state and excited-state wavefunctions can be expressed as a linea r
combination of all possib le n-e tectrcn Slater determinants arising from a complete
set of spin orbitals [1331. Hence, we can write t he exact electronic wavefunction ~
for any state of the sys tem in t he form
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1l = Co1lo+ L Cf 1lf + L CiJ1liJ + L Ct}klf>:ft · · · (2.27)
_<1,1><6 _<1<k,..<6<<:
where t he (}"indexe d term is th e Hart ree-Fock level, t he C's are the set of expansio n
coefficients and where the limits in the summation ensur es t hat we sum over all
unique pair of spin orbi tals in doub ly excited determinants, over all unique t rip lets
of spin orbitals in tri p ly excit ed dete rminant s, and so on. In other words, a given
excited determinant ap pears only once in t he summatio n. The full CI method forms
the wavefunctio n If>as a linear combi nation of the Hart ree-Fock determinant and
all subs tit uted determinants:
(2.28 )
Th e summation E.>o runs over all possible substitute d determinants with expan-
sion coefficients C. for th e state s . On a physical level, Eq. (2.27) represents a
mirin g of all of the possible electronic st at es of t he molecule, all of which have
some probability of being attained according to the laws of quant um mechan ics.
The C's are determined by minimizing t he energy of t he resultant wavefunction
using the linear variational met hod, leading to t he following equa tion:
(2.29)
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Here, H6I is a configuration matrtx element,
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(2.30)
(2.31)
and E; is an energy. The lowest root E of Eq. (2.29) is the energy of th e electronic
ground state. The m atrix form of Eq. (2.29) is
HG=ESG (2.32)
where the elements of t he L x L square matrices H and S are H~l and S~h respec-
tively; E is the diagonal matrix of energies E.; C is an L x L matrix of coefficients.
Because the Slater determinants form an orthonormal set (S.t = 6.t ) , Eq. (2.32)
becomes
HC=EG. (2.33)
The full CI method represents the most complete non-re lativistic treatment pos-
sible within the limitations imposed by the chosen basis set. It exhibits the possible
quantum states of the system in modelling the electron density in accordance with
th e definition and constraints of the basis set in use [891. The difference between
the HF energy with a given basis set and the full cr energy is the CDn-elation energy
within the basis. As t he bas is set becomes more comple te, i.e., N -+ 00, t he result
of a futl configuration interaction treatment will ap pro ach the exac t solution of the
ncnrelarivtstic SchrOdinger equation.
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Th e full CI me t hod is well-defined, size-consistent, an d variational . However, it
is very expensi ve and impr acti cal except for very small systems because of the very
large number of substituted determinants, the to tal number of which in Eq. (2.2 7)
is (2N!)/[n!(2N - n)!]. For example, with 10 elect rons and 20 bas is set funct ions ,
the number of det ermin an ts to consider is
(2.34)
In practice, t he refore, the expression in Eq. (2.27) must always be truncated.
Nonet heless, although the calcula t ion is limited to a finite set of spi n orb itals and
only a fraction of all possible determinants, CI is a pop ular meth od for the calcula-
tio n of accurate molecular wavefunctions and potential energy surfaces. Even wit h
a small num ber of CSFs it can correct for one of the deficiencies t hat stem from
the use of on ly do uble occupied orbitals in the rest ricted HF method, the incorrect
behaviour for t he dissociation of a molecule .
2. 3.3 Limited CI
Conventional CI calculations are usually of t he order of 104 SCFs, and because full
CI results in a list far beyond this num ber, it is necessary to em ploy a tru ncation
scheme so that t he list of SCFs is kept to a manageable size. The most st raight-
forwar d way of limi tin g the lengt h of the CI expans ion (Eq. (2.27)) is to truncate
the series at a given level of substitut ion. If no substitutions are performed , ~ =
~o , corresponds to the HF solution. Inclusion of single substitution functions only,
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termed. C onfiguration Inte ra ct ion Singles or CIS leads to,
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(2.35)
Sing le excita tions mix indirectly with Iwo); i.e., t hey interact with the doubl es
which in t urn interact with l{Ioo}. The refore sing ly excited determinants will have a
small but nonzero effect on the calculat ion of the ground-state energy because t hey
have nonzero matr ix elements with doubly excited det erminants, which themselves
mix with woo Moreover, single excitations do affect the electronic charge distri-
bu rien and therefo re propert ies such as t he dip ole moment . Inclusi on of double
subs tit ut ion functions, termed Configuration Int eraction Doubles or crn leads to
~CID =Co~o+ f: L:ELC:t4>~t
i <i II <6
(2.36)
Two major computa tional tasks are involved here . Th e first is a transform a t ion
of two-elec tron inte gral s (,twl),u) over basis func tions, into correspond ing integrals
with the Hartree-Fock spin orbitals XII rep lacing the basi s funct ions ¢it" The second
is th e determination of th e lowest (or lowest few) energy solution of Eq. (2.27) and
the associated wavefuncti on coefficients. Both the tasks are significant computa-
t ional ly, and considera ble effort has been pu t towar ds th e developmen t of efficient
algorit hm s.
At a sligh tly higher level of theory, both single and double subst itu tions can be
included in the CI treatment. The model is term ed Confi gur a t ion I nt e ract ion,
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S ingles and D oubles, or CISD. Th e trial wavefunc tio n is given by
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Cf!CfSD =Co<Po+f:f C;<I>~ + f: EfEciJ'<pi]' (2.37)
i <j .. <~
where triple, quadruple , and hig her order exci ta tio ns are com plete ly neg lected.
Double exci tations contribute dominantly to t he electron corre lation energies. Sin-
gle excitations contribute relat ively little to t he corr elatio n energies, t hough they
appear to be important for accurate evalu at ion of molecular pro pert ies such as ge-
ometries, vib ra tion al frequencies, dipole moments, oscillator st rengt hs , etc. [1351
St rengths an d weaknesses of the CI ap proach are discussed in Ap pendix C.
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The Har tree-Fock sing le determinant wavefunction for the ground state of a system
(2.38)
where 2n is the num ber of elect rons and xp are spin orbitals rep resented in a
convenient basis of N atomic basis funct ions, q;,p :
(2.39)
Th is reference state need not be t he gro und state but could be any exci te d HF state
as well. For convenience we will use t he following subscript notation throughout:
p, tI, A,17, ' • • denote atomic basis func tions; i , i, k , l, .. denote occupied molec ular
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orbitals in the ground state; a, b, c, d, . . . denote virt ual molecular orb itals, unoccu-
pied in t he ground state; p,q , r, S, " • deno te generic molecular spin orbitals. The
molecular orbital coefficients, cp.p , are determined by standard self-consistent field
(SCF) procedures which solve th e Roothaan-Hall equatio ns :
Here FjW represen ts the elements of the N x N Fock: matrix
F_ =HjW+ E'E c;ic",(JlAllva )
'" ;
(2.40)
(2.41)
given in terms of t he one-elect ron core Hamil tonian , HjW'representing the energy
of a sing le elect ron in a field of "bar e" nuclei. Its elements are
H (l ) (2.42)
Here ZA is the atomic numbe r of atom A, and t he sum mat ion is carried out over
all atoms. The quantities (Jl).lIva) are t he usual antisymmetrized two-electro n
repulsion integrals:
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Spv repr esents the N x N ove rlap matrix elements,
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(2.44 )
and tOp is t he one-electron energy of the molecular orbital tPp • Aft er having solved
these equations, th e tot al en er gy of the gro und-state single det ermin ant can be
exp ressed as
EHF = LP/!/Hp.,, +~ L Pp.n"FPAn.rF{~l1vu} +Vn"", (2.45 )
~ ~M
where p HF is t he HF density given as a sum over the occupied orbitals,
(2.46)
and VnuC is the nuclear repul sion energy.
Equa tion (2.38) rep resent s on ly one of t he several possib le determinant s for a
one electro n wavefunction of th e syste m. Now, conside ring the 2n( N - 2n } poss ible
singly excite d det erminants mad e by replaci ng one occupied spin orb it al by a vi rt ual
spin orb ital , t he wavefunc tions and associated ener gies can be written as
(2n !} - 1f2det{XIX2 .. X..Xj · · · Xn}
EHF + f .. - f ; - (iallia)
(2.47)
(2.48)
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where the gene ral antisymmetrized two-elect ron integrals in the mo lecular or bital
basis have the following form
<NJlrs) = L: c;I'C""l'C~re". (1tll!l>"I7).
~""
(2.49)
T hese sing ly excited wavefunctions and ene rgies can be considered as the first
approximation to the molecular excited sta tes of the system. The dis advantages
(90} encou nte red in using Eq. (2.47) as a wavefunction are well known: (i) It is not
an eigenfunction of t he spi n-sq uared operator and therefore does not yield pure sp in
states for the closed-shell systems; (ii ) Th e sp in orb itals involved in the trans it ion
hav'e been determ ined variationally for the ground sta te. Forcing the virtual orbital
to be occupie d is more closely related to ioniza tion rather than exci tation ; (iii) The
wavefunc tion is not at all ap prop riate for excitation into degenerate spin orb itals.
For example, the " -+ " . excitation in be nzene can be understood only as a mixture
of four singly excited determinants .
T hese limitations are partially overcome if the excited-state wavefu nction is
expressed as a linear combination of all the possible singly excited determin ants:
(2.50)
The configuration inte rac t ion (GIl coefficients lli" can be deduced as nor malized
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian mat rix:
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Th is procedure can be referred to as full configuration interacti on in the space
of single substitutions or "CI singles" . The total energies, E C I S , of the CIS for var-
ious excited states are t he eigenvalues of Eq. (2.51) . In this context, a few points
should be ment ioned:
(1) Th e excited state wavefuncti on W ClS is orthogonal to t he ground-state wave-
function WH F by virt ue of Brillouin's t heorem , i.e.,
(2.52)
(2) Th e CIS coefficients are det ermin ed vari at ionally. This allows th e overall wave-
fucnt ion to relax so that W C I S more properly rep resents an excit ed state ra the r
than an ionized st ate. (3) Rega rding the closed-s hell sys tems, iTtC l S has t he abili ty
to describ e pure sign singlets and tr iplets with no spin contamina tions by allowing
posit ive and nega tive combinations of Q and (J exci tations from one doubly occupied
orbit al to one virtual orbital. (4) Since CIS lead to a well-defined wavefunction and
differentiable energy, the anal ytical gradi ent t echn iques to det ermine properties and
opt imized excited-state geometries are st raight forward to apply. (5) Finally, CIS is
also found to be a size-consiste nt method (see App endix B) [73J. The last point is
well establish ed , since size-consistency is exp loited by the various CE PA methods
[136, 1371 which is widel y used to approximate ground-state correlation energi es.
A brief deri vation of t he anal ytical first orde r de rivative of the CI-Singles ene rgy is
given in Appendix D.
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Figure 2.1: (a) The main electronic configurations contributing to the ground state
So and the lowest singlet excited states 5 t and 52, (b) the bon ding-antibonding
pattern of the HOMO and LUMO levels.
Properties like luminescence , elect ron-hole separation, non linear optical response,
etc., require a proper description of electronic excited states and hence many-body
effects. In this context, the theoretical treatment of a -conjugat ed systems often be-
comes very elabo rate in order to (i) incorp orat e electron correlation effects an d (ii)
account for the st rong connection be tween, an d mutual influence of th e electronic
and geomet ric structures. The im portance of elect ron correlation is well depicted
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in the analysis of t he ordering of the lowest singlet excited states in polye nes and
polyac etyl ene [138]. W it h a simple example t his can be clarified in octatetraene
(see Fi g. 1.1 and Fig . 2.1). A one-electron treatment (e.g., Hiickel or Hartree-Fock]
produces 8 a -molecular orbitals whose symmetries alt ernate betwee n "gerade" (g )
and "un ge rade" (U)l and energies which inc rease with the number of nodes in the
wavefunction [139]. The 8 1r elect ron s distribute among the 8 1f-MOs j each of t heir
reparf it ions defines a so-called electronic configu rat ion whose ind ivid ual wavefunc -
t ion can be cast in the form of one Slater determinant. T he wavefunction can be
cast in t he form of one Slater de termin ant . T he lowest energet ic configu rat ion is
th e one in which t he IT electrons occu py 2 by 2 t he four lowest IT MOs and defines
t he single t ground st ate So of A g sym metry. At the one-electron level, the lowest
one phot on allowed (l.e. , if transition dipole moment is finit e)2 excited state of B"
symmetry is desc ribed by the promotion ofa sing le electron from HOMO to LU MO .
Anyone ph oton forbidden A g excited state would lie higher in ener gy because it
requ ires promotion of a sin gle electron from HO MO to LUMO +l or HOMO-l to
LUMO or promotion of two electrons from HOMO to LUMO and these processes
nominally cost a large r energy as illustrated in Fig . 2.1a. T he singly excited HO MO
to LUMO+l and HOMO-l to LUMO configurations and t he dou bly excited HOMO
to LUMO configur at ion strongly mix and resul t in the 2A g state being located below
th e I B.. state. There fore , in po lyenes (longer than bu tadiene) , t he lowest excited
tT he sym metric combination of two localized AQs leads to a delocalized bonding MQ of gerode
symm etry (i.e ., symm etric with respect to inversion abo ut the poin t centered between the nuclei),
and t he antisymmetrtc combiDation leads t o an antibonding MO of ..ngerade symmetry.
1A transition is allowed if t he product of the vacated or bital and the newly occup ied orb ital
belongs to (or contains) the same symmetry species as at least one component of th e electronic
dipo le moment operator. See also ref. [139]
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st ate, S1, is one- photon forbidden, vs. the ground state 51)[138]. T he consequence
is t hat polyenes and polyac ety lene do not luminesce according to Kas ha's rule [140]
(which says t hat lumin escence takes place from the lowest exci ted st ate) . Hence in
order to observe strong fluoresce nce, a lar ge one-photon coup ling between So and
Sl is required .
An inter esting and important feature which is specific to all conjugated poly.
mers, is the interconnec t ion between their electronic and geometric structures. We
present here another example of octatetrae ne . In the first case we t ake only the a
backbone into consideration where all the carbon-carbon bond lengths are roughly
the same and equal to 1.51 A (typical single bo nd length between two sp'lcarbons) .
Now, as t he tr electrons are intro duced, they are distributed unevenly over the bonds
and in such a way that there appears alternating larger and smaller 11' bond densi -
t ies. As a result we find a dlmerizatlon (l.e., alternatio n) of longer do uble-like (1.35
A long) and shorter single-like (1.45 A long) carbon-carbon a-bends starting from
one end of the molecule. Th is geome trical ch ar act eristic is reflected in t he bonding-
ant ibonding pat t ern of th e HOMO wavefunction while the LUMO wavefunction
displays the exactly opposite pattern (Fig. 2.1h).
There is another manifestation of the twinning betwee n th e geo met ric and the
electronic structures: the dependence of th e ordering of the lowest singlet excited
states on the effective degree of bond -length alternation Or, along the backbone
[1411. As or increases, for example, when switching from a pure ly pol yeni c back-
bone (as in polyacety lene) to a mixed aromatic-polyenic backbone (as in poly (p-
phenylenevinylene)). or to an aromatic backbone (as in po ly(p-phenylene)), the 2A,
state is destabilized up to the point that the IB .. state becomes th e lowes t singlet
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81 state [141]. He nce, PP V an d its derivatives can strongly lumi nesce and axe t he
prim e candidates for emissive layers in the polymer-base d light-emitting devices
(142,143].
Phys ical prop ert ies like the band gap can be interpreted mo re precisely wit h
the introduct ion of electron correlation [144, 145]. In an excited state, the electron
dist ribution is not a closed shell. In semiconductor physics, the band gap is th e
energy required to move an electron from the top of th e valence band to the bottom
of t he conduction band. In the e-h pictur e it is the mi nim um energy required to
create an electron-hole pair . The correl ation gap ECG is defin ed as a contribution
due to th e correlation effect, i.e. , it is t he difference between the exact band gap
and the HF band gap , ECG = Ega" - E:":.
In orde r to get a better insight into the significance of correlation effects, we
have com pared the results obt ained via the CIS approach to those from Hartree
Fock and other calculations [65, 75, 77, 105, 106, 1181, which are known to provide
a reliab le description of th e cne-electrcn structure of a-conj ugated systems .
Chapter 3
Cornput.ational Approach
3 .1 M ethods and C om p utat io n a l D etails
A few molecula r mode lling packages and graphical viewer interface software pack-
ages have been used in order to construct the molecules under invest iga t ion. Of
them , xmol- an X-based molecule viewer and format converter [146] is used to view
and convert 3D molecular models produce d by other software packages for further
usc. The Zcmatrices! of the first generation monomer units (see Fig. 1.5) are gen-
era ted using the semlempirical MOPAC 932 software [1201. The Cerius 2 molec ular
modelling package [122] is used to construct the secon d generation con formers. All
the ab initio calcu latio ns are carri ed out with in the framework of Gaussian 94,[131J
a commercial connec ted system of programs for performing semiempirica1 and ab
initio molecular orbital calculations. Finally Gaussview [1471 is used to const ruct
t he molecular orbit als from t he Ga ussian checkp oint files.
t A Z-matrix spec ifies the connections between atoms using bond lengths, bond angles, and
dihedral (torsion) angles .
2It is a gen eral-purpose semiempirical molecular orbital package for the study of solid state and
molecular structures and reactions. Intem al coo rdinates are used to specify the inp ut molecular
structures.
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The electro nic and geometric structures of molecules can be determined using
empirical , semi-em pirical or ab initio met hods. Empirical methods (e.g., Molecular
Mechanics) are not used to treat these classes of compounds (but they could be
used to obtain the geometry for initi al guess) because of t heir inability to include
the electrons exp licitly in the calcul ations [89]. Semiemp irical met hods, like AMI,
have been selec t ively emp loyed and were shown to give some resemblance to t he
experimen tal resul ts [181for large syste ms . However , t hey are less reliable than
the ab initio calculati ons. For example, it has been shown that AMI overestimates
t he band gaps (by more than 4 eV) an d the bond lengt hs due to the errors in
the semiempirical-p arametrization [118], which are basically designed to reproduce
experimental results for molecules in their ground states. Hence for looking into
the ground as well as the excited states, ab initio methods are the most suitable.
A b initio methods like HF neglect the im portant electro n correlation effect, and
density functional t heory underestimates IPs and EAs by the same amount as
th e HF the ory. It has been reported that the inclusion of hybrid functionals like
Becke's three-parameter hybrid funct ional in combination wit h the Lee-Yang-Parr
correlation functional (B3LVP) etc., ame liorate the band gap problems [75}; but
still there are problems associated with tb.em. In general, the CIS method can
perfo rm better t han all of these methods [73]. The validity of the computational
met hods can best be checked by t he comparison with experimentally determined
values. T he calculations are perfo rmed using t he closed-shell rest ricted CIS (i.e.,
for singlet excited states) where one set of MOs for both spin up and spin down
electrons (i.e., the MOs are either doubly occupied or unoccupied) is used.
To investigate the lat tice deformation t aking place in the lowest excited sta tes of
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these oligomers, the following approach has been considered. Ini tially, we optimize
the ground state geometries by means of the RHF technique. Th e excited state
geometries are tben characterized by the promotion of one electron from t he HOMO
to th e LUMO usin g t he CIS procedure . Subtractin g the groun d sta te geometrical
parameters calculated at the HF level from the excited stat e parameters at the CIS
level allows us to estimate th e geometry relaxation for the 11"--+rr· transitions.
3.2 Basis Sets and G eometry
We are interested in finding sui table basis sets to reliably describe the geometric
and elec tronic pr operties of the oligomers wit h the different hetaroatomic side/en d
groups. Therefore, before carrying out the calculations on a series of oligomers,
we inves t igate basis set effects on one syst em in more detail. For t his purpose
aT 2 (st oichiometry CaHsS2 , two th iophene rin gs in aro matic conformation, see also
Fig. 104) is chosen. For a molecule the size of aT2 , a syst ema tic invest iga tion of
basis sets is feasible. We are also interes t ed in the accur acy which can be achieved
with differen t bas is sets from such an invest igation. Later th e exp erience gathered
from t hese studies will also be beneficial for calculations on much lar ger oligomers
where smaller bas is sets are required for economy reasons. The following issues are
addressed here by our selection of basis sets :
1. The influence of polari zati on function s (PI d an d f functions )3 on the heavy
atoms like C and S of aT2 .
'Split valence basis sets allow orbitals to change size, bu t no t to change shape. Po larized basis
sets rem ove this limitation by addin g orbitals with hi gher angular mo mentum beyond what is
required for t he gr ound sta t e to descri be each atom.
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2. T he importance of additional diffuse p functions" on C, Nand S.
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Whi le th e corre lation effects wit hin a given basis set are partially t reated by t he
CIS meth od, th e convergence of the calculated results with respect to basis set
expansion is rat her slow (148, 1491. Basis sets involving higher angu lar momentu m
functions (spdI) are typically necessary to get accurate results when we deal with
the problems like exp licit bon d breaking etc . T he slow convergence of the electron
corr elation energy with th e size of t he basis set results from the singu larity in
the inter-electronic Cou lomb repulsion energy at small separati ons, which can be
depicted as an existence of a cusp in the electronic wavefunction that approaches
(1 + !Tij) at small inter-elect ronic distance Tij (1321. T he solution to this slow
convergence can be found elsewhe re [150, 151].
3.3 Evaluat ion of Methods
In this stu dy we examine the results due to applic ation of three quantum mechanical
methods to t he calcula t ion of the excitatio n energies of the low-lying sing let and
trip let states of the th ree parent oligomers and their der ivatives. The methods are:
1. Applying split valence 3-21Go basw with no CI (at the Hart ree-Fock level)
2. Ap plying 3-21Go bas is wit h CIS and
( Basis sets wit h diffuse fun ctio ns are importau t Cor systems where electrons ace rel atively Car
from the nucleus: tnclecules with lone pairs, systems in their excited states, systems with low IP
e tc .
~ Split valence basis sets have two or more sizes oCbasis functions for each. valence orbitals. In
3-2 1G" the first number indicates 3 Gausian type basis functions per a tomic core orbital, the
latter two numbers 2 and 1 indicate two and one Gaussian type basis fun ctions per atomic valence
orbital.
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3. Ap plying 6-31G- basis wit h geometry optimized by Hartree-Fock level fol-
lowed by Cl -singles excitations.
The results, toge ther with th e experimental data where available, will be compiled
to evaluate t he bas is set and methodological depen dency in t he next two chapters.
We em ployed various basis sets ranging from t he ra the r small split-valence STO-
3G basis set and, in order to assess the consistency of results pro duced with it, t he
more sop histicated 3-21C -, 3-21C-·, 3-21+G-, 6-31C ", 6-31G "" and 6-3l+C" basis
sets are also used for optimizing o-T2 [89]. The 3-21G" basis set adds polarization
functions in t he form of six d-type functions for each atom other than hydrogen
to the split-valence 3-21G basis. Another star indicates an additio nal polarization
function, e.g. 3-21G "" indicates the addition to 3-21C- of a set of t hree p-type
polarization funct ion for each H atom. The 3-21+G- basis set is the 3-21C - basis
wit h d iffuse functions added to th e heavy atoms. These additions are usually
re la tive ly inexp ensive, but seldom make a difference in accuracy [95]. By performing
electronic structure calculations on a smal l molecule using this hierarchy of basis
sets, it is possible to gain some insight into the size an d characteristics of the
basis set needed to obtain a given level of calculational accuracy. By restricting
our sample calculations to a limited set of molecules (ranging from monomers to
octamers) an d the above basis sets, we have attempted to illust rate in a systematic
way how spec ific at tributes of a basis set affect calcu lated quantities. Choos ing a
model chemistry with an appropriate basis set almost always involves a trade-off
between accuracy and com putational cost as we know that mo re accurate methods
and larger basis sets make the job run longer. Specific examples of these effects will
be pres ented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.4 Influence of M ethods and B as is Sets on Ge-
ometry Opt imization
In order to see the effects of met hods an d basis sets on geomet ric and electronic
st ructures we have analyzed t he carbon -carbon bond lengths and transition energies
of ctT2 using different methods along wit h different bas is sets (see Table 3.1 and
Fig. 3.1). The ctT2 geometrical st ructures opt imized using restricted HF and CIS
methods with different basis sets augmented with polarization functions and diffuse
functions added to heavy atoms show very small fluctuations (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).
The agreement between the calculated and experimental ground state geometries
can be arranged in the order HF, Cill, B3LYP, B3PW91, MP4(DQ), MP2, AMI,
and MNDO from the best to the worst . Although B3LyP and B3PW91 optimized
geometries are slightly better than the MP2 optimized geometry, the MP2 optimized
geometry avoids large errors in predicting so me coordinates observed by the B3LYF
optimized geometry [75]. The effect of changing the basis set on bond angles is
minor with the exception of CIS method. T he bond lengths are bet ter calculated
by 3-210 ' , followed by 3-210 " , 6-31+G-, 6-310' , 6-31+0" and ST0-30 basis
Among the electr on corre latio n met hods MP2 has the bigger average error rel-
ative to MP4, accounted for the 3-21G- bas is set . The scenario is even worse in
cases of STO-3G basis set (see Tab le 3.1). T he calcu lated bond lengths are overesti-
mated in most of th e methods except for the two semiempirical methods: AMI and
MNDO which basically underestimate th e bond lengt hs . T he ab in itio HF method
is found supe rio r in comparison to t he rest in describing the ground state gecmetri-
cal pa rameters closely. [n fact, perusal of Ta ble 3.1 shows that a better agreement
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Tabl e 3.1: Comparison of opt imized geome tries (see Figs. 1.4 an d 1.5 for labels)
and tra nsitio n energies (HOMO-LUMO ga p) for a -bithioph ene. The d-{J', {J'-fJ,
{3-a an d intra-cell bond distances are in A.
Method/basis set a -IJ' IJ'-P p-a Intr a-cell " J, • E (eY)
RHF /STO-3G 1.335 1.448 1.346 1.478 -0 .123 11.84
RHF / 3-21G e 1.334 1.444 1.341 1.441 -0.105 10.14
RHF / 3-21G 1.335 1.442 1.342 1.441 -0.103 10.14
RHF / 3-21G* 1.347 1.433 1.354 1.456 -0.095 10.16
RHF/ 3-21C ** 1.348 1.435 1.355 1.457 -0.095 10.15
RHF /6-31C* 1.344 1.433 1.352 1.464 -0. 101 10.16
RHF/6-31+C* 1.346 1.434 1.354 1.465 -0.099 9.60
AMI 1.368 1.438 1.378 1.423 -0.058 8.02
MNDO 1.374 1.447 1.388 1.447 -0 .066 7.95
CIS/ST0-3G 1.375 1.393 1.426 1.389 0.010 5.06
CIS/3-21C* 1.380 1.387 1.423 1.374 0.021 4.11
CIS/6- 31C * 1.377 1.388 1.420 1.381 0.014 4.00
CIS/6-31G** 1.378 1.390 1.421 1.383 0.017 3.98
CIS/6-3 1+C* 1.379 1.390 1.422 1.380 0.016 3.79
CIS/6-31+C** 1.379 1.390 1.421 1.380 0.015 3.78
RCISD/S TO-3G 1.357 1.459 1.367 1.491 -0.113 2.96
RCID/3-21C * 1.357 1.437 1.364 1.459 -0.088 2.9 8
MP 2/3-21C* 1.382 1.435 1.391 1.459 -0.061 2.98
MP4( DQ) / J..21G* 1.370 1.448 1.377 1.467 -0.084 2.99
83 LYP/J..2IG* 1.370 1.428 1.380 1.448 -0.063 4.31
83LVP /6-31C * 1.367 1.424 1.379 1.451 -0.065 4.23
83PW91/3 -21C* 1.371 1.425 1.381 1.446 -0.060 4.35
Experimental Ii 1.346 1.410 1.352 1.451 -0.082 (4.05)' (4.13)1(4.12)'
"The distance between two consecutive manomet'S
~6r = ! [(0 .,'_ 8') - (° 6' _8) + (06_.,) - (O.,_.,,) J
"Reference [SO]
-ra, C-C bond lengths were taken from reference [152]. T he experimental C=S bond lengt h
was given as 1.73 A[IS3]
°R.eference{62]
!Re ference (92]
'Reference (100]
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wit h t he groun d stat e experimental resul ts can be obtained for PT dimer using the
HF approx imat ion [62, 92, 100, 152, 153J. The 0,. value is seen to be highest with
ST ()..3G bas is set followed by 3-21G", 6-31+G ", 6-31G·, an d 3-21G basis set. It
is shown here t hat th e use of a minimal bas is set exagge rates t he degree of bond
length alternation along t he car bon-carbon backbo ne of t he d imer. For instance,
using STO-3G basis set , t he bon~ length alte rnat ion in PT d i.mer is calculated to
be 20% larger tha n t he results obtained by using a dou ble-( basis set , while the
MNDO results give a Or value of -0.066 A (see Table 3.1 and Figs. 3.1 thro ugh 3.3).
T he two bas is sets 3-21G" and 3-21G u produce t he same 0.. value of -0.095 A.
(1'-13' 13'- 13 Jl-a.
PositiollofC-Cbond
Figure 3.1: Carbon-Carbon bond length s of aT2 calculated using d ifferent met hods
(in all cases 3-21G" basis set is used ).
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Using CI-singles calculation with the ident ical basis sets we can see quite a
different tre nd. The values for Or are as expected , al l positive, with the highest
being obtained wit h the 3-21G · followed by 6-310··, 6-31+C· and 6-31C· . Th e
B3LVP method with 6-31G~ bas is set gives 0,.value equal to -0.065 A. For the MP2
and t he MP 4 geometrical results the corresponding val ues of 0,. are -0.061 and -0.084
A respec tive ly. Compared to HF theory [74], density fun ctional theory with slightly
modified B3LYF and B3PW91 hy brid function al yie lds longer C=-C do uble bonds
and short er intra-cell bonds (see Table 3.1). As we associate elect ron corre la tion
with pert ur bation theory (MP 2, MP4 etc .) , all the carbon-carbon bond lengt hs are
elongated, though not equa lly, as the do uble bonds show lar ger elongation t han t he
single bonds. T he unpo lariz ed 3-21G basis set leads to shorter intra-cell C-C bon ds
and C=C bonds but longer C-S bonds (1.81 A in comparison to experimental 1.73
A). But with polarization fun ctio n added to heavy atoms th e intr a-cell C-C bond
and C=C bond lengt hs are found t o increase . The C -C bonds have decreased and
the C-S bo nds are in closer agreement with the experiment than wit h the 3-21G
basis set . Hence 3-21G is found to be the most inefficien t bas is set with regards to
others. Lar ger basis sets like 6-31G· plus ext ra diffuse fun ction added to account
for the excited state geome try calculations basical ly lea d to longer C-C and C-S
bonds but shorter C=C bonds.
T he bond length al ternati on is underestimated with DFT, semiempirical and
perturbation theo ries, an d overes t imated with HF t heory compared to expe riment .
Although these met hods dem onstrat e some resemblance t o t he exp eriment al ground
state geo met ries , they fai l hop elessly to account for the transition ene rgies corre-
spo nding to the experimental ly obtained results (see Table 3.1 for detai ls).
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Figu re 3.2: C- C bond lengths of aT 2
in HF method for d ifferent basis sets.
Figu re 3.3: C-C bond length s of o:T2
in CIS met hod for d ifferent bas is set s.
Bond delocali zation resu lts in zero to minor bond length variations around a
ring system , while bond local izat ion results in lar ge bond length variations, corre-
sponding to local ized single and double bonds [154]. HF theory seems to under-
est imat e elect ron delocaltsatton slight ly, which resu lts in shorter C=C and longer
C-C bonds . All the CI-singles geometries show the localized nature of t he bonds
prod ucing large vari at ions in bond length at the central parts of the rings where
drastic varia tions of single and double bond lengths can be observed (see also Figs.
4.2 to 4.7). Hence , in HF calc ulati ons, the a -elect rons are more loca lized . Thi s is
most proba bly due to t he lack of electron corre lation.
Figures 3.2 an d 3.3 show the basis set dependency in both th e HF and CIS
approximations for thiophene dimer respect ively. As can be found from these plots
tha t 3-21G· basi s set is successful in accounting for the aT2 structure, whereas
in case of t he lar ger basis sets 3-21G· · , 3-21+G\ 6-31G., 6-31G· · an d 6-31+G.,
essent ially produce closer results to one anot her . As mentio ned a bove, t he d ifference
in th e degree of bond length al ternation in going from one end of t he molecules to
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the cent re, as well as their evol utions wit h the increasing chain lengt h , are very
similar to those obt ained for larger basis sets like 6-31G., 6-3 1G·· and 6-31+G".
The effect of electron corre lation is generally to increase t he bond length . The
differences among t he various corre lation levels (MP4 an d B3YLP) are usually
quite small; the only excep tion with a farge difference between experimental and
MP2j3-21G·. Electron corre lation via the MP2 perturbation increases the bond
lengths for the same method used whereas adding d-polarization func tions decrease
the bond lengths which can be observed from Table 3.1 and F ig. 3.1.
Close examination of the a bsolute errors shows that im provement of the basis
set does not necessarily lead to improvement in results. The greatest improvement
occurs with. the 3-21G* basis set (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.4). A few points are worth not-
ing here regarding the optimization of excited state geometries using CIS. Because
the CIS excited state wavefunction depends on the HF ground state reference, there
may be difficulty encountered in cases where the structure is quite distorted. from
the ground state equilibrium geometry and a HF solution may be either difficult
to find or inappropriate . It has been suggested t hat in these cases, simply using a
more sophisticated SCF procedure (such as quadratic convergence, QCSCF) may
be sufficient t o determine the reference [155}. Also, since th e CIS procedure leads
directly to a variety of excite d states, following the state of interest during a ge-
ometry opt imization may be confusing. For instance, the second excited vertical
state may become the first exc ited state at the optimized. geometry of that state.
In our implementations the dens ity from the last geometry point is taken and that
st ate is followed as the guess for the CI. Still, there is the poss ibility t hat significant
mixing amo ng states in distorted geometries will ca use t he optimization procedure
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j um p from state to state (either in the HF ground state or in the CIS part of the
calculation) . These occas ions become obvious when large energy an d wavefunction
changes are observe d, and a restart of the optimization may be required in some
cases using QCSCF to get the correct ground state reference or marking a new
state to fell ow in the CI.
On one occasion we had troubles with th e excited state geometry of PFV oc-
tam er. As geometry optimization for the first excited state (Sd of PFV proceeds,
the intra-ring and inter-ring distances contin ued changing, particularly in respect
of elongation and twisting of all the inter-ring bridging C=C bonds which are dis-
placed on the two oppos ite sides of t he ring plane giving it an arch-like (semi-circle)
shape. T he rings also become more and more non-planar and deformed . Further ,
a fluct uation in the minimum tot al energy is observed, and eventually th e calcu-
lation failed due to the lack of conve rgence. This twisting of the inter-ring and
the external ring C=C bonds in t he SI excited state of PFV is reminiscent of tbe
established fact tbat the two CH2 fragments of ethylene become perpendicular to
each ot her following the 11"- 11"* excitation [156J. Although no dissociation of any
kind is observed, it is inte resting to note that due to this twis ting and other accom-
panying changes (oscillator strength, excitation energy etc .) that follow its 11"- 7('*
excitation, quinoid PFV could be photo reactive. An essent ial requirement for an
optimized molecular geometry to correspond to the global minimum of the poten-
tial energy surface is t hat the vibration al freq uencies computed using the Hessian
are real . We have not done any frequency studies in this work, but it would have
been interest ing to account for them as well [62J. Finally , t he SI state of PFV is
obtained by restricting to a tigh t converge nce crite ria by int roducing two sulfur
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atoms at the two ends of the chain thereby prevent ing the chain deformation and
keeping its plan ar structure unaffected .
It is useful to compare computational time required am ong the various methods
for t he energy evaluation of aT2 • With t he Gaussian 94 package and different
basis sets used, the HF j3-21G " approach took approximately 10 minutes processor
time on an 8ar OCTANEl IRIX64 machine, the HF j3-2lG"" calcu lations took
13 min utes cpu time, the HF j6-31G· calculation requir ed roughly 49 min utes cpu
time , t he HF j6-31+G' calc ulation required roughly 1 hour and 51 min utes cpu
time, the CISj3-2IG" calcula tion required 38 minutes cpu time, with CISj6-31C '
calculation the job cpu time is 7 hours and 46 min utes, an d with CISj6-31G·· it
took approximately 4 ho urs. T he MP2j3-21G" pert ur bat ion technique required
abo ut 1 hour 49 min utes cpu time. The B3LVPj6-31G" method took 1 hour 34
min ute cpu t ime.
3. 5 Influence of Methods and Basis Sets on En-
erget ic s
In order to compare th e effects of different methods with d ifferent basis sets on
energetics, we consider here t he same a T 2 molecule for which we have already
compared their influences on different geomet rical parameters like bond length,
bon d ang le and bond length a lte rnation etc . First we wish to see th e influence 00
the excitation ene rgies. Among the methods used in our stu dy, the CISj3-21G'
calculated excitation energies for the thio phene an d PA oligomers have the lowest
average erro rs as can be observed from the e- 1-6% abso lute deviation with respect
to the exp erimental resu lts (see Tables 3.1 and 5.14) .
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Figure 3.4: Plot com paring the CIS/3-2l C* energy (in eV) for a T 2 wit h t he ex-
pe rimental energy [l OOl an d that obtained with several other met hods/basis sets .
Among th e four electr on correl atio n met hods cons idered here, those excitation
ene rgies calculat ed by the MP4/3 -21C· have t he highest deviat ion from th e experi-
mental ly obtained result (see Table3 .l and Fig. 3.4). Basically, pert ur ba tio n theory
underesti mates the transit ion energies (Ecal .) up to 40% with respect t o the exp eri-
ment al energies. Th e di pole mom ents calculated using MP2 and MP4 methods are
also found under estim ated in th e limit ed case of thi oph ene when compared to t he
exp eriment al result. The hybrid B3LYP method is also unable to approximate for
t he excitation energi es and overestimated the values by an amount of .....O.3eV (even
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for the large r bas is set like ~1G', the deviation is around 4% compared to the
experimental result). The worst scenario is observed with the HF approximations
which overestimate the transition ener gies to an extent of 60% compared to the
experiments. Even lar ger basis se ts with diffuse and polarization functions do not
give better resul ts to the required limi t. CI-singles calculations on the ot her hand
are found qui t e efficient in prod ucing the closest plaus ible resu lt in comparison to
the experiments. The dipole mome nts problem is also found ameliorated when we
switch over t o CIS me thod . It is found that the Quadratic Singles-Double subs ti-
tutions (QCISD) is not comp utationally feasible as we ran out of disk space tryi ng
to optimize aT:! wit h 3-21G' basis set .
It is beyond our scope to provide a comparative general review of all the possible
basis sets for the current calculations . Tho ugh the basis sets we used are not
necessarily optimum, they do have the characteristics that can be used to illustr ate
the qualitative nature of t he systems which are covered in our study. Here, we have
used a relaxed geometry "no-freeze" environment for our calculations of excitation
energies along with several other tr an sit ion properties of the lowest excited Jr ' states .
SGI-IRIX 64 Octane workstatio n has be en employed for carrying out closed-shell
SCF and CI-singles calculations for relatively short er (dimer) molecules, whereas
for the remaining cases DEC-A.XP-OSF mach ine is used.
3 .6 Absolute Deviations
Most of our results fall within a 1% - 5% deviation from the experimentally de-
termin ed gro und state conformational resul ts for PT oligomers using HF method .
t he best comp a rison is obtained wit h the 3-21G- basis set followed by 3-2IG " ,
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&-31+G", 6-310", 6-31+Gn , and STO-3G basis set. The STO-3G basis set shows
......20% larger errors than ot her do uble-( basis sets. Bond lengths are overestimated
in most of the met hods except in th e HF met hod for the So state when compared
to th e exp erimen tal resu lts. Due to unavailability of expe rimental geometries in
the lowest singlet excited sta tes (St ) comparisons can no t be made.
From the results obtained for the lowest 1r - 1t" optically allowed. t ransition en-
ergies we can see that th e absol ute deviations at the CIS level fall within a 1% -
5% deviat ion from the experimentally determined results for crT,. T he absol ute
deviations (lEapt. - EC4lc.1)from t he experimental result s for energies are compar ed
for a particular method an d basis set. The CISj3 -21G · is foun d to give the lowest
deviation followed by the 6-3 1G", 6-31G"\ &-31+G* and 6-31+G "" basis sets wit h
respect to t he experimental resul ts . Includ ing elect ron correl ation with perturbation
approaches like MP2 an d MP4 (DQ ) results in .....27% underestimation of the tran -
sit ion ene rgy for o:T,. The Cl-double substitution is also found to underestimate
th e transition energy by the same amount as with t he Meller-Plesset perturbation
method. T he rest ricted single-doubles subs ti t ution (RCISD) also unde restimates
th e band gap by almost the same amount.
Chapter 4
Geometric Structure Investigation
In this chapter the geometries of the oligomers in the ground and in t he low-
est excited states are discussed. The structural relationship between the cyano-
substit uted.oligomers and their parent polymers is also examined in detail. The in-
f1.uenceof t he electro n-withdrawing and electron-donating groups on t he respective
parent geome tries is analyzed . We have also compared our calculat ed geometries
with the experimental ones wher e available. The geom etric structure parameters
are labelled accord ing to Fig . 1.5. T he variation of th e average bond len gth alter-
nation, 6.. along th e backbone is also discussed.
T he ini tial geomet ries for PT are ta ken from the gas phase elec tron diffraction
data on o-b tthiophene [121J. For pey th e inpu t geom etries are obt ained from the
semiempirical AMI opt imized values [106]. For the remain ing polymers (i.e. , PFV ,
PCNTH, PCNCY, and P CN FV) t he input geomet ries are estimated from t he data
obtained for PT and PCY wit h the AMI calculations [106, 18]. The AMI- optimized
geome tric stru ctu res of the neutral cligomers are in very good agree ment with t he
highe r level ab initio calculat ions [80, 111, 116, 118, 157] an d experimental data
[45, 62, 66, 67, 68, 70, 92, 98, 100, 158, 159, 160]. In summary, in t his work we
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have used the AMI geometries [18J as our input geometries in the ab initio HF
calculations of the optimized ground state geometries which are followed by the
excited state calculations using the Cl -singles method.
The most stable conformation for the five-membered polyheterccyclic rings cor-
responds to a situation where the adjacent rings are coplanar, connected through
the Q: positions and ordered in such a way that the heteroatoms point in the oppo-
site directions (i.e., anti -orientations) [741. In a former study [118] that employed
AM! and MNDO methodologies, the authors examined the relative stability of the
compounds by comparing heats of formation in two mesomeric forms - quino id vs.
aromatic. In all cases they found that the lower band gaps were obtained for the
less stable mesomeric forms Le., the s-trans (quinoid) form for PT and PCNTH
and the s-ees (aromatic) structures for PFV, PCY, PCNFV and PCNCY. However,
since we would like to consider the most stable forms, in the present study we have
taken the aromatic forms for PT and PCNTH oligomers and quinoid structures for
the rest of the oligomers. These selections are consistent with other findings: in
their ground states PT and its cyano-derivative PCNTH have been found to have
aromatic forms [13, 14], whereas the nonheterocyclic polymers PCY , PFV and
their cyano-derivatives PCNCY and PCNFV respectively, show strong preference
for quino id structures [15, 16, 17, 18].
In view of the large unit cells of these polymers (63 basis functions for PT , 61 for
PCY , 70 for PFV, 172 for PCNTH, 164 for PCNCY and 182 for PCNFV) all of tbe
computations are performed using the 3-21G" for large oligomers and the 6-31G"
split-valence basis sets for monomers and dimers [73, 123]. The 3-21G " basis set is
selected for lar ger systems since we found that this is the smallest basis set which
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can give a reliable descript ion of the structural parameters for t he five memb ered
rin gs containing t he hete rocycl es.
The C-C bond lengt hs, bond angles and the transition energies of the six molec-
ular systems are determined for both the Hartree-Fock gro und state and t he CIS
excited state. These optimized geometries of the oligomers starting from monomer
are given in Tables 4.1 t hrough 4.14. The average bond length alte rnations (Or)of
the C-C backbone of th e po lymers are provided in the second last columns of the
corresponding tab les. It is de fined as the average of t he difference of neighbouring
long (single) and short (double) C-C bonds. It plays a very important role in
t he analysis of the excitation energy 1791. A detailed relat ionship between bond
length alternation and several other energetic parameters are exp lained in Sectio n
5.3. The values of cSr indicate whether the system is in the quinoid or the aromatic
coa formation.! For PT, PCY and PFV it is calc ulated as [78]
and for their cyano-substituted derivatives Or is given by
Or = ~ [(C..,-I1') - (C.8'_p)+ (Cp_..) - (Int ra-cell] + (C..,_p,) - (Cp,_fft)
+ (Ctt,_..~) - (Inter-cell)].
where 'Inter-cell' is the dist an ce between un it cells an d 'Intra-cell' is th e distance
between monomers.
15. shows the differenc e between neighbouring single and dou ble carbon-carbon bonds. (+ {or
quinoid and - (or aro matic)
4.1 Ground Stat e (HPJ Geometries
4. 1 Ground St a t e (HF) G eOlmetries
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Polythiophene. Beca use of the numerous experrimental and t heo retical st udies of
its electro nic states an d the interesting conformazlonal natu re of this chromophore,
PT seems to be a logical starting point for th ee evaluation of our CI-siogles the-
oretical treatment. Further , thiop hene is th e cl.asstc case of close behavioural re-
lationships in physic al and chemical prop erties betw een six- and five-membered
hete rocycles where t he portion (-CH=CH-) irn the six-membered benzold ring
is replaced by (-8-) in the five membere d rinl!t". Th us significant aromaticity is
thought to occur in thio phene [61]. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 list t he HF ground state
optimized geometries of t he arom atic PT ollgo-mers from monomer to decame r.
Tile HF optimized structures presented in Ta ble -4.1 show that the CcrCp , Cp,-C/J,
intra-cell, and inter-cell bond lengths along the, carboc-cerbcn backbone compare
well with the ir respective experimental values sof 1.346, 1.410, 1.352, and 1.451
A for aT 2 [152]. The t heoretical angular structwre obtained in t he HF calculation
matc hes very well wit h t he microwave spectral resul ts [61] (see Table 4.2) . The dis-
agreement between the computed and experimera tal bond length s an d bond angles
are app roximately 0.01 A and 0.50 respectively. The Or values are found to range
from -0.095 A(for the dime r) to -0.084 A (for th.e decamer) and show a very weak
transformation towards the quinoid conformatiora within the central port ion of the
longer oligomers (from more negative to less negeative Orvalues).
P olycyclop ent adie ne . Tab les 4.3 and 4.4 smmmarize th e ground state geome-
tries of the PCY otigomers. Except for the hydlrogen atoms att ached to the 81'3
carbons, the chain is constrained to have a planar geometry. The in te r-cell length
is 1.326 A an d the int ra-cell bond distances vary- between 1.323 and 1.326 A. Ta-
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ble 4.3 shows that the C<>,-Gll'" GrGll', and C,/P-C... hand length s differ only very
slight ly with regar ds to t heir initial AMI inpu t geome tries (the maximum deviation
is 0.052 A). Since the inner repea t units for larg e oligomers remain un chan ged, the
st ructur al dat a reported for t he planar tetramer are representat ive of t he whole se-
ries of oligoclopentad iene. The bond ang les lC QGll', GQGtlCtl" Gll'CtpGo" C,8'Co'l,
and C<>,lCQ are found to be nearly th e same for t he larger oligomers, but for the
monomer the angles 1Co'Ctl, and C.8'Co'l are abou t 3° smaller, while Co'lCQ is
ab ou t 2° larg er than oth er bond angles. T he 8r values for quinoid PCY oligomers
are found to be 0.173 Aand 0.137 Afor the dim er and t he oetamer respect ively.
In the case of the oetamer, t he d ifference between t he 8r values for th e outer rings
an d t he cent ral rings is found to be 0.034 A.
Polyfulvene. The optimized geomet ries for po lyfulvene ar e presented in Tables
4.5 and 4.6 . The inter -ring dist ances are foun d to vary betwee n 1.336 an d 1.346 A.
T he CQ,-C,8' and Cll'-Co bonds range from 1.473 to 1.520 A. For longer oligomers
these bonds remain the same , but for monomer t hey are found to be longer (.....
1.520 A) . T he CrC" han d length ran ges from 1.3 18 to 1.334 A, for t he octame r
this bond length is found to be elonga ted inside t he central rings. The intra-
cell distan ces range from 1.336 to 1.346 A and t he inter-cell dist ances ran ge from
1.336 to 1.349 A. The C=G H2 bond lengt hs loca ted outside the ring ar e evaluate d
between 1.314 A an d 1.323 A. The bond ang les are also found to vary more for
short er oligomers t han for the longer oct arner (in the case of IC QCtl an gle it is found
to vary approximately by 2°) . For quino id PFV th e 8r values ran ge between 0.163
A (for the dime r) and 0.128 A (for the octamer), which shows a weak transfonnation
towar ds the aro mat ic conformatio n at the cent re.
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P ol y (dtcyanometby le ce cyclope ntadithiop he ne) . The geometric struc-
tures of aromatic PCNTH oligomers are given in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 . The inter-unit
bond lengths are either 1.453 or 1.454 A while the intra-unit bond lengths are found
to vary between 1.454 and 1.463 A. The C-S bond lengths are either 1.697 or 1.749
A long and along th e backbone the Ca'-C"" C(:J,-C(:J, C(:J-Co bon d lengths are anal -
ogous t o their counterparts C(:Jl-a', . C(:J, -,r", and CO,_P,. Tbe bond angle Co, lCa',
between the backbon e and the S atom ranges between 90° and 91° which is the
smallest angle . All other angles vary betwee n 108° and 113°. T he bond length
alternations vary from -0.080 to -0.075 A in going from smaller to larger oligomers
and towards their central-rings.
Poly (di cyanornet hy le ne cyclopentadicyclopentadiene) . The geometric
conformations for t he q uinoid PCNCY oligomers are provided in Tables 4.9 and
4.10. Differences are observed in the optimized bond lengths within each ring:
the C-CH2 bonds are 1.58 and 1.51 A in length. The short est bond (Ctf'-C(:J) on
the dicyanomethylene-group side is 1.324 A in length, whereas the Ca'-Cp' and
C,r,,-o'i bond lengths are 1.471 to 1.529 A long which are the longest bonds on the
dicyanomethylene-group side. The intra-cell bond distances range between 1.324
and 1.326 A, while the inter-cell bonds are a little longer (1.329 A). T he calcu -
lated bond angles vary between 102° "an d 112° wit h the Co,lCo and the COlICa',
angles being smaller than the rest. The Orval ues for quinoid P CNCY oligomers are
calculated to range from 0.162 (extern al-parts) to 0.144 A (central-part).
Poly (d icy anomet hy le ne cyclop enta d ifulvene). The HF optimized ge-
ome tries of the quinoid PCNFV are given in Tab les 4.11 and 4.12. The intra-cell
distances are calculated to be 1.337 to 1.344 A whil e the inter-cell distances remain
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the same for the dlm er and tetr amer as 1.348 A. For ot her bond lengt hs we find
the values for Ca' -Cp and CI1,, -Ca~ range from 1.473 to 1.523 A. For C",~C" and
Cp,-C", this range is between 1.325 and 1.331 A and for Cp-C.. and C.. , ~CP. the
range is from 1.470 to 1.490 A. The oute r C=CH2 bonds are calculated between
1.319 and 1.325 A. The bond angles for quinoid PCNFV oligomers vary from 104°
to 112°. The average bond length alternat ions are obtained either 0.154 Aor 0.136
A depending on the ring position.
In the ground state, the Hartree- Fock groun d state optimized structures agree
very closely with the experime ntal ground sta te results . In particular the balance
among the Ca'~C.8" Cp-C.. , and intra -cell bond lengths [152, 161] is excellent . For
the Ca' -H bo nd the calculated value is 1.067 A, compared to the experimental value
of 1.077 A [1621. T he calculated value for C",-H bond lengt h is 1.0£9 A compared
to its experimental value of 1.0805 A [1631. The HF optimized structures show
that for a given oligomer all the inner rings of the consti tu ent oligomer present
approxi mately the same geometry , which is somewha t differen t from that of the
outer units due to chain -end effects (see Ta bles 4.1 throu gh 4.14) . This correlates
well with their corresponding dr values. T he difference in the Orvalues bet ween the
central and the outer parts is found to be comparatively smal ler for PCNTH than
for PCNCY and PCNFV.
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Ta ble 4.1: Comparison of optimized geome tries and excit ation ene rgies for Poly-
thiophene (PT) oligom ers. Bond distances are in A. See Fig. 1.5 for lab els.
I Oligomer/method I ol -f3' I /3'-P I p-a I In tra-ceUI Int er-ceUI s, I EC4J(eV) I
Monomer (HF)" 1.348 1.438 1.348 12.80
Mono mer (CIS )6 1.435 1.363 1.435 5.57
g::~ ~~iJ) 1.347 1.433 1.354 1.456 -0.095 10.161.380 1.387 1.423 1.374 0 .021 4. 11
Tet ramer (HF) 1.347 1.433 1.355 1.454 -0.093 8.50
1.354 1.427 1.354 1.453 -0.086
Tetramer (CIS) 1.354 1.418 1.376 1.416 -0 .052 3.19
1.396 1.378 1.410 1.384 0.022
Seximer(HF) 1.347 1.433 1.355 1.454 -0 .093 7.96
1.354 1.427 1.354 1.452 -0.086
1.355 1.426 1.355 1.452 -0. 084
Sexim er (CIS) 1.349 1.427 1.362 1.439 -0 .078 2.92
1.371 1.402 1.382 1.408 -0 .029
1.395 1.380 1.402 1.391 0.013
Oetamer (HF ) 1.347 1.433 1.355 1.454 -0 .093 7.71
1.354 1.427 1.354 1.452 -0 .086
1.355 1.426 1.355 1.452 -0.084
1.355 1.426 1.355 1.452 -0 .084
Octamer (CIS) 1.348 1.43 1 1.358 1.44 8 -0.087 2.83
1.366 1.416 1.361 1.431 -0.060
1.375 1.399 1.383 1.40 9 -0 .025
1.398 1.383 1.393 1.397 0.006
Decamer (HF ) 1.347 1.433 1.355 1.454 -0 .093 7.59
1.354 1.427 1.354 1.452 -0 .086
1.355 1.426 1.355 1.452 -0 .084
1.355 1.426 1.355 1.452 -0 .084
1.355 1.426 1.355 1.45 2 -0.084
Decam er (CIS) 1.347 1.432 1.356 1.452 -0.091 2.82
1.357 1.422 1.359 1.443 -0.075
1.363 1.413 1.368 1.429 -0.056
1.37 6 1.398 1.382 1.410 -0 .025
1.390 1.385 1.394 1.400 -0.000 5
The ground state geo metrles an d energies are calcul a ted at the HF level.
-rae first excited state geometries and energies are calculated at the CIS level.
Table 4.2: Magnitudes (in degrees)of bondangles of optimized geometries for polythiophene(PT) oligomcra,
Oligomer lCoC c.cic, CC.C., QJ.C...1 C.,lC. CC.C., C"C",C(J'
PT HF monomer 111.93 112.39 112.39 111.93 91.35
PT CISmonomer 113.14 ll2.75 112.75 113.15 88.21
PT Expt. monomer" 111.47 112.45 112.45 Ill .47 91.54
PT HFdimer 110.70 113.18 112.53 1ll.93 91.67 127.87 127.87
1ll.93 112.53 113.18 1.10.70 91.67
PT CISdlmer 109.99 112.53 113.83 112.83 90.82 128.24 128.24
112.83 113.83 112.53 109.99 90.82
PT HF tetramer 110.73 113.15 112.51 111.97 91.64 127.84 128.02
110.67 113.33 113.34 110.69 91.98 128.03 128.03
110.69 113.34 113.33 110.66 91.99 128.02 127.84
111.97 ll2.51 ll3.15 110.74 91.64
PT CIS tetramer 110.15 113.15 112.96 112.09 91.65 127.85 127.64
109.95 113.58 114.22 110.57 91.67 127.76 127.76
110.57 114.22 113.58 109.95 91.67 127.64 127.84
112.09 112.96 113.15 110.15 91.65
PT HFSexemer 110.73 113.15 112.50 111.98 91.64 127.86 128.04
110.66 113.33 113.34 110.69 91.99 128.04 128.04
110.67 113.34 113.33 110.68 91.98 128.04 128.04
PT CISSexamer 110.46 113.19 112.67 111.99 91.69 127.89 127.86
110.00 113.51 113.91 110.56 92.01 127.92 127.70
109.98 113.79 114.11 110.31 91.82 127.73 127.73
PT HF octemer 110.73 113.14 112.50 111.99 91.64 127.86 128.04
110.66 113.33 113.33 llO.69 91.99 128.04 128.04
110.68 113.33 113.33 110.68 91.98 128.04 128.03
110.68 113.33 113.33 110.68 91.97 128.03 128.03
PT CISoctamer lIO.63 113.16 lI2 .56 111.99 91.65 127.87 127.96
110.31 113.44 113.59 110.62 92.04 128.01 127.84
110.02 113.61 113.90 110.45 92.02 127.88 127.71
109.98 U3.84 114.04 110.21 91.93 127.74 127.74
4 sccreferellce [61]
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Tabl e 4.3: Compariso n of op timiz ed geometries and exci tat ion energies for polycy-
clope ntadiene (PCY) oligomers Bond distances are in A.
Oligomer/method <I_P' p'-p p-a Int ra -cell Inte r-cell 5, Eeat(eV )
Monomer (HF) 1.519 1.316 1.519 14.77
Monomer (CIS) 1.482 1.541 1.482 6.35
Dimer (HF ) 1.520 1.323 1.472 1.323 0.173 10.53
Dimer (CIS) 1.512 1.373 1.406 1.415 0.065 4.79
Tetramer (HF) 1.520 1.324 1.471 1.325 0.171 8.52
1.468 1.333 1.469 1.326 0.139
Tetramer (CIS) 1.518 1.335 1.447 1.355 0.1 38 3.36
1.402 L388 1.420 1.385 0.025
Seximer (HF) 1.500 1.324 1.471 1.325 0.161 7.95
1.468 1.333 1.467 1.326 0.138
1.467 1.334 1.467 1.326 0.137
Seximer(CIS) 1.519 1.328 1.462 L336 0.159 2.94
1.446 1.357 1.429 L361 0.079
1.416 1.382 1.407 1.375 0.033
Octamer (HF) 1.520 1.324 1.471 1.325 0.171 7.72
1.468 1.333 1.467 1.326 0.138
1.467 1.334 1.467 1.326 0. 137
1.467 1.334 1.467 1.326 0.137
Octamer (CIS ) 1.519 1.325 1.467 1.329 0.166 2.81
1.449 1.343 1.459 1.342 0.112
1.439 1.360 1.427 1.360 0.073
1.412 L377 1.418 1.369 0.042
s-trans PA Octamer 1.509 1.325 1.461 1.330 0.158 7.74
(HF) 1.457 1.333 1.456 1.332 0.124
1.456 1.333 1.456 1.332 0.124
1.456 1.333 1.455 1.332 0.123
s-tm ns PA Octamer 1.509 1.327 1.457 1.335 0.152 2.91
(CIS) 1.448 1.342 1.439 1.347 0.099
1.429 1.359 1.417 1.365 0.06 1
1.408 1.376 1.403 1.375 0.03 0
Table 4.4: Magnitudes (in degrees) of bond angles of opt imized geometries for polyeyclopentadiene (PCY)
oligomers.
IOligomer IW.c, IC.C, Cp IC,C,Co' IC,C.,I Ic,w. 1C,C.C. , IC.C. 'C, I
PCV HF monomer 103.77 113.10 113.10 103.77 106.26
PCY CIS monomer 106.73 109.54 109.54 106.73 107.47
PCY HFdimer 106.75 112.12 112.53 103.63 104.97 126.73 126.73
103.62 112.54 112.12 106.75 104.97
PCY CIS dimer 108.93 112.16 110.62 103.79 104.50 127.73 127.73
103.79 lI O.62 U2.16 108.93 104.50
PCY HF tetramer 106.82 112.09 112.51 103.64 104.94 126.74 126.79
106.55 111.60 111.63 106.48 103.74 126.82 126.82
106.48 111.63 U 1.60 106.55 103.74 126.79 126.74
103.64 112.51 Il2.09 106.82 104.94
PCY CIS tetramer 107.54 112.23 111.93 103.55 104.75 127.04 127.69
107.56 111.36 110.77 106.90 103.40 127.86 127.86
106.90 110.77 111.36 107.56 103.40 127.69 127.04
103.55 111.93 112.23 107.54 104.75
PCY HF octamer 106.83 112.06 112.54 103.62 104.95 126.73 126.80
106.56 111.58 111.65 106.48 103.73 126.82 126.83
106.55 111.58 Ul.G3 106.53 103.71 126.83 126.83
106.55 111.60 111.61 106.54 103.71 126.83 126.83
106.54 111.61 111.60 106.55 103.71 126.83 126.83
106.53 111.63 111.58 106.55 103.71 126.83 126.82
106.48 111.05 111.58 106.56 103.73 126.80 126.73
103.62 112.54 112.06 106.83 104.95
PCY CIS octamer 106.94 112.09 112.45 103.61 104.91 126.79 126.95
106.84 111.65 111.43 106.44 103.64 127.06 127.29
107.05 111.59 111.22 106.61 103.53 127.37 127.60
107.14 111.34 111.14 106.93 103.44 127.62 127.62
106.93 111.14 111.34 107.14 103.44 127.60 127.37
IOG.61 111.22 Ill.GO 107.05 103.53 127.29 127.06
10G.44 ll lA3 111.65 106.84 103.64 126.95 126.79
103.61 112.45 112.09 106.94 104.91
t
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Ta ble 4.5: Comparison of optimized geometries and excitation energies for polyful-
vene (PFV) oligomers.
Oligomer/ method oI-fJ' p'-p P~ Intra-cell Inter-cell 5, EcoI(eV)
Monomer (HF) 1.520 1.3 18 1.520 14.06
Monomer (CIS) 1.520 1.323 1.520 6.46
Dimer (HF) 1.507 1.322 1.483 1.342 0.163 9.38
Dimer (CIS) 1.502 1.343 1.446 1.443 0.081 4.00
Tet ramer (HF) 1.504 1.322 1.485 1.346 0.161 7.92
1.469 1.326 1.464 1.349 0.129
Tetr amer (CIS) 1.502 1.330 1.468 1.379 0.131 3.05
1.417 1.372 1.409 1.414 0.020
Sexlmer (HF) 1.503 1.322 1.485 1.346 0.160 7.53
1.464 1.326 1.469 1.349 0.129
1.465 1.326 1.466 1.350 0.128
Detamer (HF) 1.503 1.322 1.485 1.346 0.160
(endgro up H2 ) 1.464 1.326 1.469 1.349 0.129 7.37
1.465 1.326 1.466 1.350 0.128
1.466 1.326 1.466 1.350 0.128
Oetamer (CIS) 1.503 1.323 1.483 1.350 0.157
(endgroup H2 ) 1.456 1.334 1.455 1.365 0.106 2.650
1.440 1.348 1.432 1.385 0.070
1.420 1.364 1.415 1.397 0.037
Detamer (C IS) 1.464 1.329 1.479 1.351 0.132
{endgro up CH2 ) 1.455 1.335 1.454 1.365 0.105 2.646
1.440 1.348 1.432 1.385 0.070
1.420 1.364 1.416 1.396 0.038
Dctamer (CIS) 1.450 1.337 1.469 1.352 0.115
(endgrou p S) 1.452 1.336 1.452 1.366 0.101 2.649
1.439 1.348 1.432 1.383 0.070
1.422 1.362 1.418 1.393 0.043
Table 4.6: Magnitudes (in degrees) of bond angles of optimized geometries for polyfulvene (PFV) oligomers.
Oligomer lCoCp CoCpC{J' CpCp,Co' C{J'Co,1 Co·lCo CpCoCo' CoCo,C(J'
PFV HF monomer 102.99 112.72 112.71 102.99 108.59
PFV CIS monomer 102.86 111.44 111.44 102.86 111.40
PFV HF dimer 104.94 111.69 112.03 102.38 107.32 126.81 126.82
102.38 112.04 111.68 104.94 107.32
PFV CIS dimer 106.60 112.56 109.98 103.36 107.50 125.78 125.77
103.36 109.98 112.56 106.60 107.50
PFV HF tetramer 104.16 112.97 112.02 103.24 107.61 127.62 125.03
103.85 112.59 112.53 104.25 106.78 126.48 126.48
104.25 112.53 112.59 103.85 106.78 125.03 127.62
103.24 112.02 112.97 104.16 107.61
PFV CIS tetrarner 104.93 112.94 111.32 103.15 107.67 127.62 125.81
104.66 112.62 111.74 104.44 106.55 127.23 127.22
104.44 11],74 112.62 104.66 106.55 125.81 127.62
103.15 111.32 112.94 104.93 107.67
PFV HF octemer 105.11 111.60 112.05 102.40 107.29 126.65 127,27
104.73 111.22 111.34 104.59 106.43 127.18 127.09
104.77 111.23 111.28 104.75 106.39 127.11 127,11
104.76 111.25 111.26 104.75 106.40 127.11 127.11
PFV CIS octamer 104.27 112.95 111.95 103.21 107.62 127.60 125.17
104.06 112.65 112.35 104.18 106.77 126.74 126.72
104.20 112.81 lI2. 37 103.77 106.85 126.86 127.14
104.20 112.68 112.41 103.95 106.76 127.14 127.13
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Table 4.7: Comparison oroptimized geometries and excitation energies for poly [dicyanomethyleno cyclopcnta-
dithiophene) (PCNTH) ollgomera. Bond distances are in A. t
[
~(;
I Oligomer/ method I o'*{f I /3'_/3 I P-o Ilntra*cellI Inter-cell I 0l -PI I /31-/3: I f3!*C'lj I 6, I Brol(,V) I
Monomer(HF) 1.352 1.428 1.366 1.463 1.366 1.428 1.352 8.36
Monomer (CIS) 1.354 1.416 1.451 1.369 1.451 1.416 1.354 1.93
Dim,,(HF) 1.353 1.427 1.367 1.461 1,454 1.365 1.421 1.361 -0.080 7.34
1.361 1.421 1.365 1.461 1.367 1.427 1.353
Dimer (CIS) 1.354 1.425 1.369 1.455 1.431 1.374 1.409 1.372 -0.063 1.78
1.372 1.409 1.374 1.370 1.445 1.418 1.353
Tetramer {HF) 1.353 1.427 1.367 1.461 1.453 1.365 1.421 1.31lI -0.079 6.75
1.361 1.421 1.365 1,454 1,454 1.366 1.420 1.361 -0.074
1.361 1.420 1.366 1.458 1.453 1.366 1.420 1.361 -0.075
1.361 1,420 1.366 1.461 1.367 1.427 1.353
'Ietreme r (CIS) 1.353 1.426 1.367 1.460 1.453 1.365 1.420 1.361 -0.078 1.63
1.363 1.418 1.368 1.452 1.432 1.374 1.409 1.372 -0.059
1.373 1.398 1.443 1.369 1.433 1.443 1.398 1.372 0.008
1.371 1.410 1.373 1.455 1.369 1.425 1.354
G-C backbone 1.322 1.473 1.328 1.468 1,454 1.330 1.465 1.331 -0.137 7.35
equivalent to 1.331 1.464 1.331 1.466 1,454 1.331 1.464 1.331 -0.131
tctramer length 1.331 1.464 1.331 1.466 1.454 1.331 1,464 1.331 -0.131
(IlF) 1.331 1,465 1.330 1.468 1.328 1.473 1.322
G-C backbone 1.323 1.470 1.331 1,460 1.433 1.337 1.450 1.343 -0.120 2,47
equivalent. to 1.351 1.429 1.361 1.419 1..104 1.369 10411 1.371 -0.053
tetra mer length 1.371 1.411 1.369 1.419 1.433 1.361 1.429 1.351 -0.060
(CIS) 1.343 1.450 1.337 1.460 1.331 1.470 1.323
e,
;..
Monomer(UF) 1112.441112.81 1110.97 1112.99190:781 109.00 1 90.77 1113.00I 110~97 I 112.82
bligom"/m'thodk.c,r.c,C,r,C,C.,r ,,Co'lro'lC.r ,C.C.,r .,IC.:!lC.:Cp,p.:C"C"pP,C"C.,
Table 4.8: Magnitudes (in degrees) of bond angles of optimized geometriesfor poly(dicyanomethylenccyclopen-
tadilhiophene) (PCNTH) ollgomers.
lMonomer (CIS) !111.831 111.45 I 111.71 1115.10189.91 1 108.05 I 89.91 1115.10 I 111.71
[
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111.45
112.96
112.80
112.451112.80 1 110.95 1113.05 190.75 1 108.93 1 91.00 1111.731 111.77
112.54 112.97 111.76 111.73 91.00 109.12 90.75 113,06 110.94
imer( HF)
~im" (CIS) 1112.45 112.77 110.86 113.24 90.68 108.99 90.90 111.53 111.85 112.90111.88 112.07 112.70 113.08 90.27 108.14 90,01 114.89 111.78 111.51ctramer (HF) 112.46 112.79 110.94 113.07 90.74 108.92 90.99 111.73 111.76 112.96
112.52 112.97 111.75 111.76 90.99 109.05 90.99 111.76 111.76 112.96
112.53 112.96 111.76 111.76 90.99 109.06 90.99 111.76 111.75 112.91
112.55 112.96 111.11 111.73 90.99 109.12 90.74 113.01 110.94 112.79
etramer (CIS) 1112.461112.79 1 110.931 113.09190.731108.92190.98 1111.731 111.77 112.73
112.46 112.99 111.73 111.84 90.97 109.14 90.93 111.54 111.85 112.96
111.82 112.13 112.74 112.96 90.36 108.33 90.37 112.95 112,76 112.11
112.77 112.94 111.84 111.52 90.93 109.05 90.69 113.21 110.88 112.77
::l
Table 4.9: Comparison of optimizedgeometries and excitation energies for poly (dicyanomethylene cyclopcntadt-
cyclopentadiene] (PCNCY) oligomers. Bond distances are in A.
I Oligomer/ method I « -(3' I f3'_f3 I f3-a I Intra-cell I Inter-cell I al-(JI I f3d:lj I fJI-Q'1I Jr " I Eeal(CV) I
Monomer (HF) 1.529 1.325 1.484 1.324 1.484 1.325 1.529 8.68
Monomer (CIS) 1.573 1.358 1.444 1.373 1.444 1.358 1.516 3.58
Dimer (HF) 1.529 1.324 1.483 1.325 1.329 1.479 1.335 1.471 0.162
1.471 1.335 1.480 1.325 1.483 1.324 1.529 7.06
Dimer (CIS) 1.527 1.327 1.474 1.341 1.380 1.454 1.384 1.407 0.108 2.59
1.407 1.384 1.454 1.380 1.474 1.327 1.527
Tetramer( HF) 1.528 1.324 1.483 1.325 1.329 1.479 1.335 1.472 0.162
1.471 1.335 1.480 1.326 1.329 1.479 1.335 1.472 0.144 6.54
1,472 1.335 1.479 1.326 1.329 1.480 1.335 1.471 0.144
1.472 1.335 1.479 1.325 1.483 1.324 1.528
Tetramcr (CIS) 1.528 1.324 1.483 1.325 1.329 1.479 1.335 1.472 0.162
1.471 1.335 1.479 1.326 1.331 1.478 1.336 1.470 0.143 2.57
1.468 1.338 1.469 1.342 1.381 1.454 1.385 1.406 0.088
1.406 1.385 1.453 1.342 1.473 1.328 1.526
C-C backbone 1.509 1.326 1.462 1.333 1.331 1.459 1.333 1.456 0.141 7.89
equivalent to 1,456 1.334 1.457 1.334 1.332 1.457 1.334 1.456 0.123
tetramer length 1.456 1.334 1.457 1.334 1.331 1,457 1.334 1,456 0.123(HF) 1.456 1.333 1.459 1.333 1.462 1.326 1.509
C-O backbone 1.509 1.327 1.459 1.337 1.347 1.450 1.343 1.440 0.126 2.97
equivalent to 1.430 1.359 1.420 1.369 1.374 1.410 1.376 1.404 0.047
tetramerlen gth 1.404 1.376 1.410 1.369 1.347 1.420 1.359 1.430 0.053
(CIS) 1.440 1.343 1.450 1.337 1.459 1.327 1.509
"6. is Rvcragc bend length alteruatlcn.
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Table 4.10: Magnitudes (in degrees) of bond angles of optimizedgeometriesfor poly(dicyanomethylenecyclopen- ~
tadicyclopentadiene)(PCNCY)oligomers. [
~k>ligomer!metho CBCPb,G,G"ppC,8'G,.,p"G,,Jp" IC,p,G,G"C"IC,: Co{Cp;Ca',O" CPIb,:G"G"
anomer (HP) 108.16 112.48 110.54 105.25 103.55 109.77 103.55 105.25 110.54 112.48
~onom" (CIS) 108.99 111.81 110.81 105.12 103.28 108.74 101.72 109.78 109.83 110.24
~imer (HF) 108.23 112.41 110.58 103.54 109.65 102.25 108.29 109.71 111.90 111.90
107.85 111.90 109.71 108.29 102.24 109.71 103.54 105.24 110.58 112.41
Dimer (CIS) 108.99 111.81 110.81 105.12 103.73 108.74 101.72 109.78 109.83 110,24
108.42 110.24 109.83 109.77 101.72 109.30 103.28 105.12 110.81 111.81
etramer {HF) 108.24 112.39 110.59 105.24 103.54 109.67 102.24 108.30 109.66 111.95
107.91 111,80 109.79 108.27 102.23 109.59 102.23 108,28 109.73 111.86
107.90 111.86 109.73 108.28 102.23 109.58 102.23 108.27 109.79 111.80
107.86 111.95 109.66 108.30 102.24 109.73 103.54 105.24 110.59 112.39
etramer(CIS) 108.24 112.39 110.59 105,24 103.54 109.67 102.24 108.31 109.64 111.96
107.93 111.78 109.81 108.27102.22 109.59 102.20 108.35 109.68 111.88
108.55 111.38 109.92 108.18 101.98 108.70 101.75 109.75 109.85 110.27
108.43 110.24 109.82 109.80 101.71 109.32 103.27 105.12 110.80 llL81
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Table 4.11: Comparison of optimized geometries and excitationenergiesforpoly (dicyanomethylene cyclopcntad-
ifulvene) (PCNFV)oligomers. Bonddistances arein A.
I Oligomer/ method I cI-P' I p'.p I p-cx I Intra-cell i Inter-cell I CXI-P,IPl-P; I P:-cIt I s, I Eca! (eV) I
Monomer (HF) 1.525 1.326 1.487 1.337 1.487 1.326 1.525 8.26
Monomer (CIS) 1.512 1.359 1.451 1.391 1.451 1.359 1.512 3.47
Dimer(HF) 1.523 1.325 1.490 1.340 1.348 1.471 1.332 1,475 0.154 6.57
1.475 1.332 1.471 1.340 1.490 1.325 1.523
Dimer(CIS) 1.522 1.328 1.481 1.359 1.405 1.445 1.376 1.412 0.098 2.35
1.412 1.376 1.445 1.359 1.481 1.328 1.522
Tetramer (HF) 1.523 1.325 1.490 1.340 1.348 1.470 1.331 1.476 0.154 6.05
1.474 1.330 1.474 1.344 1.348 1.475 1.330 1.473 0.136
1.473 1.330 1.475 1.344 1.348 1.474 1.330 1.474 0.136
1.476 1.331 1.470 1.340 1.490 1.325 1.523
Tctramer (CIS) 1.523 1.325 1.490 1.340 1.348 1.470 1.332 1.476 0.154 2.34
1.473 1.330 1.475 1.345 1.348 1.474 1.330 1,473 0.134
1.473 1.332 1.467 1.362 1.406 1.449 1.374 1,410 0.088
1.411 1.377 1.443 1.360 1.480 1.328 1.521
e-C backbone 1.509 1.326 1.462 1.333 1.331 1.459 1.333 1.456 0.141 7.89
equivalent to 1.456 1.334 1.457 1.334 1.332 1.457 1.334 1.456 0.123
tet ramer Iength 1.456 1.334 1.457 1.334 1.331 1.457 1.334 1.456 0.123
(HF) 1.456 1.333 1,459 1.333 1.462 1.326 1.509
C.Cbackbone 1.509 1.327 1.459 1.337 1.347 1.450 1.343 1.440 0.\26 2.97
equivalent to 1.430 1.359 1.420 1.369 1.374 1.410 1.376 1.404 0.047
tetramer length 1.404 1.376 1.410 1.369 1.347 1.420 1.359 1.430 0.053
(CIS) 1.440 1.343 1.450 1.337 1.459 1.327 1.509
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Table 4.12:Magnitudes(indegrees) of bondanglesof optimized geometriesforpoly(dicyanomethylenecyclopen-
tadifulvene) (PCNFV) oligomers.
p ligomer/metho C,C b,c,c,O,C,C" C"C,,1p,,!C,p,C,C"",,!C,: C<l(C.s;b,:c"c" .s;CpICOI
anomer (HF) 107.03 112.34 110.02 104.39 106.22 109.33 106.22 104.39 110.02 112.33
/Monomer(CIS) 109.44 110.17 110.51 103.% 105.91 107.90 105.91 103.96 110.51 110.17
~imer(H F) 106.68 112.54 110.02 104.44 106.33 108.97 105.10 105.87 110.44 111.72
106.88 111.72 110.44 105.87 105.10 109.29 106.33 104.44 110.02 112.53
~im"(C1S) 107.43 111.96 110.18 104.19 106.24 108.01 104.76 107.07 110.81 110.07
107.29 110.07 110.81 107.07 104.76 108.96 106.24 104.19 110.18 111.96
etramer(HF) 106.67 112.53 110.03 104.43 106.33 108.98 105.10 105.80 110.44 111.78
106.43 111.96 110.51 105.85 105.25 108.87 105.26 105.78 110.50 112.02
106.44 112.02 110.50 105.78105.26 108.88 105.25 105.85 110.51 111.96
106.88 111.78 110.44 105.80 105.10 109.30 106.33 104.43 110.03 112.53
etramer(CIS) 106.67 112.53 110.04 104.43 106.34 108.98 105.10 105.81 110.43 111.79
106.44 111.94 110.52 105.86 105.25 108.89 105.25 105,82 110.45 112.05
107.14 111.52 110.62 105.60105.11 107.94 104.91 107.09 110.84 110,37
107.32 110.09 110.81 107.03 104.76 108.96 106.25 104.18 110.16 111.97
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Table 4.13: Op timized geometries and excitation energies for trons -cisoid poly .
ace tylene oligomers. Bond distances are in A.
Oligom er /metho d o'-P' fJ'-p p-a Int ra-cell Int er-cell 8, E C4l(eV)
Monomer (HF ) 1.320 1.479 1.320 12.22
Monomer (CIS) 1.410 1.389 1.410 5.24
Dimer (HF ) 1.322 1.472 1.328 1.458 -0. 140 9.75
Dimer (CIS) 1.354 1.417 1.395 1.392 -0 .030 4.12
Tetram er (HF ) 1.322 1.471 1.329 1.456 -0. 138 8.14
1.331 1.463 1.331 1.454 -0.128
Tet ramer (CIS) 1.330 1.452 1.351 1.418 -0.094 3.03
1.372 1.404 1.384 1.394 -0.021
Seximer(HF) 1.322 1.472 1.329 1.456 -0.139 7.61
1.331 1.463 1.331 1.454 -0. 128
1.331 1.463 1.331 1.454 -0 .128
Seximer(CIS) 1.325 1.464 1.337 1.439 -0 .121 2.67
1.349 1.431 1.360 1.411 -0 .067
1.372 10405 1.378 1.397 -0.026
Octamer(HF) 1.322 1.472 1.329 1.456 -0.139 7.38
1.331 1.463 1.331 1.454 -0. 128
1.331 1.463 1.331 1.454 ~0.128
1.331 1.463 1.331 1.454 -0.128
Octamer (C IS) 1.323 1.469 1.332 1.449 -0.132 2.56
1.338 1.448 1.344 1.431 -0 .099
1.352 1.427 1.361 1.411 -0 .063
1.369 1.409 1.374 1.401 -0.0 34
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Table 4.14: Optimized geometries and excitation energies for cis-trans oid poly-
acetylene oligomers. Bond distances are in A.
Oligomer /method ci-fl' 13'-{3 {3-a Intra-cell Inter-cell 6, EC4l(eV)
Monomer (HF ) 1.510 1.319 1.510 14.88
Monomer (CIS) 1.472 1.531 1.472 6.35
Dimer (HF ) 1.509 1.325 1.462 1.329 0.158 10.65
Dimer (CIS) 1.498 1.375 1.398 1.418 0.052 4.82
Tetramer (HF) 1.509 1.325 1.461 1.330 0.157 8.58
1.457 1.333 1.456 1.331 0.125
Tet ramer (CIS) 1.506 1.337 1.436 1.361 0.122 3.48
1.410 1.385 1.394 1.390 0.015
Seximer (HF ) 1.509 1.325 1.461 1.330 0.157 7.99
1.457 1.333 1.456 1.332 0.112
1.456 1.333 1.456 1.332 0.124
Sexime r (CIS) 1.508 1.329 1.451 1.342 0.144 3.04
1.435 1.356 1.419 1.366 0.066
1.406 1.380 1.398 1.381 0.062
Octamer( HF) 1.509 1.325 1.461 1.330 0.157 7.74
1.457 1.333 1.456 1.332 0.124
1.456 1.333 1.456 1.332 0.123
1.456 1.333 l ASS 1.332 0.123
Octamer(C IS) 1.508 1.327 1.457 1.335 0.152 2.91
1.448 1.342 1.439 1.347 0.099
1.429 1.359 1.417 1.365 0.061
1A08 1.376 10403 1.374 0.031
4.2 Excited State (CIS) Geometries
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F igure 4.1: Bond length alternation of PT, PCY and PFV cctamere in t he first
excited state in fully optimized geometries.
4 .2 Excited State (CIS) Geometries
P ol ythiophene . T he CIS resu lts for t he PT oligomers show fluctu at ions in the
geometrical parameters. As t he results presen ted in Tab le 4.1 show, the Co)'-C"",
Ctp-Cp an d CrCO! bond length s are either significantly increased or decreased, in
going from the grou nd to the first (11" -+ 1\"0) excited state. T his is reflected in th e
Or values shown in Fig. 4.1. Fo r the central rings we observe an evolut ion towa rds
a sem iquinoid str uct ure wit h t he central inter-ring C-C bond reduced by 0.055
A with respect to the gr ound state. Th e int er-rin g distan ces vary from 1.384 to
1.431 A, while t he int ra- ring distances vary between 1.374 and 1.448. For t he
dimers t he C-C intra-ring bonds show a quite visib le change from single to do uble
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bond t ext ur e, whil e for lar ger oligom ers t his chan ge is more disce rni ble towards
the central po rtion . For othe r bonds alon g th e backb one of all t he oligomers the
evolut ion is quit e similar i .e., single bond P dou ble bo nd . T he lC"C/i an d C6'C", l
bond ang les are found to increase and t he Co' lC" bond angle is found to decrease
ap preciabl y in going from t he grou nd to t he first exci ted state. The bond lengt h
alternation (or) va lues for PT oligomers range from -0.087 to 0.006 A, evolving
towards a benzen e like structure at the central rings. With a sulfur end group the
external C...-C", bond is seen to attain the smalles t value (1.348 A) due to t he
closeness of sulfur and hydrogen on the ne ighbo uring carbons and als o d ue to the
fact th at sulfur lone pair orbitals mix with the carbon front ier molecular orbitals
P ol ycyc1o p e n t a d ie ne . The exci ted state geometries of quinoid PCY oligomers
are given in Tables 4.3 an d 4.4. As expected the carbon-carbon sing le and double
bonds are altered considerably inside t he oligom ers: t he C-C bonds are shortened
while the C=C bonds are elongated with respect to their ground state values. Th e
C...-C", bond distance ranges from 1.402 to 1.519 A, the C",-C" bond rang es from
1.325 to 1.377 A, and t he C,,-C.. bond ranges betwee n 1.406 and 1.467 A. The
intra-ring and int er-ring bond distances increase by 0.03 A at the cent ral part. The
C..,.C6' bond lengths are found to rang e fro m 1.412 to 1.519 A, th e C",-Cp bond
distances vary from 1.325 to 1.541 A - th e largest being observed in case of the
monome r, while t he Cp-C.. bond lengths vary between 1.406 and 1.467 A - the
smallest length being found for t he climer. The bon d angles are also observed to
vary wit h respect to th eir ground sta te values by 1-2 degrees. Th e bond length
alt ern atio n values rang e from 0.025 to 0.166 A wit h the oute r rings havi ng close
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resemblance to the ground state quino id configurations while the inner parts show a
transformation from quinoid (cis+tronsoid) t o aromatic (trans-cisoid) conformation.
P olyfuleve . The geometries of P FV oligomers have also been fou nd to develop
an aromatic structure at t he central part of the chain. The Cd-Cp< bonds vary
between 1.420 and 1.520 A, the Cp<-Cfj bo nds vary between 1.323 and 1.372 A,
and th e Cfj-C.. bond lengths vary from 1.415 to 1.520 A. As the ring number grows
the bond lengt hs are seen to show a changeover from single to double bonded form
and vice versa. T he Or values, as observed for the octamers show a trend towa rds
a semi-a romatic texture giving smaller numbers for Or values (0.157 - 0.037 A)
as we go from the exterior parts to the interior parts. We have also studied tile
PFV octamer with t hree different end groups: H~.h CH 2 and S which basically show
the same trend in Or val ues. The highest variation in Or is obtained with th e H2
end group (0.120 A) in going from the external rings towards the central rings.
Regard ing t ile bon d angles . tile C..CI1Cfj', C",IC.. and Cp<C",,1 bond angles are
found to increase within t he central rings by an amount of "-'IQ while the CpCfj'C""
1C..Cfj, and C..C....Cfj, bond angles are foun d to decrease by almost the same amount
in going from ground to t ile excited state. An identical trend is obse rved as well
for tile bond angles of oligomers with two ot her end groups viz. CH 2 and S.
Poly (dicyanom.ethylene cy cl o pe ntad it hi o ph ene). The excited state ge-
ometries of PCN TH oligomers are given in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. The bond lengt hs
alo ng the carbon-carbon backbone is foun d to show a trend similar to that of its
parent thio phene polymers, though the variations are more profound in t he cyano-
derivative. Th e C..,-CP' bond is found to increase from 1.323 to 1.371 A in t raversing
towards the central rings; t ile CfJ'-Cp bonds are found to decrease from 1.470 to
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1.411 A; the CII-C" bond are foun d to increase from 1.331 to 1.369 A; th e intra-ring
dis tances decrease from 1.460 to 1.419 A, while the int er-ring distances changed
from 1.433 to 1.404 A. The bond-lengt h alternation shows a transformation to-
wards benzoi d st ruct ure as seen from Table 4.7 where th e the Or values for t he
outer-rings and tha t for the inner-rings are -0.078 an d 0.008 A respecti vely. T he
bond angles are also found varying - th e smallest being C", lC" (90.4°) and the
lar gest being CtJ'C 1 (115.1~ ). No particular trend is observed in the bond angles ,
except th a t t he C IC" an gles decrease towards t he cent re of the polymer chain .
Poly (dicyanomethylene c y cl op entad icyclop e nt a d ien e ). The optimized
excit ed state geomet ries are given in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 . T he C", -C tI, bonds are
found to decrease gradually from 1.528 to 1.406 A; the CrCp bonds are found
to increase from 1.324 to 1.385 A; the Cp-C" bonds are found to decrease from
1.483 to 1.453 A; t he intra-ring bond lengths show an increasing trend towards
the cent ral rings: from 1.325 to 1.342 A, also t he same t rend is observe d in inte r-
ring bond -lengths: from 1.329 to 1.381 A. The dr valu es show a weak evolution
towards aromatic (s-cis) conformat ion as the values changes from 0.162 to 0.088 A.
The bond angles are also found to chang e randomly without any particular fashion
(these changes are found to vary between 102° to 112°).
P ol y (d icyanom et hyl e ne cy cJop e ntad ifu lve ne ). The excited-state PCNFV
optimized geometries are present ed in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 respec tively. Th e same
tren d is seen for differences in bond-length s due to chain length. Along the C-C
backbone the out er C", -Cp' bon d attains the longest lengt h of 1.523 A, which
shortens as we move towards the inner-rings to 1.411 A; t he Crell double bond
shows an increase from 1.325 to 1.377 A; the CrCa. bonds are found to decrease
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from 1.490 to 1.443 A. Th e intra-ring an d in ter-rin g dis tances are also found t o
increas e from 1.340 to 1.360 (intra-ring) and from 1.348 to 1.406 A (int er- rin g).
T he Orvalues are found to decrease from 0.154 to 0.088 A showing a very weak
aromatic t rend towar ds t he central rings . The bon d ang les are seen to vary from
1040 to 1120 wit hout showing any particular t rend in them.
For all the oligo mers, it is seen that in the calculated w-bond orde rs for the
excited st ate geomet ries show a trend towards an aromatic benzo id-like structure
(i.e. , the inter- and intra-ring carbon-cerbcn bo nd lengt hs are becomin g almost
equal ). T he Cl-sing les optimized geometries show considerable deform ations at t he
central porti ons of the oligomers. T he geometry modific at ion in t he outer rings are
much weake r, adopting a geo metry equivalent to t ha t of t he HF ground state.
4 .3 Summary of G eometrical F in dings
T he ground state HF optimized geometries compare well with the experime ntal
findin gs an d hence also t he average bond lengt h alternation (or ) values . With the
3-21G* basis set, th e carbon-carbon bonds in aTa are up to 0.023 A longer th an
the experimental val ues , whereas the e.S bond s (..... 1.73 A) are roughly t he same,
differing only at the th ird decimal place (.....0 .007 A) . The bond ang les agree very
closely with experiments to within 0.50 [61, 161, 1641. For PCY, P FV an d the ir
eyano-derivatives, t he C-C single bond lengt hs are enlarged at t he two ends of
the molecular chain, whereas for PT and its cyano-derivatlve t he oppos it e t rend
is observed. These topological di fferences in bond lengths at the two ends of t he
molecules suggest th e end group effect due to the chain-end hydrogens.
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Figu re 4,2: Changes in th e HF calc ulated Carbon-Car bon bond lengths of PT
octamer when going from t he ground state to t he first excited state in its fully
optimized geometry. The deformations are calculated as t he difference betwee n the
C-C bond lengt hs in the singlet excited and in the ground state.
Results obtained for bo nd length alternat ions using t he CI-singles met hod show
considerab le varia tio ns depe nd ing on chain lengt h and side gro ups, For PT and
PCNTH moieties the &.. values obtained using CIS calculat ions are found to change
sign (- ~ +) in going from groun d state to excit ed state. T his basicall y reRects
t he tra nsformation from aro matic (s-truns) to quinoid (s-cia) co nformation, The
neighbouring car bo n-carbon bond length differences become even smaller as the
molecular size grows longer, result ing in almost equal bond lengths especia lly across
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Figure 4.3; Cha nges in the HF ca lculated Carbon-Carbon bo nd lengt hs of P CY
octamer whe n going from t he gro und state to t he first excited state in its fully
optim ized geometry.
t he cent ral part of t he syste ms . As t he cha in length increases, t he effect of excitation
on the geometry becomes pro mine nt in t he midd le part of the molecules and much
weaker near t he ends. In CIS calc ulat ions, th.e bend lengths at th e two ends do not
real ly al ternate much. This reflects t he impo rtant role played by t he crea t ion of
polaron ic defects a long th e ce nt ral port ion of th e molecules ca using a cha ngeover
towards fully benzoid st ruct ure . T he t rend further shows t hat t here is a similari ty
in t he variat ion of bond lengths betwee n t he HF ground sta te a nd Cl-sing les excited
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Figure 4.4: Changes in t he HF calculated Carbon-Carbon bond lengt hs of PFV
octamer when going from the ground state to t he first excited state in its fully
opt imized geometry.
state results: t he C-C sing le bonds get elongated towards the centre while t he C=C
doub le bonds are shorte ned . The cent ral inter- ring bond in t he PT octamer is 0.023
A longer t han that for its d imer . For t he PCY octamer and dimer t his difference is •
0.046 A. The same difference in inter-ring bond length s is fou nd betwee n t he fulvene
ocramer and dimer . The ca rbon-carbon do uble an d single bonds are comparatively
longer in octafulvene than in octacyclopentadiene. T he intra- ring single bond s in
octathiophene are shorter t han those in octacyclopentadiene and octafulvene and
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Figure 4.5: Cha nges in t he HF calc ulated Car bon-Carbon bond lengt hs of PC NTH
tetramer when going fro m the ground state to the first excited st at e in its fully
optimized geometry. Changes occurring alon g t he C-C backbo ne a re also provided
for 11"- 11" t ransit ions .
the C=C bonds are longer. T he op posite trend have been observed for the input
quinoid PT oligomers [165]. The ang le parameters also show similarities when we
compare them betwee n t he two met hods. In addition, we compare these results
wit h t hose obtained for t he polyacety lene octamer geometries an d we can see the
same trends (see Ta ble 4.13). T he PA backbone shows an ave rage bond length
a lternation from ·0 .139 to -0.128 A in HF calc ulatio ns, a nd from -0.132 to ..1),034
A in CIS calc ulat ions for a chain length similar to t hat of an ocramer.
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Figur e 4.6; Cha nges in th e HF calc ula ted Carbon-Carbon bood lengths of PCNCY
tetramer when going from the gr ound stat e to th e first excit ed state in its fully
opt imized geom et ry. Changes occ urring alon g t he C-C backb on e are also provided
for 7r - 7r. transit ions.
Regard ing th e tot al chain lengt h of a PA octam er , the back bone for the cyano-
subst itu ted oct am er gives a valu e of 34.48 A while for arom a t ic P CNTH , quinoid
PCNCY and quin oid PCNF V th e chain length s are 29.56, 28.34 and 28.56 Arespec-
ti vely. It is foun d t hat th e chain len gth is elongat ed for th e PA molecu le d ue to t he
fact tha t it expe riences ste ric repulsion due to the end an d/or side hydro gens. Thi s
is consiste nt with t he trends calc u lated by Toussaint a nd Bredas [166]. Granville
et aI., [167] have reported th e op tical absorption spect ra for th e t ra nsitio n from
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Figur e 4.7: Chan ges in th e HF calculated Car bon-Car bon bond lengt hs of PCNFV
tetramer when going from the ground sta t e to the first excit ed st ate in its fully
optimized geometry . Chan ges occurring along t he C-C backbon e a re also provided
for 'II" - '/1". transitions.
th e ground to the first B" excited state in linear polyenes wit h two to six doubl e
bonds . From a Fran c-Cond on anal ysis [167] of t heir spect ra , th ey ha ve been able to
est imate th e chan ges in single and doubl e bond lengths upon excitation denotin g
a n average Or value -0.08 A for decapantaene. In our CIS-calculat ed geomet ries, t he
highest a nd th e lowest Or values for tra ns-cisQid PA octam er are obtained as -0.132
and -0.034 A, with an average bond length modification of -0.082 A, mat ching
well with the experimental resu lts {501.
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For PT octamer in the HF ground state C-C bonds ran ged from 1.420 to 1.428
A which are slightly overestimated in comparison to t he experimental values (1.410
A). While t he CIS values for the C=C bonds are elongated (or both the 3-21G *
and f>..31G* basis sets, they are shortened with the 3-21G basis sets (see Table
4.1) . The small §r value for th e' aromatic oligomers, relative to those obtained for
the quinoid ones can be qualitatively exp lained as follows: For the decreases in §r
in the aromatic PT oligomers the admixture ·of t he LUMO into the ground state
with anti -bonding character in the double bond region and bond ing character in
t he singl e bond region causes a decrease in §...ng 2 as we move towards the central
rings. While for quinoid PCY oligomers, the HOMO attains a bonding character in
the doub le bond region and anti-bonding character in the sing le bond region (see
Fig . F .20) causing an increase in the §";ng as we move from the ou ter rings to the
inner ones, almost the same t hing happens for quinoid PFV oligomers where the
bonding nature is found across the double bond regions and anti-bonding nature
across the single bond regions. The Or values for the smaller units (like dimersJ are
found rather dominating in our CI-sin gles calculations. As the chain length grows
the values (or Orchanges proportionally as we go from t he outer rings towards the
central rings, this is reflected in Fig. 4.1. The dihedral values sho w that the rings
are planar in the ground state as well as in the lowest excited states.
The HF/ 3-21G oop timized int ra-cell C-C bo nds for PT ollgomers ran ge between
1.452 and 1.456 A (which are about 0.01 to 0.05 A longer t han the experimental
results [152]). The C-S bond lengths are found to be ranging from 1.722 to 1.738
2 0,.;" g values are bond length alternation within th e aromatic or quino id ring, and are defined
as O",,,g = rc._c, - rc,_c" . The tr ends in 5...ng parallel the 5r values, and can be used for
oomparisonpurposes.
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A which are underes tim at ed in com pariso n to t he experimental value (1.739 A).
T he bo nd length al te rnations, Or observed in t he outer rings for PT octamer are
found very close to that observe d for the groun d state geometries (_ -0.08 A),
which correspond to the experimentally obtained value for Or [801. We note that for
PT octamer th e cen tr al inter-ring bond distance has redu ced almost by 0.06 A wit h
respec t to the HF ground state geometry (Fig. 4.2). In case of P CY the reduct ion
in bond distance has been 0.04 A, and it is 0.06 Afor the P FV octamer (Fig. 4.3
and 4.4 respectively ), relative to th eir ground state geometries.
We also compare here the geometric struc tures optimized for PCNTH, PCNCY
and PCNFV with those obtained for their parent polymers, and thus put an effort to
see the influence of t he electron withdrawing groups (C2 (CNh) on t he geometries.
It appears that:
(i) on the dicyano side , the outer Co.'-C" , bonds in PCNTH t et ramer (1.353 A)
have lengt hs that are simi lar to the ones optimized in s-cis polythiophene (1.354
A); for PCNCY (1.528 A) and PCNFV (1.523 A) these bonds are found longer
than thei r par ents PCY (1.518 A) and PF V (1.502 A) in their exci ted states. The
inner C".C a bonds for PCNTH are found (1.367 A) sho rter than its pr ecurs or PT
value (1.376 A) but closer to that of its quinoid PT isom er [181. for PC NCY (1.325
A) and PC NFV (1.340 A) these values are found shorter than th eir corresponding
lengths of predecessors PCY (1.447 A) and PFV (1.468 A). T he variation in t hese
bond lengths for t he PCNTH ollgomera are more dominating than those of PCNCY
an d PC NFV.
(ii) As a conse que nce t he CrC/J bonds for PCNTH are found to be elongated
(1.426 A) in com parison to the one optimized in PT (1.335 A) ; for qu inoid PCNCY
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these bonds are found to decrease by ......0.010 A compared to t he one in PCY (1.335
A), similarly for PCNFV the same bo nd (1.325 A) is found to be decreased by an
amount ofO.DOS A. These bond lengths for tbe aromatic PCNTH oligomers actually
lie within th e aromatic and quinoid values for thei r polytbiophene precursor.
(iii) The int ra- ring and t he inter-ring bond lengt hs for PCNTH oligomers are also
foun d to a ttain a value in between th e singl e-dou ble carbon-carbon bond lengt hs.
On t he ot her hand for PCNCY and P CNFV t hese changes ar e not as pro noun ced
in th eir exci ted st ates .
To summari ze, the exci ted st a te geometry of aromatic PC NTH is close to th e
one op timized in cis-transoid (quin oid ) thiophene in gr oun d st ate and t here is als o a
weak contribut ion of t he cis-t m ns oid form in the gro und-sta te geomet ry of aro mati c
PCNT H as was also observed by Toussa int and Bredas [106, l07 J. On th e ot her
han d the exci ted -sta te geometries of P CNCY and PC NF V show a little change with
respec t to t heir cis-tronsoid PCY and P FV respectively. Hence from t hese op ti-
mized geo metries o ne can easi ly infer that t he introduction of the dicya.nom ethylene
group be tween the th ioph ene rings has a strong influence on the geomet ric st ru ct ure
of tro1l-5-cisoid thi ophene, result ing in an optimized geometry wit hin the rings of
PC NT H which is a combinati on o f th e ones appearing in t he aromatic and quinoid
forms of po lythiopbene. T his sit uation is comp letely different from those taking
place in PC NCY an d PC NFV where t he dicyanomethylene gro up inserted betwee n
th e two cyc lope ntadiene and fulvene rings has only a weak influence on th e geo-
metric s tru ctu re of cis-tmn8oid PCY an d PFV resp ectively.
Due to th e closed shell nature of t he molecules, we ar e able to ext end our
calculations to rather lar ge oligomers con tainin g up to 8 rin gs for PT, PCY, PFV
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and for their cyano-derlvatives. We can thus see from both t he changes in car bon-
carbon bond lengt hs and inter -ring twis t angles, that the geometry modification
extends over the six central rings of PT, PCY and PFV; whereas for their cyano-
derivatives it is different , basically due to the presence of different hete roato ms on
their side groups. T he C""I C.. an gles reflect the hybridization of the heteroa toms .
In PCY an d P FV (angles in t he order of lOr), the hete roa toms contri but e to the
o backb one through a sp" hybrid, whe reas in cases of polythiophene th ese bonds
are described in term s of valence pz orbitals due to the bond an gle of about 900 •
T he ground state geometries of PT oligomers show ar oma tic characteri st ics,
whereas the p ey and PFV oligomers show quinoid cha racte ristics . With regar ds
to th eir excit ed sta te geometri es, PT shows a tendency to evolve towards quinoid
conformati on a nd th e lat ter two show a rath er weak evolu t ion towards aromatic con-
formatio n. In longer chains, the cent ral rings of th e oligomers adop t a changeover
from one conformat ion to an ot her in going from the gro und (So) to the first excited
state (Sd. From Figs. 4.2 t hrough 4.4. it is quite clear tha t the central rings of
the parent PT, PCY and PFV octam ers are modi fied from aromat ic to quin oid
conforma tion an d vice versa based on their ground st ate input geomet ries. For PT
the central rings evolve in a close quinoid char acter with almost equal bond length s
(see Fig. 4.1) , while the outer rings retai n a geometry alm ost the same as t hat
observed in th e groun d state (t.e., ar omatic) . For PCY an d PF V we find a simil ar
change in bond lengt h which develop 0.04 and 0.05 A de via tions respectively for
their central bond s following the respective 1r - 1T* singlet excitations.
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4.3.1 Geometry Relaxat ion P henomena
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Geometry relaxation ph enom ena playa very important role in the turnovers from
one kind of oligomer conformation to another (quinoid ;:= aromatic) . For all the
molecules , we find, as expected that a strong relaxation does indeed take place in
their excited st ates, i.e., the geometry which is found to be optimal for their ground
sta tes do not constitute the optimal geometry in the lowest excited states. The equi-
librium geometries optimized in both the HF and CIS techniques are given in Tables
4.1 through 4.14. For t he ground state (So) optimized geomet ries, we observe rela -
tively weak geometric deformation with respect to the AMI input geometries (not
shown in the tables). Inside t he cent ral rings, the small bond length modifications
of "" 0.007 A slightly weakrens th e aromatic character of PT octamer observed in
the AMI optimized geometries. In the linking bonds the modifi cat ions ar e found
to be "" 0.002 A at the outer rings and at the central portion this modifications are
'"" 0.008 A (the bonds there are almost equal). The modifications are more pro-
nounced for the SI states, the bond length alternation increases from -0.075 A in
So to 0.008 A in SI>as result of the elongation of the doub le bonds and shortening
of the sing le bonds due to conjugation effect. Going from the ends of the chain to-
wards t he centre of octathiophene (see Fig. 4.2), chan ge in bond length increases,
reaches 0.04 A at the centre of the fourth ring and t hen evolves strongl y and peaks
at the connection between the fourth and the fifth ring of the oceemer (where the
single and doub le bond characters have exchanged with respect t o t he ground state
and maximum absolute value of the bond length alternation is recovered ). This
state is thus characterized by a strong geometry relax ation .
In the lowest single t excited. states of PCY an d PFV, the formation of a soliton-
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antisoliton pair clearly emerges from the evolut ion of t he geometry deformations
along t he chain axis. Th e aromatic PT and PC NTH oligomers acquire a semiquincid
character in their Sl st ates, fully consistent with the form ation of a polaron-like
defect [56J. For the monomer and planar dlm er of thiophene, similar geomet-
ric deformations have been predi cted in the 3-21G4/Crs c.b ini tio level and from
semiempirical calculations including single and doub le excitations (QCFF/ PI +
CrsD technique) [168]. The bond length variation between the C-C bonds joining
the a-a carbons, amounts to '" 0.04 A (for aromatic PT octamer) and ..... 0.02 A (for
aromatic PCNTH tetramer). The sing le and the dou ble bond character in the ring
linkages are reversed. The quinoid PCY, PFV and their cyano-dertvax ives PCNCY,
PCNFV acquire a very weak aromatic character tho ugh t he chan ges are not as ob-
servable as in the cases of PT and PC NTH . In fact, the CIS results indicate that
in the single t state, the external rings of the oligomers are almost unaffected when
going from So to S t.
We note , however t hat in the ground state the AMI technique overestimated
the bon d length alt ern a t ion with respect to the values calcula t ed by other methods
(see Tab le 3.1 as an example) . T hus we can infer th at the geometry modifications
calcu lated at the AMI level should be considered as maximal deformation for the
ground state conformations, which could be due to the lack of electron corre le-
tion . But when we move on to CI-singles calcu lations the deformations are seen
largest. For larg er tetramers and octamers the geometric mo difications are nearly
inde pendent of the char ge of the species, and are strongly localized to th e central
rings and their surrounding bonds. T he C,,,-Cp< bonds in the external rings for all
the molecules display a value that is much closer to one calcu lated in thei r ground
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states, these bo nd lengths are only modified by a thousandths of Angst roms with
respect to their values in the gro und state.
T he geometry relaxation phenomena involved in the singlet state formation are
demonstrated in Figs. 4.2 to 4.7, where changes in bond lengths are shown along
a path through t he backbone of t he molecule. For PT and PCN TH the t hiophene
units experience bond-order reversal, with t he dou ble bonds becoming longe r and
the single bonds shorter. Note t hat the carbon-sulfur bonds (and the carbon-
carbon bonds off the backbone), that are only slightly modified in t he excited
states with. respect to their values in the ground states are not considered here .
These lattice dist ortions are similar to th ose associated to the formation of charged
soliton-antisoliton pairs in polyac etylene [8, 144]. However , in oligot hiophenes,
the electron-hole pairs are bonded in the 8 1 excited state by (i) the Co ulombic
attraction between opposite charges, (ii) the non -degenera te ground state of the
thiophene oligo mers, and (iii ) the finite size of the systems, which prevents t he
separation between the opposite charge carriers occurring upon photo excitation in
polyace tylene [8, 1441.
T he analysis of t he CI-singles equilibrium geome tries obtained for the lowest sin-
glet states of the cyano-subst ituted oligomers indicates a general trend for structural
modifications that are already observed in t he cases of the unsubstituted oligomers.
In the PCNTH t et ram er , a prono unced enhancement of the quino id character of
th e PT rings and reversal (reduction) of Orin t he 20th bond linkage within the third
repea ting unit be twee n the two dicyano rings of the triplet (singlet) polaron-exciton
are observed (see Fig. 4.5). On the other hand, in cases of PCNCY an d PCNFV
the highest distortions are found taking place in the 24th inter ring bond linkage
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(see Figs. 4.6 and 4.7). As a consequence, the latt ice distortions associated with
the lowest singlet-triplet excited states are more locali zed in the cyano-substituted
oligomer moieties than the unsubstit uted ones . Tbe geometric deformations t aki ng
place in the excited states of cyano-substituted PCNTH, P C NCY and PCNFVs
are however not symmetrical, in contrast to tbe situation prevailing for unsubsti-
tuted parent polymers, due to tbe presence of the electron accepting cyano-group
Y tenninated by bydrogen atoms [i.e., Y = CH2=C(CNh) . Actually, going from
the sing let ground state (So) to the first excited state (SI) , as presented in Figs.
4.5,4.6, and 4.7 , we find that the cyano-substituted moiet ies show stronger bond
length modifications with respect to their unsubstituted C-C backbone. For PC-
NTH tetramer these modifications occur at the carbon sites ranging from 10 to 20,
for PC NCY and PCNFV tetramers the modifications are found pronounced at the
carbon sites starting from 18 to 24. The geometric deformations t hat spread over
t he carbon skele ton are thus found to p lay a major role in the po laron-exciton gen-
eration. The energies are also lowered to a considerable amount d ue to t he relaxed
geometry as could be observed from Tables 4.1 through 4.14.
In polyacetylene (PA) another interesting phenomenon is t he occurrence of bond
al t ern ation defects, which are ofte n called solitons. The neutral soliton (carbon
rad ical) has no charge but has spi n (s = 1/2, q = 0). The solitons, represented as a
localized ra dical electron in the neutral PA, separates two different bond-localized.
phases in the chain structure, which differ by the arrangement of t heir single/doub le
bond sequence. The bond lengt h difference is nea rly zero near the soliton centre
and increases only gradually with distance from this centre. Correspondingly, the
probability density of the soliton wavefuncticn is not constrained to just one carbon
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atom, but is smeared out over a certain range of carbon atoms, but not over the
wh ole chain , for it is still pre tty much locali zed . From our Cl-sing les st ud y on the
PA moie ty the soliton is locali zed and non bonding with its energ etic location in
the middle of the Peierla gap between the -n: and 7r- bands [l.e., the vale nce and
conduction bands) .
Chapter 5
Electronic Property Investigation
T he wavefun cti ons desc ri bing the elect ro nic states of the condu cting systems exte nd
throughou t the conjugated ebain. Unlike the atomic orbi tals, which are locali zed
around particular atoms, and decay exponentially away from t he atoms, the MOs
are referre d to as de!ocal ized in a sense t ha t th ey are sme ared over t he mol ecules .
Such delocaliza tion gives rise to the formation of broa d cond uction and valence
bands for very long conj ugated chains in solids . Elect ronic charge delocal ization
is an important phenomenon. It is responsible for most of t he electronic trans-
p ort phenomena like conductivity and non- linear optical properties in solids. Some
electronic an d optic al prope rties of e-eonjugated systems ar e associated with the
non-linear soliton, polar on and bipolaron excitat ions [169, 10]. Such excitations
result from the coupling of the quasi-one-dimensio nal 'Ir elect ron sys t ems to t he
polymer backb one structure via electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions.
T he electron-pho non coupling gives rise to struct ural relax at ion which resul ts in a
self-locali zed electronic excitation ar ound t he local structural de format ions giving
rise to elect ronic states within the gap.
In this cha pter we have the following sec t ions: in Section 5.1 t he gener al fee-
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tures associated with the exci tation energy are discussed; in Section 5.2 we study
the lowest singlet and triplet excited states and relate them to ot her propert ies of
the polymeric systems in grea te r det ails; in Section 5.3 we comment on th e inter-
re lat ion between excit ation energy an d bond length alternation; in Section 5.4 the
correlation between the electronic an d geomet ric structures is discussed; in Section
5.5 the resul ting trends are extrapolated to the bulk polymers from their oligomeric
moie ty, an d finally in Sect ion 5.6 a brief summary is provided.
5.1 Excitation Energy
The exci t ation energy is simply on e of the man y features of a molecular excited
st ate which is of interes t to bot h physicists and chem ists . Other information , such
as t he dipo le momen t and geom etry relaxation is harder to obtain experimentally
an d so theory can playa key role in providing such details. The CI-sing les cal -
culations show that the lowest exc ited states correspond to a t rans it ion between
the HOMO and the LUMO levels and get red shift ed' as expected with increas ing
chain lengt h. Det ailed descriptions in terms of t he configuration int eraction expan-
sion of these excitations in various oligomers are reported in Tabl es 5.1 through
5.6. It was observed earlier in quali tat ive com parisons of t he spec tra of closel y
relat ed heterocyclic system [631 t hat t he thiophene spectrum is closely rela ted to
the cyc!opentadlene spect rum. The lowest 1t' -+ 1t'0 opt ically allowed t rans ition
has been reported to be located at ab out 5.3 eV bo th for cyclopentad iene and thio-
phene monomers (96). This similarity was explained by th e sm al ler and very similar
tHere the vertical transition energies rep resent the experimental absorptinn peaks !62] an d
since these excitation energies become smaller for longer oligomers the associated absorption
wavelength increases (hence the term red shifted).
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e1ectronegativit ies of th e brid gin g atoms: car bon and sul phur [63]. As expected,
the elect ronic spectra calc ulated for mo lecules in t heir fully optimized geome tries
matched very well wit h experiment al measurements. In Secti on 5.4 we com pare
t he transition energies of the lowest singlet excited states of PT oligomers (fro m
monomer to octamer) calculated via th e CI-sing les approach to experimental data
obtained in gas phase. An exce llent agreement betw een theory and experiment is
observe d. To achieve a reasonable correspondence between t he experimental and
calculated data, we have used gas phase values where available. It has to be note d
here t hat due to the very low oscillator strength of the triplet t ran sitions unde r in-
vest igation, the excitation energies for the So -+ Tt transitions are not t heoretical ly
possible but they are experimentally important. This statement will be ela bora t ed
u pon in Sect ion 5.2.1.
5.2 Singlet and Trip let Excited States
Sing let an d triplet excite d states playa crucial role in the photo physics of conduct-
ing polymers [61, 66, 81, 98, 112, 114, 116, 170]. T he electron-electron int eract ion
has significant effects on various optical prope rties like photoluminescence, electro-
absorption an d third orde r optical susceptibilities [1711. On the basis of the HF
gro und state geometries, we calculate by means of the CIS tech nique the transition
energies from the groun d state (So) to the singlet excited st ate (Sd fonn ing t he
onset of t he one-photon absorption (SI, equival ent to the 1 18 .. st ate of a polyene
wit h c"" symmetry [97]). T he lowest one-photo n energy t ransitions in the neutr al
oligomers of PT, PCY, PFV an d the ir cyano-derlva ti ves ar e bas ically re late d to a
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one electron trans itio n between the HOMO an d the LUMO levels, denoted by H
--+L. Singlet and tri plet excit at ion energies are calcul ated wit h the HF optimized
ground-state geomet ries as initial guess. T hey are collected in Ta bles 5.1 throug h
5.6 providing the detailed descriptions of the lowest-energy transitions in terms
of the configuration in teraction expansions. It is clear from thes e ta bles that as
the chain length inc reases the transition energy is red-shifted (see also F ig. 5.12),
while the transition moments and hence the transition intensities increase due to
the extension of the conjugation path. Our calculations indicate that t he red shift
is proportional to th e num ber of repeat units. T his tre nd has also been observed in
sever al ot her conjugated organic polymers [66, 98, 103, 116, 118, 1721. T his can be
attributed to the greater delocelized nature of th e HOMO and LUMO indicating
that the HOMO and LUMO levels are merging.
T he lowest transition energy associated with the various oligomers ac tually re-
sults from t he mixing at the CI level of several on e-elect ron t ran sit ions allowed
by the selectio n rules within t he C2h symmetry of t he oligomers. Analysis of the
one-e lect ron st ructure shows t hat the 'Il"-MOsalt erna tively belong to t he llg and
b.. irreducib le representations (A' and A" respectively of the C. point group sym-
metry) [95]. Note that, in t he case of oligomers consisting of an even numbe r of
rings , the molecu lar symmetry is Czh j transitio ns between 11" states belongin g to
the same a.,. and b, levels are totally forbidden [172 , 1161. The lar ge intensities
(refer to Tables 5.1 t hrough 5.6 for the corresponding oscillator strengths) reflect
t he exte nt of overl aps betwee n the wavefuncttons of the MOs involved in the one-
elec tron HOMO --+LUMO transitions. The MOs involved in the descrip tion of the
lowest -lyin g sym met ry-allowed excited states are formed from a linear combination
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of atomi c orbit als (LCAD) on atom s tha t give rise to bonding and antibonding pat-
tern s (see Appendix F) . In PT an d its cyano-derivative PCNTH, t he sulfur atoms
interact with the tr electr on clouds of t he polyene backbone.
As in the case for th e SI st at e, the lowest trip let st ate (T I ) is formed mainly
by th e spin-adapte d elect ronic configuration resulting from th e promotio n of one
electron from HOMO to LUMO. These t riplet wave functio ns ar e comp osed of
both singly excited configurations (t he main configurations are char acterized by the
excitation of one electron from HOMO-l to LUMO and the symmetric excit at ion
from HOMO to LUMO + l , as well as ot her combinations where t he HOMO -2,
HOMO-I, HO MO, LUMO and LUMO + I , LUMO + 2 levels are sin gly occupied ).
We find that the CIS expansion of the T" state wavefunction is qui t e sim ilar to the
one of the S" st at e (see Tables 5.1 t hro ugh 5.6), which is coupled to the SI state
and plays a prin cipal role in the nonlinear opt ical properties of conj ugated systems
[80,97 1·
5 .2 .1 Oscill ator Stren gt h
Oscillator st rengt h is a useful measure of abs orp tion intens ity. For t he transition
n+-O it is exp ressed as
f, ~ (4.m.v••)1 I'
,, 0 3e2 ,1i 1J.no (5.1)
which leads to an expression providing a link between spectroscopy an d the predlc-
t ion of polari zabili t ies
(5.2)
Table 5.1: Orbital symmetries, excitation (transition) energies, oscillator strengths {fJ , and main CI expansion
coefficients of the lowest singlet and triplet excited states of PT oligomers(H and L refer to HOMO and LUMO).
Oligomer State Multiplicity Symmetry Energy (fJ MainCI expansion
(ineV) coefficients
T, Triplet A' 1.0555 0.0000 0.681H....LI
T, l hp let A' 3.7352 0.0000 0.57[H-HLj -0.27(H....L+IJO.25[H....L+2\
monomer S, Singlet A' 4.0950 0.0941 0.68[H....Lj
T, Triplet A' 4.8082 0.0000 OA9 [H....L+l ]+0.39 IH-H L]-0.21[H....L+2]
S, Singlet A' 5.6550 0.0620 ~::; i~~Z~;\!J~:i~_[lH....~~:;\. fH....L+21S, Singlet A' 6.0977 0.0930
T, Triplet Au 1.5573 0.0000 0.6n H ....Lf
T, Triplet AG 3.3079 0.0000 OA8 [H....L+l 1
dimer S, Singlet Au 4,1076 0.6240 0.68 [H....L]
T, Triplet Au 4.4915 0.0000 0.53 [H-2 ....LI
T, Triplet AG 4.4991 0.0000 ~ :~ i~·~Z~;,T, Triplet Au 5.7046 0.0000
T, Triplet A' 1.1980 0.0000 0.62[H....LJ+0.20[H-l ....L+l )
T, Triplet A' 2.2389 0.0000 OA5 !H....L+l ]+OA2 {H-HLJ+0.15[H-H L+21
tetramer T, Triplet A' 3.0902 0.0000 0.38IH....L+2]+0.34 (H-HL+II-0.25 [H.5....LJ
S, Singlet A' 3.1904 1.5382 0.66 [H....LI+0.17 [H-H L+l)
S, Singlet A' 4.7263 0.0000 ~::~ i~~~t:]t.f94M~-i;1~Js, Singlet A' 5.7443 0.0000
T, Triplet A' 1.1802 0.0000 0.56 [H....LI+0.20 [H.H L+l)
-0.14[H·2....L+2)+0.14 [H-2....LI
T, Triplet A' 1.7147 0.0000 OAO[H....L+l ]+0.37 !H-l ....L)+0.16[H-H L+21
Octamer T, Triplet A' 2.0968 0.0000 0.35 [H-H L+lI+0.32[H....L+2]-0.28 {H-2....Lj
S, Singlet A' 2.8374 2.9661 0.62IH....LI+0.23 [H-HL+l )-0.13 [H-2....L+2]
S, Singlet A' 3.7435 0.0000 ~:~ i~:t:;l:~ :~ i~:;:t~1~~83~H[~:;:t;]s, Singlet A' 4.3764 0.5040
1:;
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Table5.2: Orbital symmetries, excitation (transition) energies, oscillator strengths (f in arbitraryunits), and
mainor expansion coefficients of the lowest singletand triplet excited statesof PCY oligomers (H andL referto ~
HOMO and LUMO). lr
1!:
[
f
l?[
f
Oligomer State Multiplicity Symmetry Energy U! Mainor expansion coefficients
(in eV) coefficients
T, Triplet A' 1.4917 0.0000 0.69{H-t q:O.ll [H-3-t LI
S, Singlet A' 0.3532 0.4413 0.67{H-t LJ
monomer T, Triplet A' 7.1101 0.0000 0.61{H-4-t L]-0.25 {H-2-t L]-0.13 [H-t L+61
S, Singlet A' 7.8405 0.0000 0.63{H-4-t L]-0.27 IH-2-tL]
T, Triplet A' 8.9650 0.0000 -0,48 IH-tLi~I+0.~2I!H-tL~:!+0;2~ [H-t L+5J
S, Singlet A' 9.6243 0.0076 -0.52 [H-5-tL +0.34 H-t L+l-0.29 H-t LH )
T, Triplet A' 1.1960 0.0000 0.66 [H-tLJ+0.17IH-1-tL +1J.
T, Triplet A' 3.3356 0.0000 0,46[H-l-tLJ+0,45 [H-tL +l J-O.l9 [H-2-tL+l]
dirner T, Triplet A' 4.5686 0.0000 0,45[H-2-tLJ-0.34 [H-t L+21-0.31 IH-l-tL+l]
S, Singlet A' 4.7867 1.4857 0.69[H-t L]
S, Singlet A' 7.2624 0.0000 ~::~ i~~.';tt!:'~;IM~t;1~O.l3 IH_2-tL+llS, Singlet A' 7.8401 0.0000
T, Triplet A' 0,5176 0.0{}{)0 0.6'TH-tL!+0.20 [H-l-tL+11-0.13[H-2-tL+2J
T, Triplet A' 1.8805 0.0000 0,45[H-tL+l)+O.42[H-l-tLJ+0.16 [H-l-tL+21
tetramer T, Triplet A' 2.7586 0.0000 0.38[H-tL+2J-0.35 [H-2-tLJ+0.34 [H-l-tL+1]
S, Singlet A' 3.2221 2.7132 0.68[H-t LJ+O.l 6 [H-l-tL+lJ
S, Singlet A' 3.6012 0.0000 ~:~ i~:~~tl~oi~5rkH;~~tOo1~}~H~~~~fls, Singlet A' 4.3021 0.0000
T, Triplet A' 0.7285 0.0000 0.62TH-tq
T, Triplet A' 1.8217 0.0000 0,45[H-tL+l)
octamer T, 'Itiplet A' 2.7347 0.0000 0.38[H-t L+2J
S, Singlet A' 3.3599 2.7517 0.68[H-t L]
S, Singlet A' 5.1287 0.0000
::: i~~.';t~]S, Singlet A' 5.3439 0.0000
Table 5.3: Orbital symmetries, excitation (transition) energies, oscillatorstrengths (f in arbitrary units), and
mainC1expansioncoefficients of the lowestsingletandtriplet excited states of PFV oligomers (H and L refer to
HOMO andLUMO).
Oligomer State Multiplicity Transition Symmetry Energy
(in ar~! unit) Main CI expansion(ineV) coefficients
T, Triplet ,
"
B, 1.7765 0.0000 0.65 H-t L
T, Triplet 11" -11"' A, 3.7665 0.0000 0.63 H-1-t L
monomer S, Singlet 11" -11"' B, 6.4566 0.4642 0.68 H -t L
T, Triplet 11"-11"' A, 7.8726 0.0000 0.61 H·3 -t L
S, Singlet 11" -11"" A, 8.2778 0.4502 0.56 Ii -+ L+1
T, Singlet 11" -11"' A, 8.5125 0.0012 0.63 H·3 -t L
S, Singlet 11" -11"' A' 4.0020 1.0053 0.69 H -e L
dimer S, Singlet 11"- 11"' A' 6.5541 0.0000 0.64 H -t L+l
S. Singlet 11"-11"' A' 6.5912 0.6718 0.65 H -t L+2
T, Triplet ,
"
A' 0.6468 0.0000 0.61 H -t L
T, Triplet 11" -11"' A' 1.3688 0.0000 0.48 H -t L+l
tetrame r T, Triplet 11"-11"' A' 1.7826 0.0000 0.48 H -t L+2
S, Singlet 11"-11"' A' 3.0505 2.5910 0.68 H -t L
S, Singlet 11" - 11"' A' 4.1469 0.0000 0.67 H -t L+1
S, Singlet 11" -1t' A' 4.4500 0.1564 0.66 H -t L+2
S, Singlet ,
"
A' 2.6503 4.8293 0.62 H -t L
8, Singlet '/1"-1£' A' 3.5691 0.0000 0.52 H .... L+l
Octamer S, Singlet '/l"-'/l"' A' 4.0269 0.7290 0.48 H -t L+2
::
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Table 5.4: Orb ital symmet ries, excita tion (transition) energies, oscillator stre ngths Uin arbi trar y units). and t
main CI expansion coefficients of the lowest singlet and triplet excited sta tes of peNTH oligomers (H and L refer ~
to HOMO and LUMO). ~.
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Oligomer State Multiplicity Transition Symmetry Energy (In",~ " it) Main CI expansionI (ineV) coefficients
T, Triplet ",_wo A' 0.7190 0.0000 0.66 H -t L
T, Triplet 11" -11'" A' 1.7369 0.0000 0.62 H-l -t L
monomer S, Singlet 11'-11"" A' 1.9330 0.0420 0.69 H -t L
T, Triplet 11"- '11" " A' 3.6270 0.0000 0.44 H -+ L+ 3
S, Singlet '/1"- 11" A' 4.3957 1.0466 0.68 H-l -t L+ l
S, Singlet 'K_1fO A' 5.0431 0.1515 0.61H-2 -t L
S, Singlet 11' -,.." A' 1.7811 0.1431 0.64 H -t L
S, Singlet :II'-w" A' 2.8926 0.1921 0.56 H --t L+ l
dimer S, Singlet 11" -'/1" " A' 4.4048 1.0543 0.64 H-2 --t L
S, Singlet '/I' - w" A' 1.6342 0.3386 0.63 H -t L
S, Singlet '11"-'11" A' 2.6732 0.5365 0.49 H -t L+ l
tetramer S, Singlet 11'-11" A' 2.9213 0.1609 0.44 H~ L+2
Table5.5: Orbital symmetries, excitation (transition) energies, oscillator strengths if in arbitrary units), and
main crexpansion coefficientsof the lowest singlet andtriplet excited states of PCNCY cljgomers(H andL refer
to HOMO and LUMO).
Oligomer State Multiplicity Symmetry Energy IfJ Main CI expansion
(in eV) coefficients
T, Triplet A' 1.3771 0.0000 0.61 [H-->LJ+0.24IH-H LJ+O.l9_{H-2-->L+l 1
T, Triplet A' 1.9687 0.0000 0.60 [H-->L+1]+0.25 [H-2-->L]-O.l4 [H-HL+l}
monomer T, Triplet A' 3.3334 0.0000 0.58 {H-H LJ-O.l7 [H-->LJ-O.l6 IH-2-->L]
S, Singlet A' 3.5814 0.1551 0.70 {H-->LJ
S, Singlet A' 5.4701 0.7878 0.67 {H--> L+II-0.14 [H-HL+II-0.l2 [H-2-->LJ
S, Singlet A' 5.6114 0.5089 0.68[H-H LJ+O.lO[H-2-->L+l]
T, Triplet A' 0.5150 0.0000 0.62 [H-tLJ-0.14 [H-->L+21-0.l3[H-HL+1]
T, Triplet A' 1.7284 0.0000 OA2 [H-->L+lJ-OAl[H-H LJ-O.l 7 [H-4-tLJ
dimer T, Triplet A' 2.3365 0.0000 0.39 [H-HL+2]-0.38IH-->L+3]+0.18{H-2--> L]
S, Singlet A' 2.5913 1.6564 0.68[H-->LJ-O.l4 [H-H LJ
S, Singlet A' 3.8027 0.0000 0.54 [H-->L+ l}-OAI [H-HLJ-0.13{H-l --> L+l]
S, Singlet A' 4.3999 0.0000 0.53[H-H LJ+0.39 [H-->L+IJ+0.16{H-2-->LJ
T, Triplet A' 1.2632 0.0000 OA5 [H-t LI-0.30 [H-H L+l}-0.22 [H-2-->L+2}
T, Triplet A' 1.3594 0.0000 0.38[H-->L+lJ-0.32[H-H LI-0.23 [H-H L+2)
tet ramer T, Triplet A' 1.5078 0.0000 0.35 [H-->L+2]-0.28[H-2-->LJ-0.27 [H-HL+l}
S, Singlet A' 3.2746 2.0701 0.58 [H-->LJ-0.25[H-HL+lI-O.l5 [H-2-tLJ
S, Singlet A' 3.3164 1.4088 ::::i~~7;~ 'J:;~ i~::::t~~i'~ l~-I~ ~~ls, Singlet A' 3.3338 1.5132
::;
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Table 5.6: Orbital symmctriea, excitation (t ransition) energies, oscillator strengths (f in arbi trary units), and
main Cl expansion coefficients of the lowest singlet excited states of PCNFV oligomcrs (H and L refer to HOMO
andLUMO).
Oligomer State Multiplicity Transition Symmetry Energy
I (inar~ unit) Main CI expansionI lill cV) coefficients
S, Singlet 11"- '11" ' A' 3.4738 0.0844 0.69 H -t L
S, Singlet '/1" -'11" ' A' 4.3194 0.6501 0.67 H -t L+ l
monomer S3 Singlet 1( -11" ' A' 5.3002 0.6763 0.66 n.i -t L
S, Singlet '/1" -11'" A' 2.3462 1.3740 0.68 H ... L
S, Singlet 'II"-w ' A' 3.6457 0.0000 0.57 H-I ... L
dimer S, Singlet lr -w" A' 4.0257 0.0000 0.54H -t L+l
S, Singlet 11" - 11" ' A' 2.3367 1.7794 0.61 H --t L
S, Singlet '/1'-,"' A' 2.9297 1.2000 0.33 H -t L+ l
tetramer S3 Singlet 71" -'11"' A' 3.0282 1.5336 0.52H·l --t L+l
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where '3 is the po larizability t ensor , /4>0 is th e transitio n dip ole moment , E"o is the
associated transition energy, lis the app lied electric field and v"o is th e frequency of
the oscillator. T he prime denotes t he fact that the summation excludes the groun d
state. T he expressio n (Eq. 5.2) indicates that large contributions come from low
energy, high inte nsity transitions; high energy or weak transitions mak e litt le con-
tribution [91]. An implicat ion is t hat if a molecule has int ense , low-fre que ncy tran-
sit ions in its absorption spectrum, then it ca n be expected to be highly po lariza ble.
Molecules that abso rb only weakly or at high freque ncies (e.g ., the colourless hydro-
carbons) are expected to be weakly polarizable, while , inte nsely colour ed molecules
should be highly pola rizable. From t he above a rgu ment we shoul d also expect large
oscillator strengths to be associated wit h large absorption coefficients.
In practice , f ~ 1 for allowed electric dipo le t ransitions and f « 1 for forbidden
t ransi t ions. The oscillator st rengths for the singlet and triplet tran sit ions for the
six molecular systems are lis ted in Tabl es 5.1 t hrough 5.6. Oscill ator strengths for
the parent PT , PCY, PFV oligomers suggest that the 8 1 states are more intense
than all ot her singl et and t riplet sta tes . For t heir cyano-derivatives it is different,
energetica.l ly higher t ransition s show larger intensities. As is observed in th e case of
PCNTH that the 82 state is more intense than th e 8 \ state, for PC NCY monomer
the same is true bu t for dimer and tet ramer the 8 1 state is found rather intense , for
PCNFV oligomer moieties th e SL state is weak in intens it y for the monom er but
for dimer an d tetram er the 8\ st ates show higher intensities.
T he triplet excit ed st ates of a few oligomers cou ld not be stu died, of t hem the
ar omatic PCNTH and quinoid PC NFV moieties did not converge for th eir trip let
states. In an extended study [173] of the present work it has been o bserved that
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the calculated polarizabilit ies for tt hese molecules in crease wit h increasing po ly-
mer length, which contrasts with tIhe decrease in band gap wit h the chain length.
This consistency between the polasrizability and excitation energy indicates t hat
the largest contribution to polarizsabllity arises from t rans itions wit h t he largest
oscillator stre ngth. As we considerr higher excited states it is found that sing let
states are prod ucing oscillator st ren.gths greater t han zero [i.e., allowed transitions)
while all th e triplet states correspond to zero oscill ator strengths [i.e., forbidde n
transitions). Hence t he triplet states are not really significant with regards to the
oscillator strengths in describing thee optical abso rp tion prop erties of the six molec-
ular systems we studied.
5.2 .2 Symmetry
Molecular symmetry in excited stat -es is related to how the orbitals transform with
respect to the ground state [95]. From gro up th eory, we know that the overall sym-
metry of a molecule is a function of [products of symmetry elements for the orbitals.
Since the fully-occupied sets of sytrametry-related orbitals are totally symmetric 2
only the singly-occupied orbitals azre significant in de termining the symmetry of
the excited state. The theoreticaljp.redicted symmetry of each excited state shou ld
be compared wi t h the symmetry 0" the observed states. In some cases Gaussian
94 could not identify the s)'mmetry for a given excited state, these cases usually
involve degenerate point grou ps [95D.
All th e molecules covered in this st udy lie in the x-y plane with t he a-axis as
axis of symmetry. Further symmeery considerations indicate that t he inter-ring
2ID.dicates that an electron pair OCCUP:W the same ~patia1 or bit al , one of them has a spin and
the other has P spin (total spin =0 and llIJ.ulti plicity = 1).
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bonds be tween the mon ome r uni ts are not parallel to the chain axis dir ection [174].
For our syst ems, th e primary cent re of symmetry is typically sit uated at a half-way
poin t on the intercell bond loca ted between the monomers (a centr e of symmet ry, if
there is one, is always at t he centre of gravity of the syst em) . Relati ve to th is centre
of symme try, all the unit cells contai ning two monomers , could be characterized by
C:z1l. point group symmet ry which basically consis ts of eight symm et ry ope rations
viz. E, C~ (x) , C2(y), C2 (z) , i, e {yz}, q( zx) , q(xy) (see F ig. 5.1). In oligomer
symmetry considerations we have not incorpora ted t he non-primitive translational
symmetry elements such as screw axis and glide plane. All· tron.sPT olig omers have
Tran.sl~tion by
Horizontalreflection
F igure 5.1: Spac e gro up ope rat ions for th e polym er in the anti orientation
C2h sym met ry. In a simple molecular orbital treatment , all bondin g one electro n
orbit als are doubly occupied, so the symmetry of the ground st ate So is Ag • T he
prom oti on of one elect ron from t he HOMO to th e LUMO generat es an excited st ate
of sym me t ry Bu. Transitions bet ween a9 and bu is dipole allowed (see F ig. 5.4) .
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In order to rationali ze th e elect ronic propert ies like excitation energy, oscillator
strength etc., in rela tion with t he observations of geomet ric st ructure analysis, we
examine here th e bondin g-an t ibondin g electronic patterns appearing on the HOMO
and the LUM O levels of the conjugated skeleto n and t he cyano-derivat ives of t he
parent oligomers. The molecular or bit als of these oligomers can be expressed as a
linear combination of their respective monomer orbitals with the same symmetry
as the constituent atoms . T he MO coefficients of t he lowest singlet excited states
for t he largest molecular systems are provided in Appe ndix E.
In order to rationalize the excitation energies calcul ated for the six heterocycles,
we have exam ined the bondi ng-antibonding electronic patterns appearing on the
HOMO and t he LUMO levels of the FMO's and the molecules themselves. We
have also compared these levels to tho se obtained for their unsubstituted pare nt
polymers in both t he aromatic and quinoid forms. The dominant MO plots for t hese
six syst ems as well as the ir unsubstituted backbone are presented in Appendix F.
In aPT, P CY , or , PFV ring the highest occup ied and lowest unoccupied levels
are localized within the rings. Upon t he format ion of the oligo mer chain , the stro ng
interact ion betw een the FMOs with high electro n densities on the carb on atoms
involved in form ing the inte r- an d intra-ring bonds results in forming the extended
levels.
We have illu strated in Figs. F.I throug h F.54, the d ifferent molecu lar orbitals
of our six sys tems of interest in comparison with the ir unsubstituted carbo n-car bon
backbone. Based on the wavefunctions, all these plots are obtained using Gaussvie w
1.0 - a Gaussian graphical user inte rface [147J. These figures show that the HOMO
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and LUMO of aroma.tic PT , quinoid PCY and PFV all have a delocalized character
while oth er levels present a more localized nature, as seen from the HOMO·2 and
LUMO+2 orbitals of th e respective molecules. While the localized orbitals for PT
(Figs. F. ll and F .17) are confined within the five membered rings, the delocallzed
ones are dispe rsed along the C-C backbone (F igs. F.2 and F.5). In the cyano-
derivat ive oligomers the distortion of the backbone intro duced by the bridging gro up
has a significant impact on the overall molecular orbitals and leads to a breaking
of the charge conjugatio n symmetry.
The analysis of the bonding-ant ibonding texture on the FMOs of the aromatic
conjuga ted skeleton as in Fig. F. l shows that the HOMO possesses electronic
characters identical to the ones observed on the HO MO of their parent aromatic
polymers shown in Fig. F .2 and on the LUMO of the parent quinoid polymers.
While the LUMO of th e same (aroma tic) skeleton exhib its the electr onic characters
that are also noticed on the LUMO of the paren t polymers an d on the HOMO of the
respective quinoid parent polymers. These findings match very well with the ones
observed by Toussain t and Bredas [106] in thei r stu dy on PCNCY. Figs. F.3, F.6 ,
F .21, F.24, F.27 and F .30 show the electronic characters ap pear ing on the HOMO
and LUMO of the cyano-s ubstituted polymers. From F igs. F.l and F.19 for the
conjugated skeletons we can observe that t he HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions
of the cyano- derivatlve polymers describe sit uat ions which are opposite to t hat
observed in the conjugated skeletons . In fact, the electronic charact er appearing
on the HOMO of the aro matic PCNTH polymer corresponds to the LUMO of the
aroma tic PT and/or PA skeleton. It has also been observed separately for the
dicyanomet hylene group that it carries large MO coefficients on the HOMO of the
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cyano-substit uents . It is found th at th e electron- wit hdrawin g cyano-group has no
effect on th e LUMO 's of th e cyan o-substituents. Comparison between Figs . 5.2 and
5.3 show th at the HOMO of the cyano-d eri vatlves co me from the str ong bonding
(Le., s ta bilizing) interaction between t he LUMO of the FM O' s and t he LUMO of
the dicyanomethylene gro up . T hus, the HO MO of the cyano-deriva tives are more
st abiliz ed relative to the LUMO of t heir skeletons .
Figu re 5.2: Interaction dia gram for the HO MO , LU MO and sulfur or bitals for (a )
aromatic, (b) quinoid thio ph ene. Figure taken from reference [79).
The LUMO of t he he terocycle resul ts from t he interaction between the LUMO
of the butadiene skeleto n (F ig. 5.2) and t he rnr orbital of the heteroatom since
t he het eroatom can only intera ct wit h orb it als of b1 symmetry. For the aromatic
thiophene monome r cas e (F ig. 5.2a) , t he LUMO of the PT backbone shifts upw ard
by 0.33 eV (as obt ained by t he HF calcul ations ) by interact ing with the 3p¥ or bit al of
sulfur atom , wbile t he HOM O shows a downwar d shift of 0.24 eV , ther eby enlarging
th e HO MO - LUMO gap . For quinoid PT (Fig. 5.2b), we see t ha t the HOMO and
the LUMO are interchanged , comp ar ed wit h th ose of the ar omatic backbone of PT
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(t,e.• tmns-cisoid PAl. Th e HOMO for s-tmns PT interacts with the sulfur lone
pairs giving it a upwar d push by 0.45 eV and t he LUMO is lowered by 0.58 eV
which results in decre ase in the band gap. For longer oligomers this is not the case
where we see a differe nt t rend , as is observed for t he arom at ic t hiophene oligomers
t he LUMO is not changed much while t he HOMO is found lowered by ....0.5 eV
(for o:T6 as well).
~
-O V --::"~~-O-O~~r
Bicyclopcntadienyll;lle
Steleton Polymer Y Group
Figure 5.3: Interact ion diagram showing the forma tio n of polymers from t he cy-
clopentadiene skeleto n an d t he electro n-accepting gro up Y termin at ed by H atoms
[CH2 =C(CNhJ · The pseudo-orbitals of CH2 are omi tted. From reference [105J.
The st ructure of t he FM Os of the five-membered rings an d thei r cyano deriva-
rives can be qualitatively illustrat ed according to th e interac t ion dia gram shown in
Fig. 5.3. Th e contribut ion of th e elect ron accepting gro up Y= >C =C(CNh to the
HOMO of t he C-C backbone is negligibly small, while it plays quit e significant ly in
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contri buting to the LUMO of th ese polymers . T he inte raction dia gram, Fi g. 5.3 of
t he bicyclopentadi ene backbone with t he elect ron-accep ting grou p Y sh ows th e for-
mati on of su ch polymers. In orde r to ratio nalize th e excitation energy values in light
of these resul ts, it can be inferred that th e energies of the cyano-s ubs tit uted poly-
mers ar e prim arily det ermined by the st rength of t he bonding inte ractio n betwee n
th e LUMO of the bicyclopentadi en e skeleton an d the LUMO of th e elect ron accept-
ing grou p Y te rmina ted by hydrogen ato ms (i.e ., Y=CH,=C(CNh). The smaller
excitation energy of PCNTH as compared to the other two cyeno-s ubstitu ted poly-
mers is, therefore, due to t he low lying LUMO of > C=C(CNh (wit h H atoms as
end groups) an d also due to or bital mixing of S elect ron lone-pairs wit h the fron-
tier electro n clouds (see also the LUMO of PC NTH tetramer in Fig. F.6) . T he
prese nce of large LeAO coefficients on t he elect ron withdrawing dicya no gro up (see
App endix E) , the bondi ng/ stabili zing interaction between the dicyan o gro up and
t he thiop hene rings as well as between the two thi ophene rings of t he unit cell (see
Fig. 5.3) result in the lowering of band ga ps for t hese cyano-derivatfves oligomers .
Th is could also be observe d in the HOMO an d t he LUMO plots for the P CNTH
tetramer (see Figs. F .3 an d F.6).
Using t he same approach as in P CNTH we can exp lain t he small band ga p value
of PC NCY and PCN FV . It is observed that, on the HOMO of PCNCY (F ig. F .21)
and PCNFV (Fig. F .24) , t he bonding-antibondingelectronic pat terns are identical
to the ones a ppeari ng on the HO MO of the quino id PCY (Fig. F. 20) and PFV
(F ig. F.23). On t he LUMO, we can see t hat th e dicyan o group carri es lar ge LCAO
coefficients as in PCNTH but t he a carbo n a toms carry very sma ll LCAO coeffi-
cients (see Tables 11.5 and 11.6) which result in t he absence of interactions between
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the bicyclopentadiene and bifulvene units. This explains t he flatness of the LU"1-v10.
Close examination of t he LUMO of PCNCY and PCNFV show that no ar omatic-
or quinoid-like electronic characters/patterns app ear on that band that correspond
to any electronic characteristics of 1r bands of either arom atic or quino id P CY and
P FV . It could be due to the charge transfe r from the cyclopentadiene/fulvene rings
to the dlcyanomethylene moiety in the first excited state causing t he LUMO to be
dominated by th e electron withdrawing group wit h no electr onic pa tt erns (see Figs.
F.24 and F.27 ).
The effect of the heteroatoms on t he excitation energies is twofold. Due to
symmetry, t he mixing of the HOMO- LUMO is limited to orbitals symmetrical with
respect to reflection through the verti cal mirror plane containing the beeeroatoms.
Thus the LUMO in the aromatic PT case and HOMO in the quinoid PCY and
PFV cases are mixing strongly. At the same ti me the C-C backbon e also chan ges
which is reflected in the calcu lated bond distance changes in Figs. 4.2 through
4.4. 'While t his change has an effect on the excitation energy, the direct mixing
plays a bigger role in the detennination of excit ation energy. The direct mixing
enlarges the excitat ion energy for the aromatic PT oligomers, whereas it decreases
the transition energies for the quino id PCY and P FV cases. The strong mixing of
the sulfur lone pairs wit h one of the FMOs of the carbon-carbon backbone netwo rk
gives the aromatic form a higher stabili ty as compared to t he quino id form [18, 79].
In contrast to fulvene and cyclopentadiene, t he thiophene set has two well defined
MOs of th e p~ character - 2p~ and 3p~ respectively, wit h lit tle or no mixi ng with
t he a-orbitals.
T he six. MOs viz. HOMO, LUMO, HOMO -I , HOMO -2, LUMO+l , and
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LUMO+2 of PT all have the 11" character. We focus now on the nature of the
trans itions in fully optimized PT oligomers. The HOMO to LUMO transition is
the most dominant transition in all its mesomers. For t he largest oligomers aTs
t he dominant transition occurs at 2.83 eV as shown in Fig. 5.4. The weak tran-
sition at 4.38 eV is descri bed by a linear combi - b
u
LUMO
nation of six Slater determin ants involving H-+ I
L+2, H-1-+ L, H·2-+ L, H-2-+ L+ 2, H-1-+ L+3 Bu E =2.83eV
and H-+ L+4 excitations shown in Table 5.1. It
is also observed that t he contributions from the ag HOMO
higher-lying one-electron transitions increase as
Figure 5. 4: aTa one electron levels.
the chain length grows, due to reduct ion in t he
energetic difference between the various configurations (see Tables 5.1 thr ough 5.6).
It is clear from the HOMO plot of t he cyclopentadiene octamer presente d in
Fig. F.20 that there occurs a mixing between the '3' orbitals of hydrogen with the
carb on pz orbit als. The bonding ant ibonding nature of the orbitals at the centre
differs from from tha t at t he edges. The lowest energy transition for PCY octamer
occurs at 2.81 eV which involves again a dominant H-+ L transi tion . The second
allowed excited state is loca ted at 3.93 eV and is described by a superposition of
the H-+ L+1, H- 1-+ L, H·1-+ L+2 , H-2-+ L+l , and H-2-+ L+3 t ransit ions. The
oscillator strength of this second excit ation is st rongly reduced to zero with respect
to the first excitation.
The three transitions calculated at 2.65, 3.57 , and 4.03 eV for PFV octamer are
originated from a large mixing of transitions from variou s delocalized occupied levels
to localized levels. The lowest first excitation energy results due to the principal
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transition from the delocalized HOMO to th e localized LUNIO (see Figs. F.23 and
F .29) an d a superposition of transitions between the H-1-+ L+ 1 and H-2-+ L+ 2
levels. T he second singlet state shows a superposition of five distinct transitions :
H-+ L+ 1, H-1-+ L, H-1-+ L+2, H-2-+ L+ 3, and H-2-+ L+ 1. This weak intens ity
transition is characterized by a zero oscillator strength. While the third singlet
state is optically dipo le allowed wit h an oscillator strength of 0.73 in ar b. uni t with
a combination of seven Slater determinants, of t hem t he dominant one is for the
H-+ L+ 2 excitatio n.
To t he extent th at interactions between the a-e lectrons of the conjugated carbon
chain and t he sulfur atoms can be neglected, the elect ronic structures of the PT,
PCY an d PFV oligomers and that of t he PA backbon e are expected to be very
simil ar [110].
5 .2 .4 Charge Distribution, Dipole Moment a n d M ulliken's
Population Analysis
It is desirable to alloc ate the electrons in some fract ional manner among the various
parts of a molecule (atoms, bonds, etc. }. It may be usefu l, for example, to define a
total electronic charg e on a particular atom in a molecu le in order t ha t quan ti ta -
tive meaning may be given to such concepts as electron witb.drawing or donating
ability. Suggestions abo ut how to do thi s, starting from th e density ma trix as in
Eq. (A .14) , were mad e by Mulliken [156}. Mulliken population analysis, which par-
ti tions the total charge amo ng t he atoms in the mole cu le , is an ar bit rary scheme
for assigning charge . Atom ic charges in a molecule - unlike t he elect ron density -
are not quantum mechanically observable, and can not be un am biguously predicted
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from fust princip les. Based on the optimized geome tries of the oligomers , we have
calcu lated the charge distribution, as obtai ned from the Mulliken population anal-
ysis for bot h groun d and excited states. From the results we can see that in tbe
ground st ates, the charge appearance on the five-memb ered rings and their cyano
derivatives indicates tha t relatively small charge tr ansfer occurs in the polymeric
ground sta tes (see Tab le 5.7) in comparison to the excited states (see Table 5.8).
Charge density accumu lates predomin antly on those carbon atoms which carry the
negat ive charge in the valence bond formation . Charge is also transferred to the
{3carb ons nearest to th e central bonds . In case of the PT and PCN TH oligomers
charge is also transferred from the sulfur atnm (see Figs. 5.5 through 5.10).
Table 5.7: Calculated net charges on the basis of Mulliken's population analy sis in
HF/3-21G- ground state. Molecular volumes (in A3) are also provided .
Atom /Group PT PCY PF V PCNTH PC NCY PCNFv
C, -0.208154 -0.011801 0.005141 -0 .212442 0.038838 0.048766
C, 0.002444 0.004532 0.011154 0.111993 0.066573 0.086620
C, 0.002444 0.004547 0.011154 -0.073591 -0.046498 · 0.066030
C. -0.208154 ·0.011815 0.005151 -0.287461 -0.024713 -0.031871
X· 00411420 0.014537 -0.032601 0.539104 0.057980 0.045739
y'
-0.155236 -0.184358 ·0. 166466
Molecular 72.0± 1.6 77.2± 1.4 91.7±3.1 189.1±504 195.9± 3.7 220.6±5 .5
volume
X S(for PT and PCNTH), CH2 (for PCY and PCNcy), (CHh (for PFV and PCNFV)
respectively.
-v = > C=C (CNh .
In the MO picture of charg e trans fer the LUMO is the most important orbital.
This LUMO which becomes the HOMO in the excited states are expected to receive
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Tab le 5.8: Calculated net charges on t he basis of Mulliken 's population analysis at
CIS/3-21G· for the 51 excited state (Figs. 5.5 t hrou gh 5.10). Molecular volumes
(in A3) are also provi ded.
Atom/Group PT P CY PFV PCNTH PC NCY PCNFV
C, -0.201233 · 0.017304 0.000769 · 0.215236 0 .037934 0.048248
C, 0.006227 0.00134 1 0.0 13226 0.113199 0 .105772 0.126864
C, 0.00623 1 0.001341 0.01 3226 ·0.089378 ·0.079019 -0. 101663
C, ·0.201230 -0.017304 0.000 769 ·0 .283633 · 0.022331 ·0.0 19009
X· 0.390005 0.031926 ·0 .027990 0.543428 0.054863 0.033797
y'
-0.136761 · 0. 199444 ·0 .176473
Molecul ar 73.8± 2.8 80.5±1.5 92.9±4.5 190.6±5.0 195 .7±5.8 222.0±2.6
volume
x S [tor PT and PCNTH) , CH2 (for PCY and PCNcy), (CHh (for PFV and PCNFV)
respectively,
6y:: >C=C(CN)2'
most of the charge. In order to justify this assumption, we com pare in Figs. F .5
and F.2 for PT iscsurface of the LUMO and the HOMO . One can see very clear ly
the migr at ion of charge into the terminal positions of t he aromatic arrangement and
the form a tion of the cent ral double bond. Besides that , charge depletion in the a
region due to the increased rr charge takes place. Tre nds in structural properties also
indicate that the tower transition energies in the cyano-subetltuted polymers are
accompanied by greater charge delocalization in the aromatic (trans .cisoid) forms
and by greater charge localization in the quinoid (cis -transoid) forms in com parison
to their parent polymers.
Th e dipol e mom ent is the first derivative of the energy with respec t to an electric
field. It is a measure of th e asymmetry in t he molecular charge dis tribution, and is
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given as a vector in thr ee dime nsions. For Harr ree-Fock calcul at ions it is equivalent
to t he expectation value of X, Y, an d Z. It was suggested by othe r investigators
tha t t he major portion of the dipole moment comes from the ;r elect rons [175].
The a-electron theories predict an appreciable charge tr ans fer from the exocyclic
carbon into the ring [1761. For P FV and PCNFV, one can notice this as the
fulvene molecules have a tendency to form a cyclic six a-elect ron system by intr a-
molecular charge shifts even at t heir ground states. For PT and P NCTH this charge
tr ansfe r is even stronger providing a bigger dipole moment than th e ones observed
in PCY and PFV. The Sulfur lone pairs playa significant role in this increment in
dipo le moment. Th e Mulliken charges obtained from the Cl-singles calculations are
shown in Figs. 5.5 through 5.10, where it is exhibited that a rather uniform charge
distribution with t he polarity of the CH bonds from CIS calc ulation being larger
than that from the HF results. The corresponding dipole moments (~) for the
quinoid pey, PFVand their cyano derivatives are ra t her small in HF calculations
while the PT and PCNTH show larger values in comparison to t he CIS values.
Th ese CIS values are in close agreement with the experimental results [89, 177].
This reveals that the contribution of t he polar structures to th e ground state is
negligible . Previous investigations [178] show that the dipole moment is basis set
dependent, bu t in our present calculations we have only used 3-21G- basis sets
to est imate the magnitudes an d directions of p. (see Table 5.9) . The HF /3-21G-
approach still requires higher order electron correlation and basis set corrections in
order to account correctly for t he gro und state dipole mom ent calculations.
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Figure 5.5: Mulliken chargt·s and dip ole moments in (0 ) for CIS/3-21G* excited
sta tl· of thiophene (a tomic colours: rl'<I---Jo negat ive, g rel' II---Jo positive].
5.2 .5 Electron Correlation effects on Dipole Moment
Di pole mome nts are calc ulated with both IIF / 3-2IG* a nd CIS/3- 21G* calculatio ns
ill order to observe the elect ron correlat ion effects. It has been report ed by ot her
invest igat ors as w1'11 tha t the elect ron correlation corrects th e ... components of
the dipo le moment (101). T he six non-alt ernatin g oligomer systems that w1' haw
includ ed in our present stud)' sho..... polar charactensncs. For thioph ene th e gro und
sta te IIF / 3-21G* geomet ry shows a dipole moment of 0.764 0 whill': th e CIS/3-
21G* g(~lI ll't ry shows 0.674 O. For cyclopentad ieno tlu- calculated gro und sta te
dipole moment is found to Ill' 0.136 0 and for the first exci t ed sta te it is 0.242 O.
For Iulvene th e IIF result s show a d ipole mome nt of 0.343 D and the CIS results
show a dip ole moment of 0.629 D. For the cyano-deri vat ives tbe calcula ted dip ole
moment s are quite high : for aro ma t ic PC:\'T II the IIF a nd CIS values are found
to 1* 4.864 0 and 4.n4 0 rl'SI)I'{" t iw l)·; for quin oid PC;\ CY tht"Sl· \"8 1t1l'S are 6.837
D and 7.175 0 respect ively: a nd for quin oid PCKF\' th e cor responding values
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Figure 5.6: Mulliken charges and dipole moments in (D) for CIS/3- 21G* excit ed
stale of cyclopentadiene.
are 6.345 0 and 6.632 0 respectively. Th e total dip ole moments for opt imized
geomet ries and th e charge dist ributi ons all several atoms are presented in Figs. 5.5
thr ough 5.10. From Table 5.9 we can see th ai for quin oid PCY, PFV and th eir
cyano-denv at ives, th e tota l dipole moments in excited sta te are lar ger th an their
ground sta te counte rparts, on th e other hand th e aromatic PT and PC:--JTH show
the opposite t rend . For aroma t lc PA the total dip ole moment ill So sta te is found
t.o be lar ger th an th at for th e 51 sta te by an amount of 0.0075 D.
Due 10 th e unavailabilit y of experimenta l dip ole moment dat a for th e quinoid
PCY and PF V molecules, we calculated till! elect ron corre lat ion effects on dip ole
moment for th e aro mat ic unit cells of PC Y a nd PF V by performin g both IIF
and CIS optimizations on them. Table 5.9 shows the calculated dat a with th e
corresponding exper imenta l values where available. Hartree-Fock calcula t ions at 3-
~n,[
f
Table5.9: Summary of calculated ground (SeJ andexcited (81) state dipole moments (Il)of different molecules. ~
~
i
~
~
i';
Repeating unit Dipole moment(in debye) Ec~l.
Molecule length(in.4.) Ground state (So) Excited state (81 S. S,
S. S,
"" "- "-
Tota1~
". "" "-
Total (HF) (CIS)
s-etsPA 5.19 5.01 0.0054 0.00010.0124 0.0344 0.036 0.06000.0484 0.0269 12.22 5.24
s-erens PA 4.45 5.22 0.03080.0084 0.053 0.1579 0.03850.0000 0.066 0.3405 14.88 6.35
s-cis PT 4.53 4.55 0.110 0.000 0.2797 0.76426 0.17810.000 0,4515 0.6737 12.80 5.57
e-aePCY 4.40 4.37 0.04880.00380.1432 0.3846c 0.037 0.002 0.1096 0.5103 12.37 4.77
s-ercns PCY 4.14 4.17 0.0209 0.0001 0.0491 0.1357 0.08020.0006 0.201 0.2422 14.77 6.35
s-cisPFVd 4.38 4.30 0.07660.0001 0.218 0.5891e 0.23140 .006 0.6609 1.5347 10.73 2.93
s-trans PFV 4.11 4.12 0.048 0.0001 0.1261 0.3432 0.106 0.0604 0.2537 0.6288 14.06 6.46
$-Cis pe NTH 8.42 8.34 1.8714 0.0000 0.399 4.8640 1.43920.0000 3.117 4.7736 8.36 1.93
s-transPCNCY 7.42 7.42 2.69060.00610.0060 6.8373 1.77300.0060 4.125 7.1754 8.68 3.58
s-zrcns PCNFV 7.60 7.40 1.0040 0.0069 2.285 6.3450 1.93920.0606 4.562 6.6316 8.26 3.47
'Magnitude of the total dipole moment
~The experimental value provided in Ref. [177]is 0.55 D.
"The expcrimental valueprovidcd III Ref. [1791 i:l0.419-± 0.004D
dThe dipolemomentfor s-cis PFV caleuhed at the CID/3-2W · level Is 0.1373D.
<The experlmenta! value provided in Ref. [18OJ is0.424 .:t: 0.001D.
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Figur e 5.7: \fullikl"l1 cha rges and dipole moments in (D) for CIS/3-2 1G· excited
sta te of fulven e.
21G" ba..sis set provid e dipol e moment s th at are nearly 28% too high , Th e calc ulated
results for dipol e moments ca n be significant ly Improved b~' th e inclusion of electro n
correlat ion effect a t t be CIS/3-21G' level reducing th e calc ula ted dipole mome nt
by ...... 13% compa red to th e ground sta te.
Dipo le moment s of molecules in th e gas phase are typica lly determin ed by mi-
r rowave spect rome t ry to ± O.0I.0 or better [101J. A reason able goa l for th e CIS
theor y is 10 ca lcula te elect ronic prop ert ies like dipole 11101111'111 a... closely a... possihle
10 the experi menta l res ult s. T he dipo le moment of aroma tic fulvene is lncrce..t'd to
1.5347 0 under t he cor responding 1'1" - 1'1" " excitation, which is much larger tha n t ill'
correspondi ng HF as wI,1I a.. the experimentally obsr-rvr-d ground sta te result . It is
not quit e understood as to why fulvene shows such 8.11 i ll Cwa.o;p in dipole 1Il01ll1'lI t
consequent to the 'II" - '11" ' excita t ion, a lt hough it is IwIiI'H>d th at th e ad dit ion of
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Figur e 5.8: Mull iken cha rges and dip ole moment s ill (D) for CIS/3-21G* excited
sta te of PC;\1Tl1.
electr on corre lat ion to th e wavefunctio n will imp rove th e agreemen t bet ween th e
calculated a nd experimenta l dip ole momen ts [1011. Since we are unable to find th e
experimenta l results for excite d sta te d ipo le moment s, we call only compa re our
result s with tho se observed for grou nd sta te dipole moment s.
Th e dipol e moments of all th e mono mers except till! thi ophene ones show th e
same trend , i.e., all increase in J.lis observed following their 11"- n ' excitat ion (see
Ta ble 5.9). For the cya no-der ivat ives electr on correlat ion increases th e total d ipole
moment for aroma t ic rC~TJ1 monomer, but th e reverse is observed for th e quin oid
PC~G"{ and r CNF V monomers which are in keepin g wit h th eir parent quin oid
monom ers. In brief we can say th at th e effect of elect ron correla tion 0 11 aro ma t ic.
type polymer s is to give dipole mom ent s th at are smaller th an the corresponding
HF results. For quin oid type polymers the oppos ite effect is observed. For th e
PA monomers the sa me electro n correla t ion effect is identifi ed . St ill it is necessary
to includ e elect ro ll correla t ion effects beyond single subst itut ions to adequately
calcula te th e dip ole moments of th ese het erocycles. T his point is best illustrat ed
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Figur e 5.9: Mulliken char ges and dipole moment s in (D) for CIS/3-21G* excited
sta te of PCNCY.
by a comp arison with the result s obta ined with QC ID/3 -21G* for aro matic PF V,
which has an essent ially bett er agreement with th e exper imenta l one. The difference
between th e calculated and observed ground sta te d ipole moment s or th e cha nge in
dipol e moment s following exci tat ion may also be att ributed to solvent effects in th e
exper imenta l result s {l811. Th e molecular unit length s (see Table 5.9) as well as th e
molecular volumes (st'e Tabl es 5.7 and 5.8) of the monomer unit s in their ground
and excited sta tes are also ca lculated ill order to see th e relat ionship between their
respecti ve volume and elect ronic propertie s. Th e molecular volumes are det ermined
using their Connel l.... (182, 183] surfaces (dot surfaces) by using Cerius" molecular
simulat ion software [122). A Connolly surface" is the Van dcr Waal s surface of th e
molecule th at is accessible to a solvent. molecul e. Th e surface is generated by rolling
a probe sphere of a specified radiu s over the Van der \Vaal surface of th e molecule.
T his feature could be used to "probe" a molecule, to map out th e int ernal channel
3ThI' Connolly [182, 183) function i~ used to calculate and display a Van der Waals surface or
a Connolly sur face for a molecular model.
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Figur e 5.10: Mulliken charg es and dip ole moment s in (0) for CISj3-21 G· excited
sta te of PC:\F\'.
st ruct ure of a crystal , to consider the solvent accessible surface of a lar ge molecule ,
or to understand the topography of a surface. In going from th p ground to the
excited states, t he molecular volume of all the monomers are increased. to some
exte nt (-1 to 3 :\3) except for the PC:\"CY monomer , which has not really shown
a cha nge in its molecul ar volume . Xone of the molecules show a large electronic
cha rge diffusion and hence the compac t ness of th e ollgomers is sustai ned following
tllP 1r - ,.. " excita t ion.
5.3 Excitation Energy and Bond Length Alter-
nation
In orde r to design a good intrin sic cond ucting polymer it is 1I0t enough only to find
011l' wit h a sma ll transit ion gap , but it is necessar y a lso to consider th e electro n-
phonon interact ion to determine if a poly mer is highly conduct ing [184J. Till' exct-
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Table 5.10: Calculation of electron-photon coupling constant ( ) for different oc-
tamers with respect to excitation energy and bond lengt h alternation calcula ted at
CIS/3-21G* in t heir first e."(cited states (Eq. 5.3).
s-cis Polyacetyle ne 0.034 2.56 9.4
Pclythiophene 0.006 2.83 58.9
Polycyclopentadiene 0.042 2.81 8.4
Polyfulvene 0.037 2.65 8.9
PC NT H 0.008 1.63 25.5
P CNCY 0.088 2.57 3.7
PCNFV 0.088 2.34 3.3
. 1 Molecule
tation energy and bond dim erization are related to the elect ron-p honon coupling .
The theoretical details could be found in the book by H. G. Kiess {185].
The Peierls instability (4] causes the chain of metal lic equal bond lengt hs, which
corresponds to a state of high symmetry, to d istort. Hence the actual ground
state has a bro ken symmet ry, in the form of a dim erized or bond altered lat tice .
T his broken symmetry state corres ponds to the chemical picture of alte rnating
short (double) and long (single) bonds. It is interesting to use the values of bond
length alternat ion (bond dlmertaation] ob tained from th is study to calculate the
magnitu de of t he electron-phonon coupling constant (), which basically relates th e
transition energy to the distortion via t he following equ ati on (50]:
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(5.3)
Here ( is th e elec t ron-la ttice coupling a nd 6., which has dimensions of energy , is
a measu re of the exte nt of the dimerization of t he backbone (ClI) la tti ce [185J.
In physics ter minology 6. is known as the dimer izati on or hon d alte rnation order
par am eter and 21:::. is our calcu lated pseudo- l D transit ion eIH.'rg)· i.e., ba nd gap ,
E«>.l.. Ta ble 5.10 shows the respect ive values of ( for the octamers in the lowest
excit ed sta te (Sd calculated at t he CIS j3-2IG· level.
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Fig ure 5.11: Bond length alternat ion (or) plot ted as a funct ion of excitat ion ene rgy
for the pare nt heterocycl ic oligomers PT , PCY and P F\' .
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Previous works on these mo lecules [181 show that these polym ers undergo a
polyacetylene-like bond length alternation [79). F igure 5.11 has been plot ted using
the bond length alt ernation for the central rin g of th e oligomers vs. the resp ec-
tlve excitation energy of that oligomer. The linear relationship could not be ob-
served here probably due to the fac t that strong electron-phonon coupling persists
within the lat tice. T he polymers, op timized in this work , however , bave different
topo logies. We have main tain ed the PA carbon backbo ne and the het eroat oms are
attached additionally. To be precise, our calculat ions indeed show that a strong
alt ernation pers ists. This is even evident from t he interac tion diagram (see F ig.
5.2). Our calcula t ions on the polymers with X = 5 , CH2 an d (CHh based on
CI-sing les geometry optimization , indicate a significan t decrease of the o~ values,
relative to t hat of PA (see Tables 4.1, 4 .3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13 and 4.14) . Cases
for which the bon d length alte rn ation (6~ ) is rela tive ly small, t he ordering of t he
odd and even symmetry lowest exci ted states is E(2Ag ) < E( lBu ) [1411. For cases
like PPV [141J when the "effect ive" bond length alternation is relatively la rge, the
orde ring of t bese states is reversed, giving rise to high photoluminescence efficiency
and hence to improved LED devices . Ex periment ally it was verified also that th e
bond length al ternation takes place ove r the whole molecule [92].
Therefore , we can see tbat in cases of PT and PCNTH oligomers, even t houg h
the sulfur appears to playa role in their a -electron structures, t he bonding na tur e
wit h neighbouring carb on atoms to form. t he het erocycl e leads to significant change
in the chain stiffness, electr on-phonon coupling constant, geometry relaxation etc .
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5.4 Variation of Excitation Energy due to Chain
Length and End Groups
65
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Figure 5.12: Excitation ('Iwrgy as a function of inverse chain length for the six
hete rocycles under study,
Ftg ure 5.12 shows th e evolution of the lowest singlet em-rgies of t he six poly mers
as a funct ion of inverse number of their monomer uni ts. It is discerni ble from
Fig. 5,12 th at as t ill' chain lengt h grows, the tra nsit ion I'III'rgy sepa rat ion pro-
gnsslvelv decr eases. T he extent of 11"conj uga ted systems const itutes the essential
st ruct ural param eters which cont rols the magnitude oft ll\' ener gy ga p, cond uct ivity
and elec tro-ecuvttv of these cond uct ing polym ers. T he l'ffl'icti"e mea n conjuga t ion
lengt h (r..tCL), which is defined as t he number or undistorted SC'(1l!C'nC-f'S of the sing ll'
a nd double bonds, is import ant in investigating finite' polymers. Hence it is neces-
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sary to follow the electronic st ru cture trends with incre asing chain length unt il a
st abiliza tion is reached , othe rwise res ults cannot be reli abl y ext ra polated to long
chain s. It has been repor ted in several works on the basis of the cond uctivities of
short -chain oligome rs or of Raman an d IR spect ra t hat t he MCL values for PT
rang e from 6 to 12 C",-C... linked thiophene rings [81, 921. T he MCL value also
indicates t hat the neu tral polymers are not infinitely lon g but inst ead consist of a
series of a-segments containi ng only 6--12 units , which could be gener ate d by peri-
od ic bends and twist s along the po lym er chain . For such a conjugat ion length, the
80 - 8t transition energy extrapola ted quadrat ically from our theore tical results is
2.71 eV [i.e., for 12 repeat units of PT), to be compare d with t he 2.6 eV measured
expe rimen tally [1861. In an isolated thiophene chain study, Horowi tz et al., have
shown t hat th e band ga p of long otigom ers (n= 12) an d of the pol yme rs is rough ly
ind ependent of chain len gth and th e tr ansition from sho rt and long oligom ers occurs
between 9 and 11 th iophe ne rings [92]. The t heo retic al chain length depe ndence
of th e 80 - 8...tr ansit ion ener gies are in good agr eement with tile exp erimental ones
(F ig. 5.13). Both theoretical and experimental [62, 92, 170, 186] data illu strate
that the first a bso rp tion maximum is mar kedly shifte d to lower energies as th e
chain length grows. A red shift propo rtio nal to th e inverse number of repea t uni ts
also pre vails in man y ot her conjuga ted polymers [94, 141, 1871.
Remarkably enou gh , t he elongat ion of th e thiophene ring from monom er t o
octam er, shif ts the correspondin g absorption peaks to red from 222 om to 438
om in th e lowest sin glet excited state , in ground st ate t his shift is found from
96.9 nm to 160.8 DID. Hence the energy shift in going from mo nomer t o octamer
for excited st at e is more t han three fold in comp arison to t he shift obse rved in
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Figure 5.13: P lot comparing the CIS /3-2 1G* exc itation energies (in eV) for the PT
oligomers versus the experimental value s obt ained from seve ral references (62, 81,
92, 170, 186].
ground state. Our results match well with the excited st at e property st udy of a-
te rth iophe ne (etTa) by Rey ft man n an d others [170] using fluorescence a nd laser flash
spectroscopy, where they have observed a red-shift of a bout 90 nm in going from
aT, to aT4 • T he shift suggests greater electron delocalization in t he excited states
of t hiophene oligomers compared to t heir gro und states, resu lting [rom difference
in geome try in their grou nd states and the lowest exci ted states. T his can be
generalized as well for ot her oligomers investigated in our st udy. The theo ret ica l
chai n-length dependence of th e So-Sl t ransiti on energies for t hiophene oligomers
with 2-8 mo nomer units are in good agreement with t he expe rimental data [62, 186]
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(51:"(" Table 5.14 and Fig. 5.13) .
Figure 5.14: Str uct ure of ti ll' a mino (I\"1I2 ) am! nit ro (K0 2 ) group subst it uted
a roma tic PT tet ramer. Tilt' numbers indicate bond lengths in A.
Subst itut ion or blocking of the oligothiophene s on hoth th e a-carbons is very
effect ive to enhance-chemica l sta bility, while th e result ing compounds remain highly
elect roacrive (188). For t he pu rpose of invest igation , we have gra fted the two p lf'C-
t roac uve groups - Xlh and :\02 - by subst itut ing the two hydroge n end-g roups
of oT4 along its conjugat ion path (51:"(" Fig. 5.14) . The pnsh-pull4 type molecule
has been const ructed b~' appending an am ino group to one end a nd a nit ro group
to the ot her end of the o T 4 cha in. In such a case we 5('(' th at the excitatio n PII-
ergy is lowered to 2.97 eV in contrast to its unsub-tttuted analog with 3.19 ev.
Thi s red shift of th e 10WI'St t'11"('tro nic tr ansition ca n I:H' related to th e fact thai
the dertvat iaat tcn giw s risl' to a n asymmet ric sta biliza t ion of the F).IOs. T his
sta bilizat ion is asymmetric in Il. sense that the energy of the LU~IO level is mort'
e ffected th an th at of the 1I0 ~fO level, a w('11 documented fea tur e [189, 190] of
th iophene oligomors. Significant cha nge in th e colour of th e light emitt ed by a light
t EJect ron donating (pu."hing) amino group and electron acet1,ting (pulling) nitr o gTOUI' .
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emitting device (LED) could occu r d ue to the addition of such electroactive groups
along the backbone of thiophene oligomers [1911. The add ition of push-pull and
electron-wit hdrawing (C2Nh subst ituents has very different effects upon the en-
ergy levels. T he app endag e of either type of substitutes results in a decrease of the
HOMO- LUMO energy gap, however this is accomplished in a different manner.
When cyano-groups are added to the pare nt oligomers, the energy of t he HOMO
level is destabili2ed considerably but the energy of the LUMO level remains un -
changed. T he nitro and amino grou ps stabilize t he LU MO and leave the HOMO
unchanged. Our findings are analogous t o the work carried out by Dav-is et 0.1., [94]
on poly( p-p henylenevinylene) using Parise r-Parr-Pop le-CIS method.
The effects on the gro und state geometries of c'I'c, of t he NH2/N02 gro ups
grafted to the conjuga ted segme nt ar e very local. With respect to QT( , only t he
geometry of the two thiophene end-rings to which the substituents are concatenated
are significantly modified . These structural deformations lead. to a smal l decrease in
0",.., within the external rings. However, in th e singlet excited state, even stronger
geometrical deformations are ind uced. It has been noticed t hat, if the main la tti ce
distortions occur in the two end -thiophene rings, the geometry of the other rings is
also modified (see F ig. 5.14). This d ifference can be exp lained by the fact that, in
SL, alI the four thiophene rings are involved in t he charge transfer process, while,
in So, t he charge sup plied by the two electroactive grou ps is mainly injected to
the two external rings. As observed in substituted polyenes [187J and on poly(p-
phenylenevinylene) [94] derivati ves, t he electronic transition to th e S1 sta te , is red-
shifted due to the appendage of these end-groups. The am plitude of this shift is
proport ional to the amount of charge transfer. Hence, it will be quite interesting
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to see th e effects of t he cyano-bridging group connected to t he sides along wit h
the push-pull substituents acting as dangling end -gro ups on t he geome try and th e
energy of these five-membered rin g molecules.
5.4 .1 Effects of Electron-Accepting and Donating Groups
It has been verified bot h t heoretically [104, lOS, 106, 107, 187, 192] and expe r-
imentally [45, 46J that the electron accepting and donating groups play a very
import ant role in the formation of small band ga p conjugated polymers. Havinga
and his coworkers [42, 119J have proposed an efficient route to design and synthesize
small ban d gap polymers by bringing together electron-donating and -wit hdrawing
groups along the conjugated back bone. Th e reasons for this small hand gap for-
mat ion can be easily understood from the following fact: a co njugated polymer is
developed by regular alternation of donor- and acceptor-like regions, possibly sepa-
rated by neut ral parts. If these donor and acceptor regions are extended, we have a
polymer which is a one-dimensional analogue of an inorganic n - i -p-i superlattice
structure (see Ref. [1931). ill such structures, it is well known t ha t both the valence
and the conduction bands are bent by space charge effects and a small band gap
results when the spatial alternation of the edges of the ban ds is taken into account.
The structure of the unit cells of PCl\TTH, PC NCY and PCNFV consist of two of
their parent repeat units bridged by a strong electron-accepting dicyanomethylene
group.
In a sep arate study the energy variation and bond length alternations at the
CIS/3-21G* level for fulvene octamers are calculated for different end groups like
H2, CH2 , and S (see Ta ble 5.11). It is seen tha t th e lowest t ran sit ion energy is
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obtained for the CH 2 end group followed by th e S an d H2 end groups.
Comparing the results obtained for PT, PCY, PFV with the PA skeletal [i .e.,
trans-ciso id polyacetylene in case of PT and cis-tmnsoid polyacetylene in cases of
PCY and PFV) energetics we find similarities if account is taken of the differences
of structures and the presence of heteroatoms. These similarities suggest that PT
can be viewed as being analogous to trcns -ciso id PA with a structure formed by a
sI?polyene chain with four carbon atoms in the unit cell and a sulfur heteroatom
bound by covalent coup ling to neighbouring ca rbon atoms to form the het erocycle.
The influence of the sulfur atom on the electronic band structure mainly depe nds
on the strength of the car bon-sulfur coup ling . C-S coup ling is weaker than the e.c
coup ling and the resonance integral for C-S is about three times smaller than that
for the e.C ones [1941. Hen ce, the sulfur atom inte racts weakly with t he s -electrous
of the C-C backbone. However, its presence modifies the band structure to a certain
extent by breakin g the electron-hole symmetry which exists for a carbon chain such
as tra ns-(CH),<" ,
The orbital patterns of t he HOMO an d the LUMO for the PC NCY and PC-
NFV octamers on t he basis of Cl-singles calculations are found to be similar and
are shown in Figs . F.21 , F .24 , F.27 , and F.30. It is an interesting findi ng t hat
the contribution of the elec tron accepting group Y= >C=C(CN)2 to the HOMO of
th e frontier backbone is neg ligibly smal l, while it plays quite significantly in con-
tributing to the LUMO of t hese polymers. The reason why PCNTH bas a larger
electron affinity than t he other two cyano-s ubstituted polymers can be explained by
looking into the fact that the HOMOs of the all three cyane-s ubstituted polymers
are more or less the same (and hence their respective ionization potentials) whereas
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Table 5.11 : Energy variation due to different side-groups in PFV oligomer. Com -
parison of excitation energies (in eV) and bond lengt h al ternations (in A) at
CIS j3-21G'" in t heir most sta ble (plan ar ) confo nnation are also provided .
.
""'H, mon omer Co. 6.458 0.197
H, dimer C, 0.081 4.002 1.077 0.103
H, te tramer C, 0 .131 3.050 1.104 0.138
H, oct am er C, 0.157 2.650 1.121 0 .160
CH, octamer C, 0.132 2.646 1.113 0.150
S octamer C, 0.115 2.649 1.099 0.132
IHeterogroup IOli gome rs IPoint Group I0: (A) IE (eV) I§ ..I 5 (A) I
The rat Io between C-C and C_C bonds. The values close to 1 mdica te large bon d lenth
deformations .
the LUMO of each vari es by different amount depending on their side group s. One
can see from Ta bles 5.7 an d 5.8 tha t the Y gro up of PCNTH has t he sma llest
net negative charg e (-0.136761) than that of PC NCY an d PCNFV , showing that
the Y group in PC NTH acts as a relat ively st ronger elect ron acceptor among the
cyeno-s u bsttt uents. Whereas t he X group (s.e., S in thi s case) has the largest
net positive charge am on g these thr ee, which , in effect causes th e lowerin g of the
LUMO by electron donation as well as by st rong orbital mixing. The elec tron do-
nat ion ability of sulfur is henc e higher t han t he res t two , t hereby making PCNTH
a potent ial ly impo rt an t cond ucting polymer.
According to Hong et al., lI S, 16, 781PCY possesses a quinoi d geometry exhib it-
ing a band gap of 1.21 eV which was attr ibuted to t he decreased in terference of the
CH2 gro up with the -r-sys tems compared to t he a -donat ing groups. Both PCN CY
and PCNFV are found t o have larger band gap s t han the corresponding t hiophene
analogue, PC NTH. This means th at the replacem ent of > CH2 an d >( CHh grou ps
in PCNCY and PCNFV by t he st rong electron-dona tin g S atoms not only makes
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the polymers better intrinsic conduc tors of electricity but also be tt er candid ates for
forming conduc t ing materi als thro ugh doping (both P'" an d n-d oping). Bakhshi et
ai., [104, 105] in th eir ab·initio Hartree-Fock crystal or bit al st udy has observed a
different tren d - where they have observed PCNCY to have smalle r band gap than
the thiophene analogue, PCNTH. This is contrary to our HF ground state as well
as Cl-singles excited state st udies. Toussaint and Bredas [106J in their AM1/VEH
stu dies on PCNCY polymer have reported a band gap of 0.16 eV and t he con-
jugated skeleton associated to it as .......0.5 eV. We have followed here an identical
rationalization for the transition energies obtained in our studies in rela tion with t he
bonding- ant ibonding electro nic patterns appearing on t he HOMO an d the LUMO
levels of t he conjuga ted PA skeletons an d their corresponding cyano- derivatives. We
have alsocompared these levels to t hose appearing in trans-cisoid and cis-transo id
type paren t polym ers. The t rans it ion energies calcula ted for t he trans-cisoid and
cis-transo id ty pe paren t monomers, a nd their cyano-de rivat ives along with th e cor-
responding conjug ate d skeletons are com piled in Table 5.11. This skeletons posses
the identical structure as their respect ive pare nts, except that t he dicyanomethy-
lene group and t he 5, CH2 , ~H2 on t he X posi tion are replaced by two hydroge n
atoms.
T he first calc ulated 1[_1[0 excitation energies of the cyano-s ubsrituted molecules
and their parent molecules follows a different order, for parent oligomers the order
is PFV<PCY < PT an d for their derivatives it is PCN TH<PCNFV<PCNCY. T he
s-trans form of both PCY and PFV have smaller Ec.oJ. t han the s-ets forms, these
observations ar e in agreement with th e results of CIS calculation s on trans-ciso id-
and cis-transoid-PA for which the trans ·cisoi d form exhibits a t ra nsit ion energy of
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5.24 eV and that for cis-transoid fonn it is 6.35 eV. The trends observed in our
results are comparable -with those obtained by ot he r invest igators [17, 37, 75, 76,
77, 79, 106, 110, 118, 156 , 195, 196].
5.5 E xt r apola tion of Trends in Bulk P oly m ers
For conj ugated polymees t he trends in band gaps can be extrapolat ed from excita-
tion energy calculations in such a way as to show t ha t from mesoscopic scale one
can comment rough ly ox. t heir bulk electronic properties. It is useful to cons ider the
extrapolation of the data in Fig . 5.15 to the in terce pt , m-1 = 0, which corresponds
to the limiting case of infinite chain length po lym er. It has been show n previously
by other investigators tbat extrapolation of t h is type yield goo d estimates for the
transit ion energies of oligomer moieti es [58, 74 , 197J.
For the purpose of showing the t rends in exci tati on energy for bulk polymers
we have emp loyed the fo llowing two regression eq uations [74, 198]:
(5.4 )
(5.5)
where a o is t he interce p t corresponding to t he t ran sit ion ener gy in the polymer
of infinite length, a t is the slope of the line and m- 1 is t he reciprocal length of
the oligomer chain, whe :re m denotes the number of carbon atoms locat ed on the
shortest pathway betwe en the two ends of t he chain. The resul ts of the da ta using
the regress ion Eqs . 5.4 a.nd 5.5 are given in Table 5.12 . T he HF / 3-21G* calc ulated
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energies and correspo nding interrepts ao, of F.<JS. 5A and 5.5 are abo ut 2.5-3 eY
higher than thl' CISj3-21Go resul ts . It has been observed [118] th at \ 1:'\00 result s
overes t imates th e hand gap in po lym ers b~' 3-4 e\'. Hence, Cl-sing b-s give res ults
which a re close to the respective experhnenta l hand ga p in polymers. For examp le,
th e CIS calculated intercept of F'<I. 5..4 (5.5), which corresponds to the t ransition
ener gy in t ilt' po lymer of infinit e length is 2.36 (2.52) e\' for polythiophene . Th ese
numbe rs compe re quit e favour abl y with th e respecti ve experimenta l esti mates cb-
rained by other resea rchers (2.0-2.8 eY [18i , 19i, 199,200,201 ,202.203.20.1]) .
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Figur e 5.15: Quad rat ic rela tionship bet ween the CIS calc ula ted excitat ion ener gies
(Eq. 5.5) and th e inverse of th e chain length s (m- 1) for "4C~ a nd .,. tmn.~PA, PT ,
PC)" and PFY, where rn denot es th e nu mber of carbon atoms located along the
sho rtest pat hway between the two ends of the chai n.
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In Fig. .5.15 we presen t for the PT, PCY, PF V oligo mers an d th eir unsubsti tuted
s-css- and s-frof'l,$-PA backbone, the evolu tions of the inverse chain length: name ly
th e transition from the ground state So to the first singlet excited state SI' We
not e th at the excitation energies evolve almost linearly with inverse chain length.
We also note that a linear rela tionship betwee n the triplet transition energies an d
the inverse number of oligomer rings is develo ped. as well (see Tables 5.1 through
5.6).
The excitation ener gies calc ulated. for the cyano-s ubstituted. ollgomers are com-
pared in Table 5.14 t o th e values obtained. for the ir parent al moieties. The singlet
exci tation energies for the cyan o-deriva tives are cons ist ently lower t han those ob-
tained for the unsubstituted oligomers which is consist ent with others observati ons
as well [104, 1071. Linear extra po la tio n of the cal cula ted tr ans it ion ene rgies to
th e infinite chai n lengt h lim it, leads to a transi tion ene rgy gap in PCNTH that is
around 0.81 eV lower than that in PT. The slope , a i, and the non-linear energies
E..J. are presumably erroneous for the cyaao-substituted polymers, since there are
not enough points (three points for each oligomer moiety) on which a close approx-
ima tio n could not be achieved. In all t hree cases the t ransition energy of monomer
(i.e., m = 4) d oes not fit well wi th t hat of the corresponding climer and t he tetramer
values in th e linear curve fitti ng (th e larger values of corre lat ion coefficients indi-
cate the nn accep tab ility of th ese ext ra polated values of t ransi tion energies) . The
origin of this discrepancy is not clea r to us, but is p rob ab ly connected wi th the
parameterization of th e cyano-s idegroup in the CIS method . For this reaso n we
have calculated the slopes for the cyano-derivatives with t he x-exts taken as inverse
of the number of car bon atoms loca ted on the shortest pathway between the two
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ends of t he chain inste ad of the inverse of the num ber of monome r units .
Th e dependence of the calc ulated excitation energy E on m-1 levels off at the
higher values of m and thus the non-linear extrapolation should lead to better
results for these polymers. For this reason , we see t hat t he linear curve fitting
shows polyclopentadiene having t he lowest trans it ion energy when extrapolated ,
which is not acceptable (refer to Table. 5.12). Hence the quadra tic non-linear curve
fitting seems more reasonable for this purpose. Th e results obtained from quadratic
fit tings are also provid ed in Table 5.12 at the las t column. Among the parent
oligomer moieties , PFV is characterized by the smallest intercept, and th erefore
th e corresponding polymer of PFV shows higher intrinsic electrical conduc tivity
(since a ex: E - I ) compared to PT an d PCY.
5.6 Summary of Electronic Findings
One must be carefu l in comparing calcu lated CIS energies with experimental data.
There may be states present with zero oscillator strengths which are seen in opti cal
spectra, just as there may be states with non-zero oscillator strengths which are not
seen. Diffuse functio ns sometimes have proven helpful in obtaining the comple te
manifol d of excited sta tes for a molecule basical ly for the purpose of determining
the higher lying Rydberg states. Some states could have energies qu ite high in
comparison to experimental results regardless of the basis sets used. It ha ppens so
beca use of the fact t hat this deficiency is related to t he neglect of higher excita-
tions (beyond single excitati ons) in the configuration int eraction , which could be
part ially taken care of with the QCISD method. Still, the correct ordering of states
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Table 5.12: Res ults of t he regression treatments of Ol-s ingles calculated excitation
energies (in eV) for po lymers accord ing to Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5 . T he total CIS energies
(Er -ee.] are also given (in a.u .}.
Linear mtereepts calculated usmg Eq. 5.4
· Slopes are calculated wi th the x-axis taken as inverse of the number of carbon atoms located
on the shortest pa t hway be tween the two ends of the chain .
"Correlation coefficient.
~Non·linea.r int er cept resul ts calculated using Eq. 5.5 corresponding to th e transition energies
in the polymers of infinite lengt h.
<See reference (103]
!Not available .
' Band gap in the solid state or in solution [199, 203, 201, 202, 200, 204, 197].
"See refs. [46, 45J.
I Heterocycle I Fq"t. I E5f!. l ao ±6ao" I atO±6 at I
"
IB..,'I
s-cis PA -154.03 1.9 e 1.99 ± 0.04 16.95 ± 0.52 0.999 2.12
s-trans PA -155.20 N.A./ 2.21 ± 0.05 20.77 ± 0.68 0.999 2.53
PT ·548.36 2.0-2.8 ' 2.36 ± 0.04 13.92 ± 0.56 0.998 2.52
PCY -192.62 N.A . 2.07 ± 0.11 21.57 ± 0.93 0.998 2.35
PFV -230.26 N.A. 2.17 ± 0.05 14.51 ± 0.59 0.999 2.30
PCNTH -1353.65 0.8 h 1.55 ± 0.05 3.08 ± 0.59 0.982 1.43
PCNCY -641.05 N.A. 2.08 ± 0.31 11.5 ± 3.76 0.950 2.86
PCNFV -716.33 NA 1.78 ± 0.36 12.89 ± 4.35 0.947 2.69
..
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and relatively good energetic results are obtained using the computationally less
exp ensive CIS model. It is clear from Tab le 3.1 and Fig. 3.4 that only CIS resul ts
for t rans it ion energies ma tch well with t he experimental one - the CIS /3-.-21C - result
being t he closest among all. The dat a in F ig. 5.15 yields a value of E tT.. n. = 2.52 eV
for poly thi ophene in agreement wit h the experim entally obtained value of 2.0-2.8
eV [197, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204j. For aromatic cyclopentadiene mo nomer the
CIS/3-21G- calculated val ue for excitation energy is 4.77 eV (see Table 5.9) whereas
t he exp erimental value for th e sam e excited sta te was reported to be 5.26 eV by
Fru eholz et ai., {196). The aromat ic polyene monome r (C:zH6 ) shows a transition
gap of 5.24 eV compared to the 5.92 eV peak potential from UV absorption spec-
troscopy [75]. T he CIS met hod t hus underestima tes t he experimental excitation
energies by only 0.5-0 .7 eV (11% error) . T he t ransition energies for PA mon omer
through te t ramer results also show very close agreem ent with t he experimentally
obtained vertical excitation energies from UV-absorption spect roscopy (see Table
5.14) [75]. T he band gap determined as 2.12 eV which is slightly lower than t he
absorption onset Am"", of 1.9 eV [103J. T he extrapolated band gap of PT is found
lying at 2.52 eV which is also very reason able in com parison to the experimenta l
absorption maximum at 2.5 eV [199, 81l. It has been reported that the abso lute
error increases slightly with the increasing chain length [75].
T he 1f - 71"- excitation energies of the parent polymers are ordered as
PFV<PCY<PT wit h s-ets PA<s-tmns PA,
and for their cyano-substit uted oligomers the order is
PCNTH<PCNFV<PCNCY.
l:
'"'"r
s.
i~.
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i
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Table 5.13: Comparison orexcitation energies (in eV) forpolymers and oligomersin their moststable (planar)
configuration withother theoreticalresults.
Method/Basis set Oligomer P T P CY PFV P CNTH P CN CY PCNFv
MNDO' 00 6.48 6.75 6.37 5.73 6.34 5.90
AMI' 00 6.43 6.52 6.32 5.70 6.07 5.78
RHF/ 3-21G' dimer 10.16 10.53 9.25 7.34 7.06 6.57
LSDA/ 3-21G' dimer 2.99 2.78 2.08 0.87 0.75 0.65
RCIS/3-2 IG' ISCF monomer 3.30 4.24 4.11
RCIS/ 3-21G' (Opt) monomer 5.57 6.35 6.46 1.93 3.58 3.47
RClS/ 3-2IG' ISCF dimer 5.11 5.81 4.80 2.99 3.32 3.03
RClS/ 3-21G' (Op') dimer 4.11 4.79 4.00 1.78 2.59 2.35
RClS/ 8-31G' (Opt) dimer 4.00 4.61 3.85 1.67 2.44 2.20
RCIS/3-2IG' (Op') tctr emcr 3.19 3.36 3.05 1.63 2.57 2.34
RCIS/ 3-2IG' (Opt) cct umer 2.83 2.81 2.65
A~ . ' "ft'
Table 5.14: Comparisonof experimental and calculated excitation energies (in eV) for different polymers and
oligomersin their most stable (planar) configuration. Experimental valuesarc given in parentheses.
Oligomer PA PT PCY PFV PCNTH PCNCY PCNFV
monomer 5.24(5.92)' 5.57(5.23)'(5.37)' 6.35 6.46 1.93 3.58 3.47
dimer 4.13(4.41)' 4.11(4.05)'(4.13)/(4.12)' 4.79 4.00 1.78 2.59 2.35
tetrarncr 3.03(3.02)' 3.19(3.22)'(3.10)' (3.20)'(3.18)' 3.30 3.05 1.63 2.57 2.34
octamer 2.56 2.83(2.72)' 2.81 2.65
00 2.12(1.9)· 2.5212.0-2.8)' 2.35 2.3 1.4(0.8)'
"nef. [751
·Rcf. I205]
"Ref. (1001
lltef. [75)
' '''''. [621
IRef.[92)
' '''''. (1'''1
~Rcr. {75]
illef· II70]
iRcf. [li2]
kRef.{ 92]
'ncf. (1801
"'Rcr.I103]
"Rcrs·I IW, 203,201,202,200 ,204, 197)
"Refs.[46,4.5,104.1
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We have shown that ab initio CI-singles calculations provide a deep understand-
ing of th e geometric and electronic pro perties of the thiophene an d cyclopenta-
diece based conjugated organic materials. In this research we have described the
one-electro n st ructure of the unsubsti tu ted and cyano-substi tuted neut ral olgimers,
dis tinguishing be tween the delocali zed and local ized characteristics of the molec-
ular orbitals . An overall analysis of the CIS expansion of the excited states in
com pari so n with t he se veral expe rim ental results p oints to the importance of the
corre la tion effects . From the present study we can t herefore derive the followin g
import ant concl usions:
1. The molecular geometries for the five-membered ring oligomer moie ties showed
conside rab le modifi cation in going from the ground (So) t o the first exci ted
state (8.) evolving t owards a full arom at ic benzoid like structure with almost
equal bond lengt hs alon g th e molecular backbone.
2. Lattice dist orsions in the lowest excited sta tes are mo re localized and asym-
metric in t he cyano-derivatives in comparison to their par ents.
3. HF theory underestimates elect ron delocalization, resulting in shorter C=C
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and longer C-C bonds.
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4. From the absolute deviations calculations, HF/3-21G" geometries show the
lowest average errors in the So state, while STQ..3G basis set shows .......20%
larger errors than most of the double-( basis sets.
5. Including electron correlation with perturbation approaches (MP2 etc.) re-
sults in elongated C-C bond lengt hs.
6. The Sl geomet ries of PT evolve towards a quinoid structure while PCY and
PFVevolve towards aromatic structures.
7. The geometry modification extends over the six central rings of PT, PCY,
PFV.
8. The lowest electronic transitions of PT , PCY, PFV and t heir cyano-derivatives
PCNTH, PCNCY and P CNFV are satisfactorily explained using Cl -singles
calculations.
9. In view of the molecular orbital analysis, for polymers containing aromatic
and quinoid geometries, the heteroatomic substitutions and the geometry
relaxation phenomenon contribute significanly in determining the excitation
energy . Concatenation of electron withdrawing and donating groups lowers
the excitation energy of the oligomers.
10. The transition energy is proportional to o~ for constant electrou-phouou cou-
piing.
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11. Th e excitation energies can be ext rapolated to obtain the ban d gap for the
bulk polymers . For PT th e ext rapolated band gap is 2.52 eV, for PCY it is
2.37 eV and for PFV it is 2.3 eV.
12. The 81 st at e corresponds to a HOMO-+L UMO transit ion and gets red shifte d
with increasing chain lengt h.
13. The red shift for aT1 -+ aTs in t he Sr state is more th an three fold in
comparison to that in the 80 state.
14. The different bridging and/ or side-grou ps, when grafted along or beside the
carbon backbone, lower the symmetry as well as the t ransition energies.
15. The transit ion energies in relation with the bonding-a ntibonding electronic
patterns app earing on the HOMO and the LUMO levels of the conjugated
PA skeletons and the corresponding cyano--derivat ives of PT, PCY and PFV
indicate th at the replacement of >C H2 and >( CHh groups in PC NCY and
PCNFV by the strong electro n-donating 8 atoms not only ma ke the polymers
bet ter int rinsic conduc tors of electricity but also bett er candi da tes for forming
cond ucting ma terials through p- and n-type doping .
16. Electron correlation via CIS met hod gives better dipo le moment agreement
with the experimental resul ts t han ot her metb.ods.
17. The singlet states have the largest oscillator strengths while the tri plet states
have oscillator strengths near zero.
18. Basis sets higher than 3-21G · und eresti mate the energies and do not show
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much of difference in t he geometry of molecules com pared to th e experimental
results.
Th ese t heoretical results will be useful in explaining a varie ty of pho to physical
phenomena like p icosec ond phot o ind uced absorpt ion . By th e very nat ure of our
calc ulations , we have not incl uded t he dopant effects which indeed. playa crucial role
in t he highly conducting po lymer com po unds. The inte raction of the heteroatoms
with t he a-conjuga ted car bon backb one in t he pare nt po lymers show t hat in cases
of PCY an d PFV the respective heteroatoms >C H2 and > C=CH2 int erac t rat her
weakly compared to t hat found in PT where the >C=S group inte ract strongly
with the FMO of the e.c backb one thereby increas ing t he bandgap. Therefore ,
it is expected that the two polyme rs PCY and PF V could be doped with n-type
dopants such as alkaline metals in orde r to produce even lower bandgap ma terials.
Polythiophene can be both n- and p-do pa ble, although the stability of t he n-do ped
form is rel atively poor [103J. Neutral PT is an insulator. Th e highest conductivity
observed for the p-doped form of PT is 2000 S.cm-1 [206]. In the cases of cyano-
deriva ti ves a differen t t rend is observe d where t he >C 2={C=-Nh side gro up a t tra cts
electro ns from t he FMQ and the bridging atoms (X = S, CH 2 , C2H2 ) . I t will be,
therefore, quite interes ting to see th e doping effects on t hese heterocycles.
Sinc e the interaction of th e bri dgin g atoms of PCY an d P FV oligomers wit h t he
w-electronic system of the conjugated backbone is very weak , th e elect ronic effect
of these bridging atoms on th e excit at ion energy is also quite small. Because of this
weak inte raction, the bon d lengt h alte rnations of these oligom ers chan ge slig htly
in comparison with that ob served in polyacetylene. On the other hand the sulfur
lone pai rs in PT oligomers in ter a ct rather stro ngly with the FMOs of th e ba ckbone
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whi ch is expose d in th e nature of rat her large al te rn at ion in the bond lengt hs com-
pared to t hat obse rved in PA.
6 .1 Future Work
On th e basis of our theoret ical results it is not straightforward to comm ent on
the subtle phenomena occurring inside the microscopic do main of the a -conjugated
po lymers . In order to characterize for th e suitable nonlinear optical (NLO) prop-
erties of these sr-conjugated systems we need greater details. The ease with which
these organic materials can be chemically modified along with their tunable prop-
ert ies make them ideal candidates for t he optoe lect ronic and photonic app licat ions.
More attention is st ill required be paid to the evolution of the first- and third-order
nonlinear optical response of these a-co njugate d polymeric sys tems [114]. In order
to understand t he photophys ics of excitation energy transfer we need to accoun t
for the following:
(i) to go beyond t he frozen geometry models of po larizabilities and hyperpolar-
izabilities which can also prove to be essential in short moieties of PT, pe y , PFV
and t heir cyano-derivatives where elect ron-lattice coupling effects are known to be
important .
(ii ) to calcula t e the nonlinear-optical properties in these molecules prope rly, t he
influence of soliton-pair relaxation effects are also required to be incorporated.
In this framework, it would be most useful to extend this work for the relaxation
dynamics calc ulat ions , as carried out for PA (51], on thes e short and intermediate
molecu lar moieties. Syste matic stud ies could also be perfo rmed. using th e modalities
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followed in this thesis in order to demonstrate the relative importance of geome-
try relaxation and several coupling effects in other conjugated compounds. More
work is expected indeed to quantify the relative importance of the solitonic effect in
determining the bond dimerization, in the excited states of these potential candi-
dates of conjugated polymers. In order to rationalize a wide range of experimental
measurements and to provide a guideline in the design of these novel attractive
materials, more exp lora tion into the phenomenon would likely be very interesting.
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Appendix A
HF Matrix Equation
We suppose 1Plnolto be an antisymmetric norm alized trial function of the electronic
coordinates used to approximate the exact eigenfunetion 1/1 corresponding to the
lowest energy eigenstate of a given system. Then according to the variational
theorem for any ,pmrd
(A.I)
where, E is t he exact energy given by Eq. (2.13) for a true state wavefunction
'I/J. Therefore, it follows from this inequal ity that the best app roximation of the
expectation value of ene rgy E to the eigenvalue E could he obtained by adjusting
1/;; (as in Eq. (2.8)) in o rde r to mi nimize E, i .e.,
(A.2 )
for all i. Applying un itary trans formation and diagonalizing the matrix of La-
grange's multipliers leads to the eigenvalue equations called the spatial Hartree-
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Fock integro-differential equations of t he form
[hN(1) + ~)2jj (l) - Kj (l )]., .(l ) ~ ~.,.(l),
; =l
which are equivalent to
i = 1,2 ,3 , · · · n
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(A.3)
(A.4)
In order to interpret the Lagrange's mul tipliers, ft, we multipl y Eq. (2.13) by T/J;(l)
and integrate over t he electronic coordin ates , giving
~ ~ (i lhN( I)li) + t (i I2j j (l ) - K j (I )li ) ~ W i H'li) (A.5)
;=L
where iI H F is called the "Hart ree-Fock Hamiltonian" or the effective "Fock oper a-
tor" (90l which in turn is defined as
iI H F = h(i) + t (2i ; (i ) - K;( i».
j = l
(A.6)
A.I Roothaan Equations: Introduction of Basis
Set Functions
In 1951, Roothaan [207J introduced t he basis set functions , which t ogether with
the variational principle lead to a formulation of a matrix equation involving t he
molecular orbital expansion coefficients . T he substitution of Eq . (2.8) into Eq.
(2.19) (mult ip lying both sid es by the basis function X; and integrating over drd
HE' Ma trix"Eq uation
yields
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N NE e,n / X;(I) H~x,.(I)dr. ~" Ee,n / ;<;(I)x,.(I)dr,. (A.7)
/0=1 _ I
The above quation is normally tho ught of as consisting of the o ve rl a p matrix, S ,
which indicates the overlap between orbitals, with elements
(A.8)
and the Fock matrix , F , with elements
The result ant equation can be wrtitten as
(A.s)
N N
"L F,."G,.;.=t:i ES~c,.;.,
,. _1 JF'1
i= 1,2 , · · ·n. (A.to)
This set of N simultaneous equations (one for each value of 11) is known as the
Roothaan equa tio ns . The entire set of equa tions can be written as the single
matrix equation
F e = SCt: (A.H )
where e is an N x N matrix composed of eleme nts c,.;.and t: is an N x N diagonal
matrix of t he orbital energies fi. The bas is funct ions (X,.) ar e ort hogonal and upon
uni t ary tra nsform at ion of the bas is fun ct ions will prod uce molec ular orbitals , i.e.,
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(A.l2 )
In Hartree-Fock meth od t he total electron ic energy is given by Eq. (2.13). With
t he use of Roothaan equations , the electronic energy can be written as :
where the P,..v are defined as follows :
P,..v= 2 L cPic;;.
s
(A.13)
(A.1' )
The P,..v are referred to as d ensity m atrix eleme nts, and are interpreted as the
total electron density in the overla p region of X,.. and Xv. T he coefficients are
summed. over the occupied orbitals only, and the factor of two comes from the fact
tha t each orbital is occup ied by two electrons.
A .i.l Self-Consistent Field (SCF) Procedure
The Fock matrix as well as t he density matrix and the orb itals depend on th e
molecular orb ital expansion coefficients . T hus, Eq. (A.H) is not linear and must
be solved iteratively. T he procedure which does so is cal led the Self- Consistent
Field method . At convergence, th e energy is at a minimum, and the orb itals
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generate a field whi ch produces the same orb itals, hence the met hod 's name. The
solution produces a complete set of orbitals, bot h occupied (¢1i,j...) and vir t ual
COo,•..).
The following steps are followed in all SCF molecular or bital calculations:
1. Calculate t he integrals for F and S .
2. Diagonalize S.
3. Form the Fock matrix F .
4. Form F ' as in Eq . (A.12) .
5. Diagonalize F' for the MO eigenvalues to.
6. Back transform V to obtain the MO coefficients.
7. Form the dens ity ma trix P .
8. Check P for conve rgence. If P for the nIh cycle agrees with P for the pre vious
cycle within a given tolerance , stop and go on to perform othe r parts of the
calculation (e.g., population analysis) . If not, extrapolate a new P matrix
and repeat from step 3 until a self-consiste nt field (step 8) is satisfied.
Appendix B
Discussion on Correlation Effects
in Molecules
Electron correl ation effects , as defined above, are clearly not dir ectly observable.
Correlation is not a perturbation that cou ld be turn ed on or off to have any phys-
ical consequences. Rather, thi s is a measure of the errors that ace inherent in the
HF t heory or orbit al models . Th is demands an explanation: while HF theory is
well defined and uni que for closed-shell molecules , several vers ions of HF th eory
are used for open-shell molecules. Correlat ion energy for an open-shell molecule is
usuall y defined with res pect to unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) theory where the
spatial orbitals are different for a and fJspins . In general, a theory of electron cor-
relat ion refers to any method for accurate treatment of in terelectronic interactions
starting from a sui t able reference wavefunctiou . Another fact or is also required
to be considered in most t heories of elect ron correlation. In actual computations ,
t be orbitals SIe usually expanded in terms of a finite basis set , i.e. , a set of finite
atom-cente red functions. This, in effect , intr oduce s an additional error associated
with bas is set truncation effect s. Typically, for any given method, the electron
correlation ener gy is defined within the finite basis set used , and the converge nce
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with respect to increasing basis set size is then considered separately. For many
of t he po pu lar quantum mechanical methods, the co nvergence with respect to the
inclus ion of higher angular momentum functi ons in t he basi s set is rather slow. The
physical idea behind most theories of electron correlation can be understood from
an analysis of the bo nding in the simplest H2 molecule. HF calcu latio ns with large
bas is sets show t hat correlation effects contribute about 25kcal /mol to the binding
energy in H2 . In fact, corre lation effects contribute about :::::1 eV (23 kcal/mol) for
a pair of electrons in a well-localized orbital [208]. For many pairs of elect rons in
close proximity, corre lation effects become very large . For example, they contribute
more than 100 kcal/mol to the bond energy in N2 [132]. Th e most important type
of correlation effect which contributes to chemical bonding is usually termed "left-
right" corre lation [208]. For H2 t his refers to the tendency that when one elec tron
is near the first hydro gen atom, the other electron tends to be near the second hy-
drogen . This is not what HF method yields where the spatial positi ons of the two
electrons occupying t he lowest bonding molecular orbital are uncorrelated. This
problem gets worse as the two atoms move apart and dissociate. Qualitatively, th is
can be corrected by including a second configuration where bot h electrons occupy
the anti bonding orbital. While this is unfavorable energetically, a mixture of the
HF configuration with this second configuration provides even better description of
the system. This is termed as "configuration interaction" and is the basis behind
many of the electron correlation theories.
Another typ e of corre lation effect is "in-out" correlat ion which corresponds to
radial correlation in atomic systems. Such kind of effects can be included by having
configurations with occupation of higher radial functions, e.g., (la,2o"g) configura-
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tion in H2 composed of Is and 2s orbitals . A third typ e of corre lat ion is "angular"
corr elat ion which is typi cally consider ed by th e inclu sion of t he higher order angu-
lar momen t um fun ctions, e.g ., ('Il"..)2 configuration in H2 compos ed of 2p orbitals .
Large basis sets with higher radial and an gu lar mo men t um functions ar e necessary
to properly incl ude t he contribution of all th e differen t corre lat ion effect s.
B .l R equirements in El ectron Cor rela t io n T heo-
ries
At t his poin t it is useful to review the crit eri a which different t heories of elec t ron cor-
rela tion should attempt to sa tisfy. In othe r wor ds, a correlation t heory constitut es
a "t heoret ical model chemistry" [89J an d shou ld cont ai n cert ain desirable char act er-
ist ics. For example, it should provide a unique total ener gy for each electronic state
a t a given geometry and should also provide continuous pote nti al ener gy surfaces
as the geometry changes. Th e most impo rt ant cri terio n for an accurate electron
correlatio n th eory is t he pro perty of size con sistency or size exte nsivity [891. This
means th at t he met hod must give add it ive result s when ap plied to an assembly
of isolat ed mol ecules . Unless t his is t rue, comparison of prope rt ies of molecules of
different size will not lead to quanti tatively meaningful results . While t his appears
to be a trivial requi re men t , pop ular methods like co nfigur at ion inte ract ion ar e not
size-consiste nt an d do not give additi ve energies for infini tely separat ed systems .
The import ance of size co nsistency was kno wn for many years , but th ought to be
im port an t only for large mol ecules. In the recent year s, it has been reali zed that
size consist ency is necessary even for smaller molecules.
A very important aspe ct of any corre la ti on scheme is its comput at ional depen-
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dence, it must not lead to such a rapid increase in the required computation with
molecular size as to provide its use in systems of chemical interest.
A desirable property for a satisfactory model is that the resulting energy shou ld
be variational , i.e. , it should be an upper bound to the energy that would derive
from exact solution of SchrOdinger equation. Again for many years, this was an
important criterion, and ap proximate theories such as configuration interaction
satisfi es this req uir ement. However, successful theories of elect ron correlation like
coupled duster t heory, do not provide variational total energies.
A final an d useful criterion for an accur ate correlation method is correctness
for two-elec tron systems. The exact correlation treatment for electron pair within
a given basis set is relatively easy to im plement . Several of the popular electron
correlation techniques do indeed correlate an electron pair exactly.
Turni ng specifically to excited states, there is an additional requirement. A
given theoretical framework should lead to several accurate elect ronic states which
have wavefunctions that are directly comparable. This qualification is necessary for
calculating t ransition properties among the vario us possible stat es. It also ensures
the capabili ty of q uantifying the differe nce betwee n the str ucture of the ground and
the excited states. Which , bas ically implies that, t he excited-state wavefunction
should be orthogonal to the ground-state wavefuncttoc and to each other. IT the
state of interest is of identical symmetry and multiplicity as a lower state, then
by introducing some means or being implicit in the mode l the variational collapse
to the lower state should be prevented. This las t point is important in studies
of excited-states, since geometry relaxation often causes a reduction in symmetry
[2091·
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B.2 Theories Based o n Single-Configuration
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The most widely used sing le-configur ation techn iques start from a Hart ree-Fock
self-couststent-field wavefuncticu [891, where the wavefunction 1{;; is a pro duct of
one-electron wavefunet ions (re ferred to as molecular spin or bitals), antisymmetrized
with respect to interchange of electronic coordi nates. In HF calculation each elec-
tron moves in an average field due to all the other elect rons, and the expansion
coefficients of the molecular orbitals are determined in a aelf-ccnsiste nt manner.
Hence the wavefundtion in terms of a single configuration is inad equate to treat
t he corre la tion between the motions of different electrons . 'While the antisymmetry
which is implicit in a determinantal wavefunction keeps elect ron of the same spin
partially correlated, the correlation between t he mot ions of electrons with opposite
spins is neglected which is a shortcoming of HF theory.
Appendix C
Background of CI Method
Current electr oni c st ructure theories for excit ed-s ta te can be naivel y classifi ed into
two categories: th ose which con centrate on the physics of t he transitions and t hose
which concen trate o n the physics of the state [2101. Th e first typ e includes the
schemes of rand om phase approximat ion (RP A) . There are two ways to solve the
actual equat ions for this formalism which are derived eithe r by using the alge-
bra of second quantization {211} or by imposing oonstcaints on the grou nd- and
excited-state wavefunetions based on hypervi.riaJ relations [212). Transition based
methodology has Dot quite found their way due to several. difficulties. like producing
complex excitation energies [213]. in suitability for larger systems (due to the re-
quirement for transformation of two electron-integrals), and for their nonvariational
nature .
On the other hand, state-based methodo logy includes all treatments to calcu-
late t he wavefuncti on and energy of a given state wit hou t restri ct ing to t he physics
connecting th e states. The self-cousiste nt- field (SC F) equations can be solved to
obt ain a spin-unrestrtdted HF wavefunct ion when th e st ate of interest is t he lowest
energy state of a given mul t iplicity and symmetry: th e trad it ional way to evaluate
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a ground-state triplet. All is necessary is to provide an appropriate init ial guess and
to use a conve rgence procedure whic h finds th e desired solution. For exam ple, a
crude approximatio n to the first excited singlet st ate of a particular symmetry may
be found by forcin g two electrons of opposite spins to occupy orbitals of diff ere nt
symmetry. T hese orbitals are chosen so th at th e prod uct wavefunction yields t he
desired symmetry. Therefore, once t he HF solut ion of this type is derived, t he us ual
methodology for including electro n correlation can be applied, either through con-
figurat ion int era ct ion (CI) or perturbation technique. Using UHF theory introduces
spin contaminatio ns, leading to inadequate evaluation of properties like optimized
geometries and dipole moment. In addition to t hat, traditional solut ions of HF
equations do not allow for the second elect ronically exci ted state of a given symme-
t ry to be found . Three different schemes are commo nly used to solve this dil emma
of variational collapse of t he SCF procedure. The first involves adding constraints
into the SC F equations which force t he solutio n to be orthogonal t o some lower
solution [214]. This is not a well prac tised techni que an d t he test cases are limited
to small mo lecu les [2151. The second solution is t o use the orbitals of a HF state
in an ordinary CI procedure , so lvin g for the highe r roots. Exci ted determinant
are produced by replacing occup ied orbitals with virtual orbitals and determining
the overal l wavefunct ion as a linear combination of such configur ati ons. When a
single occupied orbital is replaced by an unoccupied orbital, th e single transition
approximation (STA) is made. T his is , generally, a poor level of t heory since virtual
orb itals are though t to be orbi tals for ionized electrons, and excitation energies are
overest imated. Now, if all the single excitations are t aken in t he manifo ld: i.e.,
t he wavefunction is expressed as a linear comb inat ion of all determinant s formed
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by replacin g a single occupied orbital wit h a virtual orbital then a level of theory
is reached which was widely used under the names: sing le excitation configu ration
int eract ion (SECI), mono-excited configuration interaction, or th e Tamm-Dancolf
approximation (TDA), presently known as Cl-singles. This is the simplest level of
th eory which can be used t o include some of the effects of electron corre la tion via
the mixing of excited det ermin ants. It has bee n applied to calc ulate reasonable
values for the 1r to ,..* and n to ,..* excitation energies of small organic molecules
[216, 2171. Its utility for studying larger systems with higher basis sets has not
been clearly evaluated except for a couple of recen t cases [72. 62, 118]. Finally, the
third solution to this prob lem is to expand the wavefunction to in clu de configura-
tions other t han the HF determinant whi le continuing to optimize the molecular
orbital coefficients in a variational sense. Multiconfigurational se lf-consistent field
(MCSCF) calcu lat ions have been widely used to study correlated ground states as
well as excited states by solving for the higher roo ts of the same bas ic equations.
In MCSCF techn iques [218, 219, 2091 instead of using t he grou nd -state HF wave-
function as a reference state for the CI, a multiconfigurational st ate of a particular
symmetry ('parent' configu ration) is used .
For many years another cate gory of excited-state methodology has received
considerable at tention - they are basically state-based semiempirical treatments
like p p p [220, 221} CNDOjOPT IC [222J an d INDO-CI [223, 64, BO}. Because of
low computational costs, th ese techn iques can deal wit h extremely large num ber of
electrons. These methods, however, were cri ticized for their ina bility to characte rize
excited-state surfaces [73], since parametrization is based on reproducing ground-
state propert ies .
BackgroUD.d of CI Meth od
C.l D evelopments and Adaptation s
C .l.! In fras t ructural Develop m ent
Th e following steps are involved in a 'conventional' CI calculat ion [93J:
1. calcu lation of bas is se t integrals;
2. determination of orbitals, e.g. , by an SCF calcul at ion;
3. tr ansformation of basis set integrals to orbit al integrals;
4. calculation and storage of th e Hamil tonian ma trix elements ;
5. so lut ion of t he matrix eigenvalue pro blem for t he desired state.
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A few t hings like th e proced ures for spi n- and sym metry-a da ptation of the
configurat ion state functions (CSFs) have to be chose n, and methods for calcul ating
Hamil tonian matrix elements between t he CSFs have to be implemented [93]. T he
following choices need to be ma de for each calcu la t ion [93]:
• Selection of t he bas is set ;
• Type of orbi tal to use (e.g., SCF , MCSCF, or natural orb itals) ;
• Cho ice of the configuration state functio ns to include in th e CI expansion.
C .l. l. I Structure of the CI exp ansio n
Num ber of CSFs in the early CI calculations was very sm all [224, 102], and more-
over , t hese CSFs were gene ral ly selected individ ually on the bas is of physical con-
siderations or by trial an d error. In full CI the exp onent ial growth of CSF number
with t he size of basis set demands the truncation in t he CI expan sion space to make
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the calculation more practical. Most CI expansions can be gro u ped into either sin-
gle reference (SRCI) or multireference (MRCI). In the first event, the expansion
is based on one dominant CSF, which usually is the Hartree-Fock configuration
constructed from the SCF orbitals. T his includes the CSFs on the basis of their
'excitation levels' , t.e., the number of electrons occupying orbitals which are empty
in the Hartree-Fock configuration [225]. For further prac t ical reasons, these calcu -
la tions usually are limited to single an d do uble excitations (CISD or, SR-CISD),
though some reports on inclusion of higher excitations were prese nted [226]. In the
mu ltireference case , the expansion is based on a set of 'reference configurations'
[227, 102], and again the expansion is limi ted to single and double excitations.
In bot h single an d multirefe rence expansions, excitations from the inner-shell or-
bitals usually ar e omitted (' frozen-core Cn, since their contribution is supposedly
small to the description of chemical processes, and since a meaningful treatment of
inner-shell correlation technique requires a greatly expanded basis set [228, 149].
Earlier MRCI works included very few reference CSFs [102] but in later works a
better idea based on an 'a ct ive space ' i.e. , a set of orbitals having variable occupancy
in the reference configurations was used. This space is typically composed of the
valence shell orb itals or a subset of them.
A highly desirable, but often not practical, form of the reference space is the
'complete active space' (CAS) [2291, wh ich consists of a full CI expansion within
the active orb itals. However, inclusion of all the valence orbi tals in t he active space
resul ts in generating a quite large number of CSFs in the MRCI expansion [2301.
Effective alternatives include the 'restricted active space' (RAS) and generalized
valence bond form of ac tive space, wherein rest rictions in occupancy are place on
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various subsets of th e act ive or bitals (231J.
C.l.1.2 Spin Adaptation
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T he spin of a sing le electron is descri bed by the two spin func tions a(w) :;;;a and
/3(w) es p, I.e., spin up (t) an d spin down (J,). For K ort ho normal spat ial orb itals
(!Pili = 1,2, ' ., K) we can form a set of 2K spin orbit als (Xiii = 1, 2, . . 2K) by
mult iply ing each spa tial orbit al by eit her t he a or /3funct ion
X2i-dx) ,p,(r)o(w)
,p,(r )p(w) i =I ,2, · · K .
(C .I)
(C.2)
Such sp in orbitals are restric ted spin orbitals and th e determinants forme d from
them are rest ricted determinants. A given spat ial orbital Wi in such a det erminant
can be occu pied eith er by a single elect ron (spin up or do wn ) or by two elec trons
(one with spin up and t he other with spin down) . A dete rminant in which each
spa t ial or b ital is doub ly occup ied is called a closed-shell dete rminan t and an open
shell refers to a spatial orb ital tbat is occupied by a sing le electron . All t he electro ns
are pair ed in a closed-shell dete rm inant, and It. closed- shell det erminant is a pur e
singlet, i.e., it is an eigenfunctio n of B2 with eigenvalue zero. T he sim plest example
of a closed-shell dete rm inant is the Hartree-Fock gro und st at e wavefuncti on of min-
imal basis H2• Unit ary gro up approach or symmet ric gro up app roach [2321 are the
tow com mo n approaches used for th e const ruction of compl ete set of s'l elgenfunc-
tions and for t he calculation of Hamiltonian mat rix elemen ts between them . Sp in
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and symmetry ada ptation are important not just for the increased efficiency of the
calculation, but also to ensure that the resulting wavefunction describes an elec-
tronic state of the desi red multiplicity and symmetry type and is not contaminated
by con tributions of the wrong type [2251.
C.1.1.3 Spa ti al Synunetry A da ptation
In atomic calculat ions spatial sym metry is of particular importance. The use of
full spi n and spa tia! symmetry in atomic CI calcu lations can reduce the length of
the CI expansion significantly in comparison to expansion in Slater determinants.
It is imp ortant in focu sing the calculations on the electronic states and in fully
characterizing these states [102J. Symmetry adaptation is trivial in the case of
mo lec ules desc ribed by Abelian po int-group symmetry. In these cases it is necessary
only to use symmetry-adapted or bitals in the construction of the CSFs , and to limit
the CI expansion to terms of the desired overal l sym met ry. Non-Abelian point group
symmetry is often eschewed due to complica tions .
C.1.1.4 B as is Sets
In correlation corrections the requirements of basis set are much more demand-
ing than those for SCF treatments [233J. In basis set formalism for the high level
calcu la tion, a very important advancement was the introduction of the 'generally
contracted' Gaussian basis sets [234]. The generally contracted type gaussians
can significantly produce more efficient basis sets than the usual 'segm ented' con-
tracted ones , because generally contracted basis functions can be chosen to re-
pro d uce atomic Hartree-Fock orbitals or atomic natural orbitals, or other desired
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choices. In correlated calculations most of th e computational effort is don e in ste ps
following t he basis set integrals evaluation and SCF or MCSCF calcul at ion . Be-
sides, in th e post-SCF stages t his effort increases mor e st eep ly with basis set size
(typically wi th the sixth powe r of th e number of basi s functions) t han do es the int e-
gral eval ua t ion and SCF effort (proportional at most to the fou rth power ). Hence,
it is des ired to derive the maximum benefit out of the number of contracted be-
sis func t ions ; for example, by employing larger primitive Gaussian sets as well as
general contraction, even at the cost of increased integral computation time.
Tow types of generally contracted Gauss ian bas is sets bave been introduced
in the rece nt years: vte., atomic natural orbital (AND) [235] an d 'co rre lation-
consistent' po larized valence basis sets specifically designed for correlated calc u-
lations [236]. Basis sets designed for valence-s hell electron correlation t reat ment
cannot, in general, provide useful descriptions for core-core and core-va lence cor-
rection effects [102j. Wit h the addition of the ext rapolation capabilities it is now
possible, in many cases, to distinguish errors d ue to basis set incompleteness from
errors d ue to electron correlation treatment.
C.1.1. 5 C ho ices of Orbitals
In CI expansion , the configuration state functions are constructed from the can oni-
cal SCF (Hartree-Fock) orb itals of the molecules, bot h occupied and virtual. These
CSFs are used most commonly in single reference CI expansions to study electronic
states. In open shell cases, rest rict ed SCF orbi tals are generally used (or sometimes
orbitals of a closely related closed -she ll state). The use of different orbitals for 0:
and fJsp ins is rarely used in CI calculations [1021.
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Most at t empts in improving SCF orbitals for use in CI calculations are focused
upon th e virtual orbi t als. The virtual canonical SCF orbitals are ob ta ined as eigen-
funct ions of a Fock operat or represent ing an N electr on potential , rat her than an
(N~l) elect ron potential act ing on t he electrons in occupied orbitals. As a conse-
quence, t he tower-energy virtu al orbit als tend to be relati vely diffuse and not very
effecti ve for corre lat ing t he electron s in occupied orbitals [237J. For larger molecules ,
expansion in terms of localized orbit als can lead to com pact wavefun ctions, thou gh
usuall y t hey entail giving up th e use of spat ial sym metry [2381.
C . I .loG In tegr al Transformation
A very import an t step in CI calculat ion (basically in most corre lated calculations) is
t he t ransfo rmati on of the one an d two-electron bas is set inte gral s to correspo nd ing
inte grals over th e orbital s. Alt hough in some corre la t ed treatments this step can be
avoided [2391, general ly, it is simpl est to formulate th e Hamil tonian mat rix element
calculat ion in terms of fully transfo rmed orbi tal integral s.
C .lo lo7 Matrix Eigenvalue P rob lem
Most Hamil tonian matric es that occur in CI calcula t ions are sparse and diago-
nally dominant. Hence, iterative meth ods using sim ple element-by-element updates
based on perturbation theory [240] usually are quite effective , a t least for the lowest
root . In convent ional CI approach, the Hamil ton ian ma trix element are computed
once, in the desired order, and sto red thereafter.
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C .2 Strengths and W eaknesses
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The conceptual simplicity of configuration interaction method is very appealing,
and its variational character is an important advantage, bu t its principal stre ngth
lies in its flexibility and generality. Its application to any elect roni c state is quite
straightforward, and it can be spin- and symmetry-adapted relat ively easily.
One of the weaknesses of tru ncated CI is its size-consistency problem. A sat -
isfactory mod el in chemistry plays an import ant role in the selection of methods
used in the st udy of electron correlation. Size~consistency is one of t he prime re-
quirements for a satisfactory model. ill chemistry one is interested in the relative
energies of mo lecules of different size. Suppose one wishes to calcu late ~E for the
reaction
A+B-+C. (C.3)
For the result to be meaningful, it is necessary to use ap proximation schemes that
are equally good, in a certain sense, for molecules with different number of electrons.
To define in just what sense, let us consider a supermolecule (e.g., dimer) composed
of two ident ical but nonin teracting molecules (monomers) . Two monomers sepa-
ra ted by a lar ge distance will serve as an examp le of such a dimer. Physically, it is
clear that the en ergy of the dizner shou ld be jus t twice the energy of the monomer,
since by assumption t he monome rs do not interact. An ap proxim ation scheme for
calcu la ting the energy of such a system t hat has this property is said to be size con-
sist ent . T he H ertree-Fc ck app roximation is an exam ple of such a theory : the HF
ene rgy of a supermolecule composed of two noninteractlng closed shell subsys tems
is just the sum of the HF energies of the subsystems.
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T he main weakness of t ru ncated configuration interaction is its lack of proper
scaling witb the size of t he system. The proper scaling of a comput ational approx-
imation model , refe rred to as 'extenslvity' or 'size extensivity' [241], is the main
facet of the 'separ abili ty condition' [102]. The lack of extensivity also affects the
accu racy of computed ionization potentials and electron affinities, unless appro-
priate corrections are applied. Another facet of the separability condition is 'size
consist ency ' and truncated CI fails t his test , as a result, when it is applied najvely ,
fai ls to provide satisfactory dissociation energies and some other ene rgy differences.
Satisfactory dissociation energies also can be obtained by treating the dissociated
limit as a 'superm olecule', using the same type of CI expansion as for t he bound
system employed in multireference treatments [242J.
Although the use of higher order CSFs in CI calc ulation is easy in principle, the
exponential increase in the size of a CI expansion with the level of excitation usually
makes such calculat ions imp ractical [1021. The increased complexity in handling
the coupling coefficient comp licates the extension of the direct Ol programs with
higher excitation CSFs. Hence most attempts to include higher order excitations
[226] or to implement full CI calculations use a determinantal formulation [1021 .
It is always difficult to extend the CI expansion to higher excitations because of
its very slow convergence. Un like the situations encountered in many bo dy meth -
ods, th e connected and discon nected cluster contributions to each excited CSF
ar e inextricably combined in the CI formal ism. The use of a multlreference CIS O
expansion can account for some of the most important contributions arising from
higher excitations in single-reference mod el but is not sufficient to offset the intrinsic
limitation of the truncated cr approach. Overall, d ue to t he ap proxi mate na t ure of
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corrections and due to the efficient formulation of exactl y size-cons istent schemes,
traditional methods such as CISD have lost the ir pre ference in groun d state quan-
tum chemical applications. For electro nically excited states, however , the ease of
definition of the CI method for any state of interest makes it an attractive method,
and such calculations are performed fairly widely.
C.3 M odificat io ns and Corrections
Full CI, as to be expected from a formally exact the ory, is also size consiste nt.
Unfortunately, truncated CI is devoid of this property. It should be not ed that
the magnitude of the size-consistency erro r increases as the size of the molecule
increases, i.e., the truncated CI energy does not scale linearly with the size of the
system and it is not additive for infinite ly separated systems . However , using the
Langhoff and Davidson method can reduce the error significantly [243J. Wherein
they have proposed a correction for thc effects of quadruple excitations, t::.EDC =
t::.ECI SD(l - ~) , where t::.EC1SD is the CISD correlation energy and Co is the
coefficient of the Hertree-Fcck configuration in the normalized CISD wavefunction.
Alternative corrections for the lack of size consistency have also bee n reported
[244, 245J. More accurate techniques are now available for evaluating the structure
and properties of smal l molecules . However, successful methods like CCSD(T) are
not yet currently applicable to large molecules because of the stringent basis set
requirements and high -order scaling with system size [1321.
The various ap pr oaches that have been employed to compensate for the defi-
ciency of extensivity and size-consistency of truncated CI falls into two classes: the
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first class app lies 'post hoc' (often call ed 'q uadruples corre ction') correcti ons, while
th e second method modifies the algorithm itself [102]_ Numerous: oth er anal ysis as
well as p roposed corr ect ion formulae and modifications for deal ira g wit h the exte n-
sivity problem have been published which are beyond t he scope of this work. For
a good refere nce, th e pape r of L Shavi t t is worth ment ionin g [10:2]_
Appendix D
Analytical First Derivative of the
CI-Singles Energy
For several years, the gradient of t he generic Cl energies have been eval uated using
different schemes [246, 247]. Sim ple modifica tions of t his existing programs can be
utilized to generate the gradient of the CIS energy. In t hi s section we will emphasize
on t he algebraic mani pulation of t he teems required for t he purpose of determining
the an alytical first de rivative of CIS energy. T he sim plicity of t his special case
provides us a techniq ue which makes t he computation of excit ed-s tate properties
practicable for larger molecules .
The total energy for a C I-sin gLes excited state is an eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian
ma t rix give n in Eq. (3.14) . It can be rearranged as
Bet s = E H F +Ea~(l.. - Eo) - L au.aj6(ja llib). (D. 1)
'j"b
T he first derivati ve of Bc rs wit h resp ect to any ext ernal syste m pa rameter (e.g., a
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geometric variable or an applied electric field) can be written as
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ECIS= EHF +Ea~(c;: - c;)- E llt"ajb[(j :r;a llib) + (j a:r; lIib) + (j a lli"'b) + (ja llib:r;)]
... ijab (0.2 )
where the superscript x refers to differentiation of the given term with respect to
that parameter. The diagonalization of Eq . (3.14) ensures t hat t here are no terms
involving CI coefficient derivatives. The first term of Eq. (0 .1) is ha nd led by
ordinary Hartree-Fock derivative theory [248]. while the other terms require the
knowledge of first-order changes in the Fock and overlap matrices
(D.3)
molecular orb ital (MO) coefficient derivat ives
(D.4)
and t he two-electron integral derivatives. Th e molecular orbital coefficient deri va-
tives evolves from th e byproducts of solving the coupled -perturbed Hartree-Fock
(CPHF) equat ions [249] for the unknown U matrix
(D.5)
where Qjb is a perturbation-dependent quantity given in Eq. (51) of reference [248]
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and Aoj<>b is a matrix involving transformed two-elect ron in tegr als:
A<;",~ ("'lIij ) + (ajllib) .
f;; e..
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(0 .6)
Q jb in Eq. (D.5) implies that the linear equation mus t be solved separately for each
variable in the perturbation (one for each geometric degr ee of freedom in a geome try
optimization) . This method for evaluation of the gradient is inefficien t [73]. Hence
further enhancements have been introduced [250, 251] in th e form of solving only one
perturbation-independent CP HF equation and to derive an equation which does not
require the transform ation of the atomic orb ital derivative integrals. Throughout
the stu dy, our program does not take advantage of t he frozen core approximation
described pr eviously [252]. Thus calculations evaluating a gradient mus t involve
CI contribut ions from all possible single subs tit utions. Therefore, the CIS gradie nt
can be recasted in t he following form;
E~ = L r~L. (J£v l ).q)~ + L P;"[SH:., +LW~[SS:"' + Vn~"c. . (D.7)
I'II),q jI.V
The first term in th e abov e equation involves the contraction of the two-particle
CIS density matrix with two-electron integral derivatives. T he second term in-
volves the con traction of the CIS density matrix with th e one-el ectron Hamil tonian
derivatives. The third term depicts t he cont raction of an "energy-weighted" density
matrix with th e overlap integral de rivatives. Th e final t erm is the nuclear repulsion
energy derivative witl:arespect to parameter x,
The two-particle CIS density matrix, f'Cf S can be written in terms of th e HF
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ground-s tate density ma t rix and t he ground-t o-excited-state tr ans iti on densi ty ma-
trix , ,.cIS:
P p.",.F is given in Eq. (3.9) and rc l S can be exp ress ed as :
(D.9)
T he CIS density matrix for excited-state, p els , is also repr esented as a sum of
HF as well as excit ed-s t at e te rm s;
(D .lO)
where, P:;' ar e th e elemen t s of t he Cl-singles t::.. d ensi ty matrix , which is also calle d a
"difference density matrix", since it represents th e changes in t he electronic orien t e-
tions up on excitation. The t::.. density ma trix plays an im portant role in calculating
accur at e exci ted-st ate properties using the CIS framewo rk , hence its evaluat ion and
ident ificat ion is impo rtant as well. It is, in fact , t he use of the true CI-singles den-
sity matrix requ ired by Eq. (D. 7) and not the simp le one-particle den sity mat rix
which al lows t he realis t ic comp uta t ion of char ge dis t ribu tion, orbital popu lation,
and elec tr onic momen ts of "the excited state. In the MO bas is, t he t::.. density mat rix
is symmetric matrix wit h bo th occupied-occupied (0 0) an d virtual-virtual (VV)
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combinations:
-~ G.;,.ajh
+ LG.;,.ajh
ij
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(D.11)
(D.12)
with the occupied-virtual (OY) elements all zero . The true CIS dens ity ma trix
required in Eq. (D.7) will have the same 00 an VV contributions , but t he OV
terms are not all zero. The ap pearance of t hese olI-diagonal block elements in the
exci ted-state density matrix can be interpreted as orbital relaxation following the
ini t ial charge rearrangement d ue to excitation. Th ese OV terms can be foun d by
solving a sing le set of CPHF equations:
L<>.i = L [(ij Jlabj - ( ibllja)JPh~ + (I':,. - I':j ) P~ (D.13)
"
where L is the Lagrangian of CI-singles given by
C2..
CI"i - C2"i +~ Pft (alllik ) +~ pe(ablJic)
-2 L ai"a;h(cbllja)
j"
-2 L a;"ajh(ik llja ).
ij,.
(D.14)
(D.15)
(D. 16)
As the solut ion of Eq. (D.13) is implemented, GAUSSIAN 94 does not require
the transformed two-e lectro n integrals to be stored on the disk [73]. Because of
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the simple nature of the mat rix eleme nts , diagonaliza t ion can be carried out in a
direct fashion, l.e., without the stor age of the 2 electron integrals. Hence t he ap-
propri ate matrix mul tiplication can be performed, using the two-electron integrals
or by regenera t ion of them in each iteration. This opens the possibility of studying
the excited states of molecules much larger than can be treated by methods such
as MR-CI, since the y involve the evaluation of more comp licated matrix elements
than above. The tot al Cl -slngles to.density matrix prese nted in Eq. (D.l O) can be
genera ted by transforming th e entire MO basis 6. density mat rix defined by Eqs.
(0 .11), (D.12), and (D.13) respect ively;
P~ = LP~CppC"q .
"
(D.17)
The final term in Eq. (0.7) requires the energy weighted density matrix, which is
also a sum of HF and excited st ate terms:
(D.18)
(D.19)
while th e second term have 00, VV and OV cont ributions in the MO basis :
Wit -PiT€' - S l' j - L P~(iplljq) (D.20)
"w.1 P~€, -S2ab (D.21)
W~ -C2..; -P..1e.; (D.22)
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where t he S matrices are defined by:
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B1'j
S2~
with the pro duct vecto r
~a,Qbjb
L:: a".bj b
(D.23)
(D.24)
bib = L Wp~CI'Pc",q
~
which can be transformed to the AD basis for the use in Eq . (D.18) by:
(D.25)
(D.26)
Appendix E
Molecular Orbital Coefficients
Table E.l: Molecular orbital coefficients for the lowest excited states of PT octam er.
Atom Atomic orbi tal Molecular orbital
contributi on coefficients
HOMO LU MO HOMO -! HOMO~2
C, 2p. 0.04282 0 .03565 0.08767 -0. 11737
C, 3p. 0.05973 0.06249 0.11912 MO.1557D
8, 2p. 0.01098 0.01518 0.01746 -0.0166 8
8, 3p. -0.02439 -0.03343 -0.038 73 0.03698
8, 4P. -0 .02405 -0.04996 -0.0 3627 0.03296
C. 2p. -0.03032 0.02 135 -0.07478 0.11181
C. 3p. -0.04617 0.03686 -0.10972 0.15779
C, 2p. -0 .04621 -0 .04353 -0.08535 0.10064
C, 3P. -0.06394 -0.07951 -0.11235 0.12677
C. 2p. 0.01973 -0.00085 0.04537 -0.06688
C. 3p. 0.02711 -0.00191 0.05979 -0.08504
C, 2p. 0.08 127 0.07318 0.12573 -0.11084
C, 3p. 0.11380 0.12252 0.17519 -0. 15593
C" 2p. 0.04626 -0.01 797 0.08957 -0 .10217
C" 3p. 0.06387 -0 .03144 0.11785 -0.12893
Cn 2p. -0.07855 -0.07365 -0.10140 0 .06266
Cn 3p. -0.10917 -0. 13430 ~0. 13397 0.07904
C" 2p. -0 .06269 0.05200 -0.12075 0.12337
C" 3p. -0.09370 0.0887 5 -0.17153 0.16479
8" 2p. 0.01224 0 .02944 0.00456 0.01498
8" 3p. -0.02700 -0.06407 -0.01003 -0.03291
contw ued overleaf
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Atom Atomic orbital Molecul ar orbital
contributio n coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l HOM0-2
S" 4p. -0.02817 -0.10232 -0.01024 -0.03098
C" 2p. 0.11905 0.11202 0. 10485 0.00272
C" 3p. 0.16982 0.18888 0.15191 -0.00589
S" 2p. 0.01216 0.04637 -0 .01274 0.03368
S" 3p. -0.02676 -0.10051 0.02804 -0.07387
S" 4p. -0.02891 -0.16372 0.02767 -0.07146
Cu 2p, -0.09879 0.0908 0 -0.12083 0.02802
Cu 3p. -0.14826 0.15187 -0.16806 0.02772
C" 2p. -0.10629 -0.09840 -0.06796 -0.0333 4
C" 3p. -0.14878 -0.17761 -0.09070 ~0.04236
Cw 2p. 0.07436 -0.04369 0.09894 -0.04972
Cw 3p, 0.10381 -0.0 7634 0.13142 -0.06325
C" 2p, 0.14107 0.13576 0.02741 0.10712
C" 3p. 0.20588 0.22866 0.04790 0.143 10
C" 2p. 0.10016 -0.07604 0.06698 0.04097
C" 3p. 0.14102 ~0 . 133 1O 0.08920 0.05279
C" 2p. -0.11462 -0.10045 0.00160 ·0.085 16
C" 3p. -0.16145 -0.1 7833 0 .00154 ·0 .10908
c~ 2p. -0.13117 0.12609 -0.06568 -0.08882
c~ 3p. -0.19540 0.21050 -0.08 480 -0.12989
S" 2p:: 0.00562 0.05881 -0 .02865 0.01869
S" 3p. -0.01234 -0.12711 0.06291 -0.04093
S" 4p. -0.01371 -0.20957 0.06414 -0 .04045
c~ 2p. 0.13117 0.12609 -0.06568 0.08882
c~ 3p. 0.19540 0.21050 -0.08480 0.12989
S" 2p, -0.00562 -0 .02865 -0.01869 -0.01869
S" 3p. 0.01234 -0.12711 0.0629 1 0.04093
S" 4p. 0.D1371 -0.20957 0.06414 0.04045
C" 2p. -0 .14107 0.13576 0.02741 0.10712
C" 3p. -0.20588 0.22866 0.04790 -0.14310
C" 2p. -0.10016 -0.07604 0 .06698 -0.04097
C" 3p. -0.14102 -0.13310 0 .08920 -0.05279
C" 2p. 0.11462 -0.10045 0.00160 0.085 16
C" 3p. 0.16145 -0.17833 0.00154 0.10908
C" 2p. 0.09879 0.09080 ~O. 12083 -0 .02802
C" 3p. 0.14826 0 .15187 -0.16806 -0.02772
COlltUZUed overleaf
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Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO~1 HOM0-2
c" 2p, 0.10629 "{).09840 -0 .06 796 0.03334
c" 3p, 0.14878 -0.17761 -0.09070 0.04236
c" 2p, -0.07436 -0.04369 0.09894 0.04972
c" 3p, -0.10381 -0.10381 0.1314 2 0.06325
c" 2p, -0.11905 0.11202 0.10485 -0 .00272
c" 3p, -{).16982 0.18888 0.15191 0.00589
S" 2p, -0.01216 0.04637 -0.01 274 -0.03368
S" 3p, 0.02676 -0.10051 0.02804 0.07387
S" 4p, 0.02891 -0.16372 0.02 767 0.07146
c" 2p, 0.06269 0.05200 -0. 12075 -0.12337
c" 3p, 0.0 9370 0.08875 -0.17153 -0.16479
S.. 2p, -0 .0 1224 0.02944 0.00456 -0.01498
S.. 3p, 0.02700 -0.06407 -0.0 100 3 0.0329 1
S.. 4p, 0.028 17 -0.10232 -0 .01024 0 .03098
C.. 2p, -0 .08127 0.07318 0.12573 0.11084
C.. 3p, -0 .11380 0.12252 0.175 19 0. 15593
c" 2p, -0.04 626 -0.0 1797 0.08957 0.10217
c; 3p, -0 .06387 -0.03144 0.11785 0.12893
C.. 2p, 0.07854 -0.07365 -0. 10140 -0.06266
C.. 3p, 0.109 17 -0.13429 -0.1339 7 -0.07904
c" 2p, 0.03032 0.02135 -0.07478 -{).11181
c" 3p, 0.046 17 0.03686 -0 .109 72 ~0.15779
c" 2p, 0.0462 1 -0.04353 -0.08535 ~0.10064
c" 3p, 0.06394 -0.07951 -0. 11235 -0.12677
c" 2p, -0.0 1973 -0.00085 0.0453 7 0.06688
c" 3p, -0 .02711 -0.00191 0 .059 79 0.08504
C.. 2p, -0 .04282 0.03565 0.08767 0 .11737
C.. 3p, -0.05973 0.06249 0. 11912 0 .15570
S" 'p, -0.01098 0.01518 0.0 1746 0.01668
S" 3p, 0.024 39 -0.03343 -0.03873 -{).03698
S" 4p, 0.02405 -0.04996 "{).036 27 -{).03296
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Table E.2: Molecular orbital coefficients for the lowest excited states of PCY ccteme r.
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOM0-1 HOMO-2
C, 2p, 0.00743 -0.00309 0.01729 0.02588
C, 3p, 0.01058 -0 .00628 0.02327 0.03310
C, 2p, -0.03777 0.03394 -0 .03777 -0.07675
C, 3p, -0.05488 0.06163 -0 .10793 -0.13914
C, 2p, -0.01541 -0.00775 -0 .04015 -0.06434
C, 3p, -0.02413 ~0.01602 -0.05959 -0.09108
C, 2p, 0.06083 -0.05111 0.11103 0.12751
C, 3p, 0.08436 -0.07967 0.15170 0.17202
C, 2p, -0.00887 0.00112 -0.01947 ..0.02653
C, 3p, -0.01249 -0 .01056 -0.03079 -0.04487
H. 1s 0.01092 -0.00792 0.02136 0.02654
H, 2s 0.01889 -0.03253 0.03087 0.03214
H , Ls -0.01092 0.00792 -0.02136 -0.02654
H, 2s -0.01889 0.03253 -0.03088 -0.03215
C" 2p, 0.03259 0.01780 0.08024 0.11816
C" 3p, 0.05154 0.02400 0.11698 0.16169
Cu 2p, -0.07211 0.07361 -0.10557 -0.08548
Cu 3p, -0.10605 0.13438 -0.15143 -0.12104
C" 2p= -0.04107 -0.03520 -0.09026 -0.11229
C" 3p, -0.06392 -0.06638 -0.13181 -0.15503
C" 2p, 0.10102 -0.09322 0.11594 0.04732
C" 3p, 0.14320 -0.14531 0.16473 0.07256
C" 2p, -0.01811 0.00145 -0 .03U 9 -0 .03012
C" 3p, -0.02956 -0 .01374 -0.05557 -0 .05648
H" 1s -0.02202 0.01102 -0.03381 -0 .02978
H" 2s -0.03357 0.04436 -0.04154 -0.02920
H" 1s 0.02202 -0.01102 0.03381 0.02978
H" 2s 0.03357 -0.04436 0.04154 0.02920
C" 2p~ 0.06578 0.04905 0.12089 0.11085
C" 3p, 0.10163 0.07021 0.17055 0.14379
C", 2p, -0.10570 0.11716 -0.07888 0.02 142
C", 3p, -0.15811 0.21435 -0.11767 0.02398
C" 2p, -0.07201 -0.07494 -0.10723 -0.05789
C" 3p, -0.13793 -0.13793 -0 .15469 -0 .07535
contmued overleaf
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Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contri bution coefficients
HOM O LUMO HOMO-l HOMQ-2
C" 2p, 0.13 136 -0 .12740 0.05446 -0.07955
e" 3p, 0.1912 1 -0. 19795 0.08574 -0 .09993
C" 2p, -0.02740 0.00 195 -0.02839 -0.0054 2
C" 3p, -0 .04785 -0 .01187 ~0.05320 -0.01 010
H"
"
0.03283 -0.0 1169 0.03042 0.005 40
H" 2, 0.04705 -0.04449 0.03484 0.0054 0
H" Ls -0.03283 0 .01168 -0 .03041 -0.0 0540
H" 2, -0.04704 0.04450 -0.03483 -0.00539
C" 2p, 0.10256 0.09080 0.11040 -0.00008
C" 3p, 0.15640 0.13423 0.15025 -0.01009
C" 2p, -0 .11948 0. 13842 -0.00201 0 .09702
C" 3p, -0.18244 0.25223 -0.0096 1 0. 1340 0
C" 2p, -0 .10327 -0. 11847 -0 .07497 0 .05015
C" 3p, -0 .16045 -0.2 1539 -0. 10418 0 .07559
C" 2p, 0.13101 -0. 12614 -0.04186 -0.10354
C" 3p, 0.1958 7 -0.19215 -0.04863 -0.14376
C" 2p, -0 .03313 0.00102 -0 .01126 0.02009
C" 3p, -0 .06097 -0 .00462 -0.02199 0.04188
H" Is -0 .03913 0.00533 -0.01191 0 .01920
H" 2, ~0.05284 0.01954 -0 .01270 0 .01445
HM 1, 0.03914 -0 .00533 0.01192 -0 .0 1920
HM 2, 0.05287 -0.0 1956 0.01271 -0.0 1447
H"
"
-0.00862 0.00577 -0.Ql873 -0 .02644
H" 2, -0.0 1325 0.0 1008 -0.02796 -0 .03839
H" 1, 0.00862 -0.00577 O.Q1872 0 .02644
H" 2, 0.01325 -0.01007 0.02796 0.03839
C" 2p, 0.13101 0.12614 0.04186 -0. 10354
C" 3p, 0.19587 0.19215 0.04863 -0 .14376
C" 2p, -0 .10327 0.1184 7 0.07497 0.0501 5
C" 3p, -0.16045 0.21539 0.104 18 0.07559
Cn 2p, -0. 11948 -0 .13842 0.00201 0 .09702
Cn 3p~ -0.18244 -0.25223 0.00961 0 .13400
C" 2p, 0.10256 -0 .0908 0 -0 .11040 -0 .00008
C" 3p, 0.15640 -0 .13423 -0 .15025 -0 .01009
C" 2p, -0 .03313 -0 .00 102 0.01126 0.02009
C" 3p, -0.06097 0.00462 0.02199 0.04 188
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Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMQ HOMO· l HOMQ-2
H" Is 0.03913 0.00533 -0 .01192 -0 .01920
H" 2s 0.05285 0.01955 -0.01270 -0.0 1446
H~ Is -0.03914 -0.00533 0.01192 0.01920
H~ 2s -0.05286 -0.01956 0.012 71 0.01446
C~ 2p, 0.13136 0.12740 -0.054 46 -0.07955
C~ 3p, 0.19121 0.19795 -0.08574 -0.09993
c" 2p, -0.07201 0.07494 0.10723 -0.05789
c" 3p, -0.11231 0.13793 0.15469 -0.07535c~ 2p, -0.10570 -0.11716 0.07888 0.02142
c~ 3p, -0.15811 -0.21435 0.11767 0.02398
c" 2p, 0.06578 -0.04905 -0.12089 0.11085
c" 3p, 0.10163 -0 .07021 -0.17055 0.14379
c" 2p, -0.02740 -0.00195 0.02839 -0.00542
c" 3p, -0.04785 0.01187 0.05320 -0.01010
H" Is -0.03283 -0.01169 0.03042 -0.00540
H" 2, -0.04704 ·0.04450 0.03484 -0.00540
H" Is 0.03283 0.01169 -0.03 042 0.00540
H" 2s 0.04704 0.04449 -0.03483 0.00540
c" 2p, 0.10102 0.09322 -0.11594 0.04732
c" 3p, 0.14319 0.14531 -0 .16473 0.07256
c" 2p, -0.04107 0.03520 0.09026 -0.11229
c" 3p, -0.06392 0.06638 0.13181 -0.15503
c" 2p, -0.07211 -0.07361 0.10557 -0.08548
c~ 3p, -0.10605 -0.13438 0.15143 -0.12104
c~ 2p, 0.03259 -0 .01780 -0.08024 0.11816
c~ 3p, 0.05 154 -0 .02400 -0.11698 0.16169
c" 2p, -0.01811 -0 .00145 0.03119 -0.03012
c" 3p, -0.02956 0.01374 0.05557 -0.05648
H" Is 0.02202 0.01102 -0 .03381 0.02978
H" 2s 0.03357 0.04436 -0.04155 0.02921
H" I s -0.02202 -0.01102 0.03381 -0.02978
H" 2s -0.03356 -0 .04435 0.04 154 -0.02919
c" 2p, 0.06083 0.05111 -0.11103 0.12751
c" 3p, 0.08436 0.07967 -0. 15170 0.17202
c" 2p, -0.01541 0.00775 0.04015 -0.06434
c- 3p, -0.02413 0.01602 0.059 59 -0.09108
CODtw ued overleaf
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Molecular Orbital Coefficien ts
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMQ-1 HOMO-2
Coo 2p. -0.03777 -0.03394 0.07675 ~0 . 10191
Coo 3p. -0.05488 -0.06163 0.10793 -0.13914
C" 2p. 0.00743 0.00309 -0.01729 0.02588
C" 3p. 0.01058 0.00628 -0.02327 0.03310
Crn 2p. -0.00887 -0.00112 0.01947 -0.02653
Crn 3p. -0.01249 0.01056 0.03079 -0 .04487
Hn
"
-0.01887 -0.03252 0.03084 -0.03209
Hn 2s -0.01887 ~0.03252 0.03084 -0.03209
Hn Is 0.01093 0.00793 -0.02138 0.02656
Hn 2, 0.01891 0.03253 -0.03092 0.03220
H~
"
-0.00861 -0.00576 0.01871 -0.02643
H~ 2s -0.01323 -0.01005 0.02793 -0 .03835
H" Is 0.00862 0.00577 -0.01874 0.02646
H" 2s 0.01327 0.01010 -0.02799 0.03843
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Table E.3: Molecular orbital coefficients for the lowest excited states of PFV octamer.
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l HOMO-2
C, 2p. 0.00694 -0.00125 0.01743 0.02687
C, 3p. 0.01079 -0.00752 0.02432 0.03467
C, 2p. -0.03323 0.02145 -0.06858 -0.08804
C, 3p. -0.04725 0.03823 -0.09508 -0.11939
C, 2p. -0.01417 -0.00344 -0.03619 -0.05533
C, 3p. -0.02318 -0.00793 -0.05596 -0.08122
C, 2p. 0.05620 -0.03319 0.10667 0.12210
C, 3p. 0.07762 -0.05035 0.14549 0.16450
C, 2p. -0.00701 -0.00947 -0.02252 -0.03920
C, 3p. -0.01301 -0.01530 -0.03754 -0.06103
C, 2p. -0.03040 0.01798 -0.06443 -0.08512
C, 3p. -0.04407 0.03674 -0.0885 2 -0.11151
C" 2p. 0.02876 0.01767 0.07588 0.11452
C" 3p. 0.04393 0.02324 0.10762 0.15402
C" 2p. -0.06402 0.05974 -0.09177 -0.06768
contlDued overleaf
Molecular Orbital Coefficients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contrib ution coefficients
HOMO LUM O HOMO-1 HOM0-2
C" 3p, -0 .09225 0.105 18 -0.13103 -0 .09810
C" 2p, -0 .03692 -0.02506 -0.08022 -0 .09760
C" 3p, -0.05844 -0.04725 -0.11803 -0.13409
C" ' p, 0.09310 -0.07937 0.10721 0.03857
C" 3p, 0.13008 -0.12105 0.15003 0.05810
C" 'p, -0 .01447 -0.01676 -0.03485 -0.04194
C" 3p, -0 .02614 -0.02852 -0.05742 -0.0 6491
C" 'p, -0 .05845 0.03208 -0.09488 -0 .08751
C is 3p, -0 .08339 0.06614 -0.12773 -0.1 1189
C" 'p, 0.05973 0.05096 0.11469 0.10694
C" as, 0.08980 0.07152 0.15921 0.13867
Cn 'p, -0.09445 0.11132 -0 .06608 0.02540
c« 3p, -0 .13940 0.19820 -0.10015 0.02683
C" 'p, ~0.06440 -0.06447 -0.09445 -0 .05171
C" 3p, -0.10057 -0.11829 ·0.13500 -0.06452
C,. 2p, 0. 12192 ~0. 13020 0.04796 -0 .08099
C,. 3p, 0.17437 -0.19915 0.07370 -0.10299
C" 'p, -0.02235 -0.02048 -0.03115 -0.00609
C" 3p, -0.04086 -0.03464 -0.05180 -0.00936
C" 'p, -0.OBB05 0.04291 -0.08407 -0.01296
C" 3p, -0.12443 0.08604 -0.11229 -0.01668
C" 'p, 0.09436 0.10 148 0.10458 -0 .00028
C" 3p, 0.14047 0.14829 0.14116 -0 .00795
C" 'p, -0.10759 0.14016 0.00119 0.08567
C" 3p, -0.16276 0.25042 -0.00661 0.11714
C" 2p, -0 .09286 -0.11577 -0.06720 0.04118
C" 3p, -0 .14346 -0.20803 -0.09112 0.06413
C" 'p, 0.12170 -0.14081 -0.04138 -0.10009
C" 3p, 0.17824 -0.21184 -0.04947 -0.13 734
C" 'p, -0.02701 -0.00983 -0.01204 0.02872
C" 3p, -0.04974 -0 .01655 -0.02013 0.04525
C" 'p, -0. 10462 0.02165 -0.03224 0.05876
C" 3p, -0 .14653 0.04279 -0.04269 0.07341
C" 'p, 0.12170 0.14081 0.04138 -0.10009
C" 3p, 0.17823 0.21184 0.04947 -0.13734
C" 'p, -0.09285 0.11577 0.06720 0.04118
contmued overleaf
" 0
Molecular Orbital Coetlicients 221
ued overleaf
Atom Atomic orbital Molecul ar oroitaJ.
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMD-l HOMD-2
C" 3p. -0.14346 0.20803 0.09112 0.06413
C" 2p. -0.10759 -0.14016 -0 .00119 0.08568
C., 3p. -0.16277 -0.25042 0.00661 0.11714
C.. 2p. 0.09436 -0.10148 -0.104 58 -0.00028
C.. 3p, 0.14047 -0.14829 -0.14116 -0.00795
C" 2p, -0.02701 0.00984 0.01205 0.02871
C" 3p. -0.04974 0.01656 0.02014 0.04524
C.. 2p. -0 .10462 -0.02165 0.0 3225 0.05876
C.. 3p, -0.14653 -0.04280 0.04269 0.07341
C" 2p, 0.12191 0.13019 -0. 04796 -0.08099
C" 3p, 0.17437 0.19914 -0 .07370 -0.10299
C" 2p. -O.ll644O 0.06447 0.09445 -0.05111
C" 3p. -0.10057 0.11829 0.13499 -0.06453
C" 2p. -0.09445 -0.11132 0.06608 0.02540
C" 3p. -0.13940 -0.19821 0.100 14 0.02683
cM 2p, 0.05973 -0.05096 -0. 11469 0.10694
cM 3p, 0.08980 -0.07152 -0 .15921 0.13867
C" 2p. -0.02235 0.02049 0.03114 ·0.00609
C" 3p, -0.04086 0.03465 0.05180 -0.00937
C" 2p, -0.08805 -0.04290 0.08407 -0.01297
Cse 3p, -0.12443 -0.08604 0.11229 -0.01668
Co. 2p, 0.09309 0.07937 -0. 10721 0.03857
C.. 3p. 0.13008 0.12105 -0 .15002 0.05810
C" 2p. ·0.036 92 0.02505 0.08022 -0.09760
C" 3p, -0 .05844 0.04726 0.11802 -0.13409
C" 2p, -0.06402 -0.05915 0.09177 -0.06769
C" 3p. -0.09225 -0.10519 0.13103 -0.09810
C.. 2p. 0.02876 -0.01767 -0.07588 0.11452
C.. 3p. 0.04393 -0.02324 -0. 10761 0.15402
C" 2p, -0 .01447 0.01676 0.03485 -0.04194
C" 3p, -0.02614 0.02853 0.05742 -0.06492
C.. 2p. -0.05845 -0.03208 0.09488 -0.08751
C.. 3p. -0.08338 -0.06614 0.12773 -0.11190
Cn 2p, 0.05620 0.03319 -0 .10667 0.12210
Cn 3p, 0.07762 0.05035 -0 .14549 0.16450
Cn 2p. -0.01417 0.00344 0.03619 -0.05534
CO.llciD
Molecular Oebital Coefficients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOM(}..1 HO MO-2
Cn 3p. -0.02317 0.00793 0.05596 -0.08122
Cn 2p. -0.03323 -0.02145 0.06857 -0.08804
Cn 3p. -0.04725 -0.03823 0.09508 -0. 11939
C" 2p. 0.00694 0.00125 -0.01743 0.02687
C" 3p. 0.01079 0.00752 -0.02432 0.03467
C" 2p, ~0 .00701 0.0094 7 0.02252 -0 .03920
Cn 3p. -0.01301 0.01530 0.03753 -0.0610 3
C" 2p. ~0 .03040 -0.01798 0.06443 -0.0851 2
C" 3p. -0.04407 ~0.03673 0.08852 -0 .11151
H"
"
0.00798 -0.00193 0.01884 0.02750
H" 2, 0-01071 0.00037 0.02550 0.03702
H" Ls 0.00798 0.00193 -0 .01884 0.02750
H" 2, 0.01071 -0.00037 -0.02550 0.03 702
H~ Ls -0.00798 0.00193 -0.01884 -0 .02750
H~ 2, -0.01071 -0.00037 -0.02550 -0.03702
H.. Is -0.00798 -0.00193 0.01884 -0 .02750
H.. 2s -0.01071 0.00037 0.02550 -0 .03702
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Table E.4: Molecular orbital coefficients for the lowest excited sta tes of PCNTH
tetramer.
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l HOMQ-2 HOMO-3
C, 2p. -0.10431 0.02689 0.08615 -0.09156 -0.09707
C, 3p. -0.15844 0.03937 0.11753 -0.13133 -0.12314
5, 2p. 0.01774 0.02649 0.01453 0.02118 -0.00929
5, 3p. -0.03957 -0.05903 -0.0315 7 -0.04639 0.02036
5, 4p. -0.04066 ~0.07796 -0 .03369 -0.04769 0.01650
C, 2p. 0.11795 0.05942 -0.05570 0.10170 0.08089
C, 3p. 0.16689 0.09249 -0.08076 0.13603 0.11123
C. 2p. 0.08682 -0.00602 -0.09317 0.05107 0.09981
C. 3p. 0.11651 -0.00735 -0. 12240 0.06393 0.12282
C, 2p. -0.10540 -0.04849 0.01454 -0.08517 -0.01599
C, 3p. -0.14296 -0.08819 0.01826 -0.10693 -0.01968
contlOued overleaf
Molecular Orbital CoeBicients "3
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contri bution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMQ-1 HOMO-2 HOMO-3
C, 'p, 0.00089 -0.01646 0.00031 -0.00431 0.00250
C, 3p, 0.00422 -0.02589 0.00528 0.00146 0.00220
C, 2p~ -0.00057 0.02470 -0.00634 -0.01630 0.00522
C, 3p, ~0.00370 0.03993 -0.01374 -0 .02911 0.00792
Co 'p, 0.00026 0.00415 0.00106 0.00377 0.00059
C, 3p, -0.00141 0.00274 0.00436 0.00537 -0.00298
N" 'p, 0.00190 -0.01173 0.00326 0.01115 -0.00060
N" 3p, 0.00321 -0.01705 0.00235 0.01285 0.00033
C" 2p, 0.00076 0.00497 0.00162 0.00296 -0.00284
C" 3p, -0.00104 -0.01721 0.00754 0.00998 -0.00730
N" 'p, 0.00034 ~ 0.01142 0.00575 0.00951 -0.00566
N" 3p, ~0.00104 -0.01721 0.00754 0.00998 -0.00730
C" 'p, -0 .07002 0.02116 0.13348 0.01685 -0.09558
C" 3p, ..Q.10018 0.03609 0.18365 0.01787 -0.12925
C" 'p, ~ 0.09038 -0.03476 0.09630 -0.03875 -0.10445
C" 3p, -0.12231 -0.05537 0.12482 -0.05022 -0.12849
C" 'p, 0.04767 -0.00113 -0.11169 -0 .04551 0.02890
C" 3p, 0.06340 -0 .00330 -0.14465 -0 .05696 0.03479
C" 'p, 0.08877 0.02999 -0.12787 0.00609 0.10661
C" 3p, 0.12886 0.04916 -0.18535 0.00132 0.13683
S" 'p, 0.00324 0.01354 -0.03965 -0.05126 -0.0019£
S" 3p, -0 .00658 -0.02943 -0.03965 ~0.05126 ~0.00196
S" 4p, -0.01038 -0.04527 ~0.03965 -0.05 126 -0.00196
C" 2p, ~0.04767 0.00581 0.14634 0.1093 1 0.04520
C" 3p, ~0.01239 0.00880 0.20994 0.14705 0.05145
S~ 'p, 0.01046 0.00664 -0.0 1339 0.0036 7 0.03443
S~ 3p, -0.02327 ~0.01473 0.02984 ~0.00791 ~0.07487
S~ 4p, -0.02333 -0.01992 0.02885 -0.00682 -0.01285
C" 2p, 0.05618 0.01592 ~0. 14235 -0.09306 -0.01934
C" 3p, 0.07834 0.02510 ~0. 19628 ~0.12838 ~0 .03268
C~ 'p, 0.03779 -0 .00037 ~0 . 11972 ~0.10468 -0.06128
C" 3p, 0.05037 -0.00065 -0.15537 ~0 . 13260 ~0.08162
C" 'p, ~0 .05417 -0.01509 0.10913 0.04184 -0.01336
c" 3p, -0.07281 ~0.02607 0.14041 0.05185 ~0.01529
c~ ' p, 0.00064 -0.00332 0.00058 0.00040 -0.03163
c~ 3p, 0.00285 -0.00491 -0.00198 0.00143 ~0.03178
COlltJllUed overleaf
Molecular Orbital CoefIicients 224
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMQ HOMO-l HOMO-2 HOM0-3
C" 2p, -0.00181 0.00537 0.00623 0.00043 -0.05990
C" 3p, -0.00465 0.00839 0.01165 -0.00011 -0.08743
C" 2p, 0.00032 0.00083 0.0274 1 -0.00146 -0.00089
C" 3p, -0.00015 0.00054 0.00023 0.00170 0.02299
N" 2p, 0.00178 -0.00249 -0.00545 -0.00188 0.03267
N" 3p, 0.00247 -0.00361 -0.00757 -0.00333 0.03558
C" 2p, 0.00050 0.00111 -0.00070 0.00101 0.01419
C" 3p, 0.00154 0.00066 -0.00433 -0.00155 0.02085
N" 2p, 0.00114 -0.00236 -0.00240 0.00185 0.03740
N" 3p, 0.00072 -0.00359 -0.00125 0.00316 0.04278
C" 2p, -0.02380 0.00354 0.09215 0.10320 0.13842
C" 3p, -0.03472 0.00598 0.13142 0.14284 0.18130
C" 2p, -0.03751 -0.00889 0.11395 0.10278 0.12100
C" 3p, -0.05034 -0.01400 0.14757 0.12880 0.14963
C~ 2p, 0.01156 0.00073 -0.04637 -0.05385 -0.04636
C~ 3p, 0.01500 o.ooon -0.05921 -0.06727 -0.05681
C" 2p, 0.03310 0.00686 -0.11058 -0.11238 -0.127 34
C" 3p, 0.04723 0.01167 -0.15228 -0. 14975 -0 .16441
S" 2p, 0.00452 0.00300 -0.00953 -0.00323 0.02896
S" 3p, -0.00988 -0.00654 0.02096 0.00737 -0.06208
S" 4p, -0.01068 -0.00975 0.01958 0.00347 -0.07049
C" 2p, -0.06502 0.02405 -0.07783 0.13523 -0.12165
C" 3p, -0.09285 0.04095 -0.10724 0.18029 -0.15709
S., 2p, -0.00906 0.01026 -0.00685 0.00401 0.02674
S., 3p, 0.01981 -0.02234 0.01508 -0 .00917 -0.05731
S., 4p, 0.02147 -0.03352 0.01419 -0.00458 -0.06505
C" 2p, 0.04627 0.01154 0.06456 -0.12410 0.13179
C" 3p, 0.06806 0.01992 0.09249 -0.17212 0.17261
C., 2p, 0.07316 -0.03095 0.07957 -0.12262 0.11385
C., 3p, 0.09826 -0.04853 0.10316 -0.15384 0.14083
C" 2p, -0.02280 0.00241 -0.03272 0.06491 -0.04514
C., 3p, -0.02965 0.00240 -0.04185 0.08 118 -0 .05535
C" 2p, ..0.0010 -0.01057 0.00039 -0 .000 17 -0 .02919
C" 3p, -0.00511 -0.01628 -0.00123 -0 .00154 -0 .02900
C" 2p: 0.00249 0.Ql726 0.00336 0.00092 -0.05553
C.. 3p, 0.00730 0.02712 0.00650 0.00242 -0.08132
continu ed overleaf
Molecular Orbital Coei1icients 225
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOM0-1 HOM0-2 HOMO-3
C" 2p, -0.0009 0.00365 -0.00037 -0 .00 146 0.01326
C" 3p, -0.002 83 0.00219 -0 .00279 0.00 141 0.01936
N.. 2p, -0.00 164 -0.00 758 -0 .00110 -0.003 07 0.03484
N.. 3p, -0.00 071 -0.01160 -0 .00020 -0.00475 0.03986
C.. 'p, "'{}.OO058 0.00 269 -0.0009 4 0.00085 0.01026
C.. 3p, 0.00050 0.00 154 0.0004 1 -0 .00247 0.02 141
N" 2p, -0 .00295 ~0.00793 ~0 .00329 0.001 45 0.03031
N" 3p, -0.00419 -0.01 142 -0.00468 0.00 306 0.03296
C" 2p, -0.10809 0.05446 -0.09 774 0.10817 -0.01643
C" 3p, -0.15222 0.08422 -0.13602 0.15062 -0.02851
CO' 'p, -0.07202 0.00061 -0.08217 0.12326 -0.06460
CO' 3p, -0 .09626 0.00323 -0.10680 0.15621 -0 .0786 9
CO' 2p, 0.10026 -0.05010 0.07152 -0.0445 4 -0 .016 49
C~ 3p, 0.13544 -0 .09035 0.09253 -0 .05562 -0.01857
Co. 2p, 0.09158 0.02052 0.10165 -0.13072 0.042 74
Co. 3p, 0.14012 0.02892 0.146 16 -0 .17556 0 .04813
S" 2p, -0.01911 0.02372 -0.00786 -0 .00686 0.032 72
s~ 3p, 0.04244 ~0 .05296 0.0175 1 0.0 1490 -0 .07105
s~ 4p, 0.04396 -0.06854 0.0 1773 0.01319 -0.06986
CO' 2p, -0 .15292 0.10034 -0 .07416 -0.0 1990 0.10022
CO' 3p, -0.22508 0.16029 -0 .11031 -0.01758 0.12972
S" 2p, -0.000 18 0.07116 0.01845 -0.03336 -0 .00917
S" 3p, ~0.OO055 ~O. 15539 -0.04064 0.07282 0.01967
S" 4p, 0.00505 -0.2 2767 -0.04169 0.07372 0 .02429
CO' 2p, 0.12513 0.16246 0.08828 -0.01888 -0.09622
Coo 3p, 0.18791 0.24992 0.12233 -0.01460 -0.13222
C" 2p, 0.14135 ~0. 1l897 0.04638 0.05645 -0 .10155
Coo 3p, 0.19696 -0.18505 0.06316 0.0728 9 -0 .12989
C" 2p, -0.08427 0.022 45 -0.07165 0.05 149 0.01304
C" 3p, -0.113 12 0.03828 -0 .09304 0.06399 0 .01615
C~ 2p, -0.00017 -0.1 706 1 0.00 144 0.0025 7 0 .01558
C~ 3p, -0 .00043 -0.27184 0.00625 -0 .00226 0.0 1730
Co. 2p, -0 .00004 0.19838 -0.00033 0.01138 0.0295 2
C" 3p, 0.000 19 0.34167 -0.00503 0.02212 0.04355
C" 2p, -0.00002 0.0363 0 0.00133 -0 .00 212 -0.00800
C" 3p, -0.00428 0.0294 2 0.00008 -0.00 611 -0.00 989
CQnfwued overleaf
Molecular Orbit al Coefficients 226
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOM0-1 HOMO-2 HOM0- 3
N" 2., 0.00210 -0.10700 0.00265 -0.00678 -0.02059
N" 3., 0.00474 -0.15612 0.00330 -0.00660 -0.02411
C" 2. , -0.00005 0.03626 0.00069 ·0.00364 -0.00404
C" 3. , 0.00422 0.02940 0.00255 -0.00394 -0.01173
N" 2•• -0.00221 -0.10701 0.00073 -0.00958 -0.01497
N" 3•• -0.00483 -0.15609 -0.00030 -0.0 1118 -0.01600
C.. 2•• -0.12948 0.16631 0.00367 -0.11163 0.03485
Css 3. , -0.19339 0.25625 -0.00304 -0.15028 0.05683
C" 2•• -0.14127 -0.11560 -0.05311 -0 .06001 0.07939
C" 3• • -0.19718 -0.17993 -0.07113 -0 .07955 0.09947
C" 2• • 0.09000 0.01822 -0 .02894 0.07897 0.01055
C" 3• • 0.12072 0.03123 -0 .03774 0.09870 0.01149
c« 2., 0.15525 0.09854 0.03416 0.10074 -0.06314
c« 3•• 0.22980 0.15753 0.04200 0.14404 -0.07588
S" 2. , -0.00186 0.07173 0.02307 -0.02297 -0.02752
S" 3., 0.00503 -0.15671 -0.05038 0.05026 0.05987
S" 4• • -0.00079 -0.22942 -0.05367 0.05127 0.05827
Table E.5: Molecular orbital coefficients for the lowest excited states of PCNCY
tetramer.
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-1 LUMO+1
C, 2•• 0.01053 0.00198 0.01905 -0.00449
C, 3., 0.01486 -0.00138 0.02600 0.00208
C, 2•• -0.04417 ·0 .01972 -0.07649 0.04582
C, 3r» -0.06099 -0.03 454 -0.10388 0.08106
C, 2•• -0.02418 0.00450 -0.04597 -0.01189
C, 3., -0.03508 0.0074 1 -0.06578 ~0.02038
C. 2•• 0.07194 -0.03598 0.10991 0.05507
C. 3p, 0.09725 -0.05087 0.14839 0.07831
C, 2•• -0.01415 0.00367 -0.02272 -0.00520
C, 3• • -0.02313 -0.00673 -0.03922 0.01353
H. 1, 0.01494 -0 .00744 0.02322 0.01153
contmued overleaf
Molecular Orbital Coefficients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contrib ution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOM0-1 LUMO+l
H, 2, 0.01870 -0.02057 0.02713 0.03388
H, 1, ~0.01495 0.00744 -0.02323 -0.01153
H, 2, ~0 .01872 0.02058 ~0.02715 -0.03389
H, 1, 0.01088 0.00430 0.0 1922 -0.00981
H, 2, 0.01522 0.01183 0.026 73 -0.02608
H" 1, -0 .01089 -0.00430 -0.01922 0.00980
H" 2, ~0.01523 ~0.01181 ~0.02675 0.02606
Cu 2p, ~0.00028 0.05734 0.00499 -0.10953
Cu 3p, 0.00204 0.10036 0.0115 1 -0.19412
C" 2p, 0.05971 -0 .05881 0.08938 0.10380
C" 3p, 0.08616 -0 .10999 0.1267 4 0.19799
Cu 2p, 0.000 13 ~0 .01209 -0.00143 0.02350
Cu 3p, ~0.OO893 -0.01017 -0.01456 0.02272
N.. 2p, ~0 .02623 0.03237 ~0 .03993 -0.05942
N.. 3p, -0.03298 0.04737 -0.0498 1 -0.08826
C" 2p, -0.00 186 -0.0 1252 -0.00391 0.02418
C" 3p, -0 .00859 -0 .01373 -0.01459 0.02763
N" 2p, -0.02832 0.03383 -0.04242 -0.06 139
N" 3p, -0.03577 0.05076 -0.05295 -0.0929 1
C" 2p, 0.05188 -0 .00495 0.08915 0.01015
C" 3p, 0.07720 ~0 .01039 0.12853 0.01725
C" 2p, -0.07747 0.056 76 -0.10398 -0 .08468
C" 3p, -0.10872 0.09540 -0.14523 -0.14313
C" 2p, -0.05740 -0 .04556 ~0.09550 0.08663
C" 3p, -0 .0818S -0 .08348 -0.13249 0.15689
C" 2p, 0.09366 -0 .06274 0.10489 0.08150
Coo 3p, 0.12901 -0.10 180 0.14556 0.13171
C" 2p, -0.022 04 0.00 313 -0.03161 -0.00402
C" 3p, -0.03874 -0.00694 -0.05858 0.01738
H" 1, 0.02432 -0.01046 0.03330 0.01496
H" 2, 0.03105 -0.03550 0.03755 0.05448
H" 1, -0.02433 0.01046 -0.03330 -0 .01496
H~ 2, -0 .03 105 0.03550 -0.03756 -0.05448
C" 2p, 0.0817 2 0.04252 0.11834 ~0 .01718
C" 3p, 0.11699 0.06191 0.16284 -0.12515
Coo 2p, -0.08422 0.07778 -0.07026 -0 .09180
con tm ued overleaf
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Molecular Orbital Coe fficients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LU MO HOMO- l LUMO +l
C" 3p, -0.11829 0.13870 -0.0978 5 -0.16608
C'" 2p, -0.0822 1 -0.05346 -0.10206 0.08367
C'" 3p, -0.11 757 · 0.08902 -0.14271 0.142 19
C" 2p, 0.10924 0.0 5451 0.052 10 -0.00061
C" 3p, 0.15319 0.07888 0.0792 6 -0.00285
C" 2p, -0 .03057 -D.00761 -0 .02671 0.00283
C" 3p, -0.05295 0.02002 -0.04961 -0.0 1669
H" 1, -0.0333 2 -0.Ql858 -0.02848 0.012 52
H" 2, -0.04091 -0 .05859 -0.03352 0.04806
H" 1, 0.03332 0.01858 0.02848 -0.01253
H" 2, 0.0409 1 0.05859 0.03352 -0.04806
C" 2p, -0.00285 -0.14194 0.00217 0.10593
C" 3p, 0.00023 -0 .2501 8 0.00638 0.1889 1
C" 2p, 0.10647 0.14006 0.06648 -0 .0966 2
C" 3p, 0.154 51 0.2644 9 0.0948 5 -0. 18612
C" 2p, -D.00087 0.03019 -0.00313 -0 .02363
C" 3p, -0.015 18 0.0293 1 -0.02 823 -0.00989
N" 2p, -0.04854 -0 .07970 -0 .03239 0.0584 5
N" 3p, -0.06131 -0. 11815 -0.04083 0.08906
C" 2p, -0.00125 0.03068 -0.00023 -D.02245
C" 3p, -0.01483 0.03179 -D.Oll0 1 -0.0 2187
N" 2p, -0 .04906 -0 .0805 8 -D.02904 0.05602
N" 3p, -0.06211 -0.12034 -0.03609 0.08323
C" 2p, 0.10 367 0.03630 0.0901 8 -0.05551
C" 3p, 0.14776 0.05494 0.11938 -0.07770
C.. 2p, -0.09720 · 0.08322 -0 .008 15 -0.00088
C.. 3p, -0.13805 -0. 13949 -0 .01371 -0.0026 5
C" 2p, -0.0 8766 0.0 9242 -0 .0512 8 -0.04183
C" 3p, -0.12404 0.16648 ·0 .06946 · 0.07275
C" 2p, 0.10691 0.07945 -0.02441 0.0239 0
C" a», 0.15 025 0.12822 -0.0277 5 0.040 82
C" 2p, -0.03285 -0.00711 -0 .01298 0.00501
C" 3p, -0.05682 0.01965 -0.0230 9 -D.01580
H.. 1, -0.03613 -0.02017 -0 .01316 0.00916
H.. 2, -D.04544 -0.06671 -D.01262 0.02636
H" I , 0.03613 0.02017 0.01316 -0.00916
cousinued overleaf
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Molecular Orbital Coefficients 229
ed overeaf
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l LUMO+l
H.. 2, 0.04544 0.06671 0.01262 -0.02636
C" 2p, 0.10691 -0.07945 0.02441 0.02390
C" 3p. 0.15025 -0.12822 0.02775 0.04082
C" 2p. -0.08766 -0.09242 0.05128 -0.04183
C" 3p. -0.12404 -0.16648 0.06946 -0.07275
C" 2p. -0.09720 0.08322 0.00815 -0.00088
C" 3p, -0.13805 0.13949 0.01371 -0.00265
C'" 2p, 0.10367 -0.03630 -0.09018 -0.05551
Coo 3p, 0.14776 -0.05494 -0.11938 -0.07770
C" 2p, -0 .03285 0.00711 0.01298 0.00501
C" 3p. -0.0 5682 -0.01965 0.02309 -0.01580
H" 1. 0.036 13 -0.02017 -0.01316 -0 .00916
H" 2, 0.04544 -0.06671 -0.01262 -0.02636
H" I , -0.03613 0.02017 0.01316 0.00916
H" 2, -0.04544 0.06671 0.01262 0.02636
C" 2p, -0.00285 0.14194 -0.00217 0.10593
C" 3p, 0.00023 0.25018 -0.00638 0.18891
C" 2p, 0.10647 -0. 14006 -0.06648 -0.09662
C" 3p, 0.15451 -0.26449 -0.09485 -0. 18612
C" 2p. -0.001 25 -0 .03068 0.00023 -0.02245
C" 3p. -0 .01483 -0.03179 0.01101 -0.02187
N" 2p. -0.04906 0.08058 0.02904 0.05602
N" 3p. -0.06211 0.12034 0.03609 0.08323
C" 2p. -0 .00087 -0.03019 0.00313 -0 .02363
C" 3p, -0.01518 -0.02931 0.00989 -0.02823
N", 2p, -0.04854 0.07970 0.03239 0.05845
N" 3p, -0.06131 0.11815 0.04083 0.08906
C" 2p. 0.10924 -0.05451 -0.05210 -0.00061
C" 3p. 0.15319 -0.07888 -0.07926 -0 .00285
C" 2p, -0.08221 0.05346 0.10206 0.08367
C" 3p, -0.11757 0.08902 0.14271 0.14219
C" 2p, -0 .08422 -o.orrra 0.07026 -0.09180
C" 3p, -0.11829 -0.13870 0.09785 -0.16608
Co< 2p, 0.08172 -0.04252 -0.11834 -0.07718
Co< 3p, 0.11699 -0.06791 -0.16284 -0.12515
C" 2p. -0.03057 0.00761 0.02671 0.00283
ntinu 1
Molecular Orbital Co effjcierlts
Ato m Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contri bution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l LUMO+ l
C~ 3p= -0 .05295 0 .04961 -0 .020 02 -0.01669
H M 1, 0.03332 -0 .Ql858 -0.02848 -0.01253
H M 2, 0.040 91 -0.05859 -0.03352 -0 .04806
H" 1, -0 .03332 0.01858 0.02848 0.01252
H" 2, -0 .04091 0.05859 0.03352 0.04806
C" 2p, 0 .09366 0.06274 -0 .10489 0.08 150
C" 3p, 0.12901 0.10 180 -0. 14556 0.13171
C" 2p. -0 .05 740 0.04556 0.09550 0.08663
C" 3p, -0.08185 0.08348 0.13249 0.15689
Cn 2p, -0.07747 -0.05676 0.10398 -0 .08468
Cn 3p, -0 .10872 -0.09540 0.14523 -0.14313
c-, 2p, 0.05188 0.00495 -0.08 915 0.01015
c-, 3p, 0.077 20 0.01039 -0.12853 0.Ql725
Cn 2p, -0.02204 ~0.00313 0.03 161 -0.00 402
Cn 3p. -0.03874 0.00694 0.05858 0.01738
H" 1, -0.02 433 -0.01046 0.03330 -0.01496
H" 2, -0.03105 -0.03 550 0.03756 -0 .05448
H" 1. 0.02432 0.01046 -0 .033 30 0.01496
H " 2, 0.0310 5 0.03550 -0 .03755 0.05448
c; 2p, -0 .00028 -0 .05734 -0.00499 ~0.10953
c; 3p, 0.00204 -0.10036 -0 .01151 -0. 19412
C" 2p, 0.05971 0.05881 -0 .08938 0.1038 0
C" 3p, 0.08616 0.10999 -0 .126 74 0.1 9799
C" 2p, -0 .00186 0.01252 0.0039 1 0.02418
C" 3p, -0.00859 0.Ql373 0.0 1459 0.02763
N", 2p, -0.02832 -0 .03383 0.04242 -0.06 139
N" 3p, -0. 03577 -0 .05076 0.05295 -0.09291
C" 2p, 0.000 13 0.01209 0.00143 0.02350
C" 3p, -0 .00893 0.01017 0.01456 0.02272
NO' 2p. -0 .02623 -0 .03237 0.03993 -0.05942
NO' 3p, -0.03298 -0.04737 0.04981 -0 .08826
CO' 2p, 0.07194 0.03598 -0. 1099 1 0.05507
CO' 3p, 0.09725 0.05087 -0 .14839 0.0783 1
CM 2p, -0 .02418 -0.00450 0.045 97 -0.01189
CM 3p, -0.03508 -0.00741 0.06578 -0.02038
C~ 2p, -0.04417 0.0 1972 0.07649 0.04582
contin ued overleaf
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Molec ular Oebital Coefficients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOM0-1 LUMO+l
C" 3p, -0.06099 0.03454 0.10388 0.08106
C" 2p, 0.01053 ~O.OO198 ~O.01905 ~0.00449
Coo 3p, 0.01486 0.00138 ·0 .02600 0.00208
Co; 2p. -0.01415 -0.00367 0.02272 -0.00520
Co; 3p. -0.02313 0.00673 0.03922 0.01353
H" 1, -0 .01495 -0.00744 0.02323 -0.01153
H" 2. -0 .01872 -0.02058 0.02715 ·0.03389
H" 1. 0.01494 0.00744 ·0.02322 0.01153
H.. 2, 0.01870 0.02057 -0.02713 0.03388
H.. 1, 0.01088 -0.00430 ~ 0.01922 -0.00981
Hsn 2, 0.01522 -0.01183 ·0 .02673 -0.02608
H" I, -0 .01089 0.00430 0.01922 0.00980
H" 2, -0.0 1523 0.01181 0.0267 5 0.02606
231
Table E.6; Molecular orbital coefficients for the lowest excited states of PCNF V
tecram er.
Atom At omic orbi tal Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l LUMO+ 1
C, 2p. 0.00256 -0.00045 0.01987 -0.02819
C, 3p. 0.00414 0.00059 0.02948 -0.03820
C, 2p, -0.01063 0.00247 -0 .07378 0.08973
C, 3p. -0.01510 0.00422 -0 .10246 0.12071
C, 2p, -0.00516 -0.00044 -0.0 4132 0.06021
C, 3p, -0 .00718 -0.00047 -0 .05780 0.08304
C. 2p. 0.02072 0.00735 0.12168 -0.11697
C. 3p, 0.02798 0.00996 0. 16432 -0.15799
C, 2p, -0.00428 0.00085 -0.03245 0.04463
C, 3p, -0 .00730 0.00223 -0.05468 0.07282
C, 2p. -0 .01285 -0.00431 -0.08044 0.08814
C, 3p, -0.01772 -0.00786 -0 .10715 0.11188
C, 2p. -0.00169 -0.00920 -0 .00239 -0.00547
C, 3p, -0.00232 -0.01589 0.00008 -0.01391
C" 2p. 0.01591 0.01122 0.08430 -0.06893
contulll ed over leaf
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ued overleaf
Ato m Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coe fficients
HOMO LUMO HOM 1 LUMO+l
Coo 3p. 0 .02366 0.02033 0.12146 -0.09468
Cu 2p. 0.00061 0.00186 0.00129 0.00154
Cu 3p. -0.00 187 0 .0010 2 -0 .01122 0.01055
N" 2p, -0.00681 -0.00580 -0 .03649 0.03088
N" 3p. -0.008 78 -0 .00820 -0.04654 O.ll:l890
Cu 2p. -0 .000 16 0.00185 -0 .01196 01lO275
Cu 3p. -0 .00190 0.00185 -0.01196 0.01185
N .. 2p. -0.00752 -0 .00615 -0.03949 0.03162
N .. 3p. -0.00964 -0 .00902 -0.04993 0.03925
C" 2P. 0.0128 2 0.00000 0.09257 -o.u834
C" 3p. 0 .01905 0.00098 0.13158 -0.15892
C" 2p. -0.02235 -0.01321 -0.10470 0.05879
C" 3p, -0.03072 -0.0 2150 -0 .14381 0.08152
C" 2p. -0.01286 0.00714 -0.08877 0.09684
C" 3p. -0 .02003 0.01355 -0.12864 0.13064
C.. 2p. 0.03208 0.0168 1 0.12322 -0.02108
C.. 3p, 0.04399 0.02700 0.16965 -0.03432
e", 2p. -0.00680 0.00 160 "'{).04491 0.G4399
e", 3p. -0 .01188 0.00190 -0 .07551 0.07073
C" 2p. -0 .02218 -0.00836 ...{) .1l4 27 0.08551
C" 3p. -0 .03087 -0.0 1443 "'{).15207 0.10715
C" 2p, 0.02118 -0.00833 0.12504 -0.09377
C" 3p, 0.03144 -0.01348 0.17402 -0 .11956
C" 2p. -0.03185 -0.01625 -0.08772 -0.03324
C" 3p, -0 .04617 -0.02853 -0.12661 -0 .04128
c~ 2p. -0.02278 0.0 1003 -0 .107 11 0.03794
c~ 3p. -0 .03 173 0.01526 -0 .14804 0.04915
e", 2p, 0.05604 -0 .025 17 0.09995 0.09025
e", 3p. 0.07639 -0 .03460 0. 14166 0.11363
e", 2p. -0 .01361 -0.00361 -0.04626 -00048 1
C" 3p. -0 .02297 -0 .00945 -0 .07836 -0.00713
C,. 2p, -0.04105 0.02007 ...{) .1l857 -0 .00574
C'" 3p. -0 .05657 0.03634 -0 .15798 ...{).r10619
Cu 2p, -0 .00626 0.04153 -0.00529 0.00203
Cu 3p. -0.00880 0.07212 -0.00387 0.00605
cM 2p. 0.04686 -0. 04787 0.09247 0.03479
= ""
Molecular Orbital Coefficients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l LUMO+l
C" 3p, 0.07009 ..0.08768 0.13407 0.04788
C" 2p, 0.00151 -0.00836 -0.00065 0.00152
C" 3p, ..0.00539 -0.00562 -0 .01156 -0.00577
N" 2p, -0.0205 7 0.02544 -0.04271 -0.01315
N" 3p, -0.02651 0.03637 -0.05464 -0.01637
C" 2p, 0.00041 -0.00881 0.00107 -0.00312
C" 3p, -0.00493 -0.00833 -0 .01221 -0.00485
N" 2p, -0 .02179 0.02644 -0.04081 -0.01826
N" 3p, -0.028 19 0.03884 -0.05199 -0.023 18
C" 2p, 0.04021 -0.00496 0.12 724 0.02646
C" 3p, 0.05874 -0.00979 0.17272 0.043 74
Cu 2p, -0.05725 0.04545 -0.0506 5 -0 .09748
Cu 3p, -0.07893 0.07384 -0.07093 ..0.13 175
C" 2p, -0.03419 -0.02959 -0.08275 -0.06018
C" 3p, -0.05298 -0.05502 -0.11616 -0.08484
C" 2p, 0.08109 -0.05576 0.03256 0.11883
C" 3p, 0.11194 -0 .08997 0.05010 0.1590 1
C" 2p, -0.01829 -0.00631 -0.03578 -0 .03889
C" 3p, -0.03203 -0.00904 -0.05961 -0.06349
C" 2p, -0.05993 0.03 111 -0 .08881 -0.07938
C" 3p, -0.08350 0.05458 -0.11772 -0. 10042
H.. I s 0.00278 -0.00084 0 .02075 -0.02793
H.. 2s 0.00344 -0.00251 0.02648 -0.03598
Hw Ls -0.00278 0.00084 -0 .02075 0.02793
Hw 2s -0.00344 0.002 51 -0 .02648 0.03598
C" 2p, 0.05411 0.03384 0.08079 0.11440
C" 3p, 0.07982 0.05487 0.10723 0.15407
CO' 2p, -0.08001 0.05367 0.00042 -0.06892
CO' 3p, -0. 11619 0.09454 -0.00337 -0.09674
CO' 2p, -0.05778 -0.0381 7 -0.04621 -0.09985
CO' 3p, ..0.08102 -0.05923 -0.062 19 -0. 13477
C.. 2p, 0.13355 0.07488 -0.03264 0.03758
C.. 3p, 0.18560 0.10624 -0 .03912 0.05926
C" 2p, -0 .03381 0.01191 -0 .00599 -0.04141
C" 3p, -0 .05806 0.02880 -0.01116 ..0.06799
C" 2p, -0 .10201 -0.06602 -0.01973 ..0.08461
contmued overleaf
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Molec ular Orbital Coe fficients
Ato m Atomic orb ital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HO MO LUMO HOM0-1 LUMO+1
C~ 3p. -0 .13997 -0.1183 7 -0.0274 1 -0.10704
C" 2p. -0 .01742 -0.13691 0.001 11 0.00204
C" 3p. -0.02054 -0.23456 0.00022 0.006 52
C" 2p, 0.11267 0.15013 · 0.00825 0.03715
C" 3p, 0.16821 0.27508 -0.0 1205 0.0508 2
C" 2p, 0.00348 0.02681 -0.00148 -0.00266
C" 3p, -0.01226 0.0 1967 0.00 152 -0.00499
N" 2p. -0 .05124 -0.082 10 0.00229 · 0.01923
N" 3p, -0 .06635 -0.11803 0.002 76 -0 .02460
C" 2p, 0.0 0 126 0.02815 0.00169 0.00158
C" 3p. -0 .01194 0.02508 0.00054 -0.00595
N M 2p, -0.05329 -0.08370 0.005TI -0.01443
N M 3p, -0.06906 -0.12246 0.0075 1 -0.01813
Coo 2p, 0.10135 0.01880 0.01670 0.10246
C~ 3p. 0.14743 0.03117 0.01674 0.13095
C" 2p. -0. 11947 -0.12048 0.05452 0.03403
C" 3p, -0. 17159 -0.18878 0.076 12 0.043 14
Coo 2p, -0 .08335 0.11208 0.0088 0 -0 .05022
c~ 3p, · 0 .12733 0.18934 0.0 1617 -0 .06429
Coo 2p, 0.12364 0.11757 -0.06900 -0.08130
Coo 3p. 0.18162 0.17990 -0.09532 · 0.10312
C" 2p, -0. 03788 0.01565 0.0 0911 -0.01148
C" 3p. -0.06865 0.02845 0.01733 -0.01763
Cn 2p, -0 .11778 -0.07398 0.02549 -0.01911
Cn 3p. -0. 16035 -0.13332 0.0334 7 -0 .02328
C" 2p, 0.12477 -0.13147 -0.03938 0.00622
C" 3p, 0.18064 -0.20237 -0.05896 -0 .00022
C" 2p. -0 .07921 -0.09916 0.05072 0.08198
C" 3p, -0 .12259 -0 .16767 0.07372 0.11139
Cn 2p. -0.11641 0.12924 0.04888 0.03652
c-, 3p, -0. 16606 0.20400 0.0699 3 0 .05392
C" 2p, 0.08093 0.00026 -0.05239 -0.09530
C" 3p, 0. 1200 1 -0.00646 -0.07455 -0 .12855
C" 2p. -0.03457 -0.01405 0.02071 0.02979
C" 3p, -0.06273 -0.02152 0.03594 0.04913
C'" 2p, -0. 10762 0.06848 0.05129 0 .05713
contmued overleaf
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Molecular Orbital Coeilicients
Atom Atomic orbital Molecular orbital
contribution coefficients
HOMO LUMO HOMO-l LUMO+l
C.. 3p, -0.14629 0.12133 0.06681 0.0703 1
C~ 2p, ~0.01203 0.10830 0.002 19 -0.00318
C~ 3p, -0.01279 0.18461 -0.00022 -0.01044
C~ 2p, 0.09404 -0.12433 -0.04511 -0.051 79
C~ 3p, 0.13941 -0.22596 -0.06492 -0.07109
C" 2p, ·0 .00073 -0.022 12 0.00099 0.0018 7
C" 3p, -0.01124 -0 .02027 0.00640 0.00886
N" 2p, · 0.04523 0.06921 0.02150 0.02411
N.. 3p, -0.05804 0.10126 0.02724 0.03003
CO' 2p, 0.00348 -0 .02120 -0 .00074 0.00089
CO' 3p, -0.01043 ·0.01326 0.00570 0.00752
N" 2p, -0.04 169 0.06647 0.02013 0.02370
N" 3p, -0 .05402 0.09462 0.02584 0.03011
Coo 2p, 0.12238 -0.0820 1 ·0 .06481 -0.08892
Coo 3p, 0.16850 -0. 11442 -0 .08919 -0.12232
C" 2p, · 0.03279 0.00615 0.02330 0.04789
C" 3p, -0.04669 0.00779 0.03295 0.06629
C" 2p, · 0.06581 -0.02782 0.04098 0.07087
C" 3p, -0.09330 -0.04779 0.05692 0.09556
C" 2p, 0.01610 0.00487 -0.011 12 -0.02228
C" 3p, 0.02596 -0.00759 -0.01651 -0.03028
C~ 2p, -0.02674 -0.00954 0.01803 0.03498
C~ 3p, -0.04664 -0.0236 7 0.03092 0.05786
C" 2p, ·0 .07918 0.05040 0.044 58 0.06937
C" 3p, -0.10847 0.0905 2 0.05914 0.08794
H.. I s 0.01 740 0.009 42 -0.01160 -0.022 08
H" 2s 0.02164 0.02883 -0.01483 -0.02849
H ,,, ls -0.01740 -0.00942 0.01160 0.02208
H 100 2s · 0.02164 -0.02883 0.01483 0.02849
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Appendix F
Schematic Diagrams of Molecular
Orbitals
In tbis appendix we represent important molecularorbitaIs like the HOMO, LUMO,
HOMO-I , HOMO-2, LUMO+ l and LUMO + 2 for the six molecular systems of in-
tere st along wit h the ir unsubstituted carbon back bones I.e., t he respective po ly-
acetylene oligomers. These MOs are important in a sense that th e elect rons are ex-
cited from these HOMOs to the LUMOs . The cal cula ted wavefuncticn is pro jected
onto a local atomic orbital basis. T he colours and size of the symbo ls represent
t he local phase and am plit ude of t he wavefuncticn (green: negative, red : posi-
tive) . Th ese Le AD (Linear Combinat ion of Ato mic Or bit als) molecular orbitals
of the oetamers for PA, PT, pey, PF V and tet ramers for PC NT H, PCNCY and
PCNFV show that t he Highest Occupied Molecular Orbitals and the Lowest Un-
occupi ed Molecular Orbitals have a delocalized character while other levels present
a localized nature, as exemplified by t he HO MO-2 and LUMO + 2 orbitals.
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Figure F.t: Schem ati c reprcsenr auon of the "O~IO for tmn3 -ci..,oid PA octa mer.
Since the HO~IO is a 11"state, only the P. components are nonzero . The colours
a nd silt! of the symbols rep resent the local phas« and amplitude of t hr-.....awfunct ioll
(green .nega t ive, red -posit ive}.
Figure F .2: Schematic repr esent a t ion of th e 1I0~fO for aromatic PT octemer.
Fig ure F .3: Schematic represent at ion of rhe I IO ~ IO for aromatic PC!'Tlllt·lram er.
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Figure F.-I: Schematic representauon of the LU:\IO for trans-cY oid PA octamer.
Figure F.6: Schematic repr esent ati on of the LU~IO for PCXTII tet ra mer .
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Figur e F .8: Schematic repr esentati on of th e 110 \10-1 for aroma t ic PT octamer.
F igure F.9: Schematic repr esentati on of the 110 ~IO- l for PC~TlI tet ra mer.
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Figure F.12: Schematic represent ati on of the 1I0 r-.fO-2 for PCNT H tc t ramc r.
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Figure F,15: Schemat ic representation of th e LU~IO+ l for PC;\,T II te t ramer.
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Figure F.tS: Schematic repr esent ation of the LU\ IO+ 2 for PCXTII tet ramer.
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Figur e F.2 1: Sche matic repr eeent atl on of the 1-10 \ 10 for quin oid PC:\'CY tct ramer.
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Figure F.24: Sclu-manc representation of the 110 ),10 for rCXF\' tet ramer.
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Figure F.27: Sdu-m atu- representa t ion of th e LU),fO for PCXG '{ tetr amer .
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Figure F.30: Schemat ic repr es enrenon of the LU~fO for PCXF\' u-t ranwr.
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Fig ure F.31: Sclu-matic represent atlo n of th e 1I0~fO- l for ci.,·lrmuoidPA ocrauu-r .
Figure F .33: Schematic representation of the IIO~IO-l for PC;';CY tetram er
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Figure F .36: Schemeuc representation of the 110\10-1 for PCXF\' tetramer.
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Ftgure F.39: Schematic rf'pn'Sl'nta tion of the 1I0 ~IO-2 for PC]\'CY tet ramer.
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Figure F.-t2: $chl'matic representation of the HO~10-2 for PC:'\"FYtetramer.
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Figure F.45: Schematic rep res ent a tion of the LU;\tO+l for reNG"" u-tramer.
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Figure FA8: &.hf'llIat ic repreentenon of the Lt;~IO+ l for pe NFY tetramer .
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Figure FA9: Schematic representation of the LU\ fO+ 2 (or C&3-lrorLSoidPA cctemer.
Figure F.51: Schcme nc represent.atio n of the LU~fO+ 2 (or PC~G'· tetr amer.
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Figure F.54: Schematic repr esentation of t he LU:\fO+2 for PC:\FV u-tr anu-r.




